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About
this report

This report has the purpose of 

reflecting the consolidation of Banco 

Regional in an ever more technologic 

and digital world without losing its 

ability to understand each person, 

maintaining closeness and human 

warmth that always characterized it 

and which help to support those who 

need to connect with others, fulfilling 

their ideas and dreams. 

With its strategy of continuous 

improvement and the commitment 

to keep growing, the institution 

incorporates to the Paraguayan 

market the space of Net & Work, 

a new model that is a turning point 

in banking service whereby people 

connect with people, the community 

and their projects. 

In this report, one can see a year of 

intensive work, a year of consolidation of 

Regional as an Economic Group and the 

constant search of a bank focused on 

strengthening the growth of the country. 
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Message from 
the President

Dear shareholders, 

2019 was a year of multiple challenges, 

defined by a stagnant economy that 

during the first semester of the year 

had a fall in all economic sectors, and 

which only during the last four months 

showed signs of dynamism that were 

not enough for the economy to reflect a 

substantial recovery. 

In fact, the Gross Domestic Product 

of 2019 did not record a significant 

variation while the main economic 

sector for our business, agriculture, 

recorded a negative GDP of 4.9%, the 

first fall in productivity of the sector 

since 2012. A scenario of low prices that 

did not improve the sector’s outlook 

added up to this fall in productivity. 

The evolution of the banking sector was 

similar, judging by the evolution of the 

credit portfolio, which after reaching 

a maximum interannual increase 

of 20.16% in May, was progressively 

reducing until the end of the year with 

a fall in the demand of credit before a 

deaccelerating economy. Even with the 

incentives of financial institutions, the 

interannual growth was cut to 11.34% at 

the end of 2019. 

Our Bank, faithful to its commitment of 

long-term support to the agribusiness 

sector, faced this ominous year with 

numerous instances of refinancing 

and restructuring, convinced that the 

productivity of the agricultural sector 

would immediately recover and, even 

more, considering the long-term 

relationships with many clients 

that made their activities grow with 

the support of the bank through

many years. 

We must recognize that this 

commitment of the Bank in 

supporting the agricultural sector 

generated significant impact on 

the allowances considering the 

deterioration in the quality of the 

credit portfolio, and that our Bank, 

respectful of the Superintendency of 
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Banks, has registered them in December 

2019. These adjustments, in accordance 

with the current legislation, will be 

gradually absorbed during the next 

36 months. 

The Bank ended the year with a leading 

position in the financial system, both as 

to the loan portfolio and the deposits 

portfolio. The profitability at levels similar 

to 2018 reflects the impact on results of 

an unusually adverse year on agricultural 

productivity. However, we have made 

significant efforts to sustain the 

dynamism of the credit portfolio and 

the support to the national economy 

even facing the described challenges. 

Our bank is one of the main 

stakeholders of the national economy 

in all of its corporate sectors: agriculture, 

livestock, industry, trade and services, 

and we have increased our support to 

small and medium companies, and to 

our individual clients. 

We profoundly thank the support of 

our shareholders and I express the firm 

commitment of the Board and the 

Management Team in reinstating the 

profitability and to keep safeguarding 

the credibility and reputation of the Bank, 

which continue to be reflected not only 

in the growing link to financial institutions 

abroad, which keep offering to increase 

the value of their business relationships 

with the Bank, but also in the stability 

of their relationships with the absolute 

majority of its clients. 

In 2019, we have approved a new strategic 

vision of the business models of the 

Bank for the next five years, adopting an 

even more pronounced approach in the 

digitalization of operational processes and 

approaching clients, aiming to improve 

their experience and generate higher 

levels of efficiency. 

Although the profitability of the Bank 

is still not around the average level of 

the market, a commitment that the 

Board undertakes with permanent 

responsibility, we remark that the 

business models of the Bank will 

remain oriented towards preserving the 

profitability of its investments. 

Banco Regional must be unquestionably 

considered as the most important 

financial institution for the development 

of the productive sectors of the country, 

with even more weight than any public 

development institution. However, at 

the same time, we shall not be shy 

in reducing our investments in non-

profitable economic sectors, or where 

there are no sufficient regulatory tools 

for the sustainable management of risks. 

We do not doubt that challenges will 

be overcome, as the business potential 

is huge for the recovery of profitability 

and the strength of the Bank is widely 

recognized. We will execute our strategy 

with sufficient flexibility to seize the 

opportunities of the market that arise, 

and we will quickly implement the 

needed changes. 

In this context, we will drive profound 

operational and management reforms 

in our institution in 2020, to improve 

the experience of the client, increase 

the efficiency in the administration and 

perform adjustments which, although 

important due to their magnitude in the 

short-term, will be essential to respond 

with reciprocity to the commitment to 

our shareholders: increasing profitability 

and adding value to their investments. 

Cordially,

Raúl Vera Bogado
Executive President
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1The Bank, focused
on evolving
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The Bank1.1.

An institution that is distinguished 

for its strong working conviction and 

will to keep growing, innovating and 

transforming in an ever more demanding 

and globalized world. 

Consolidated as the Bank that supports 

the growth of its people and enables the 

development of its community, today, 

Banco Regional is part of an important 

Economic Group that actively provides 

and collaborates for the social and 

economic development of the country. 

The new business units: Regional 

Seguros, Regional Casa de Bolsa 

and Fundación Regional started the 

path towards the transformation into 

an economic group that proves the 

capacity to adapt to new times and 

constant changes. 

Collaborators

Common Shareholders Preferred Shareholders ATMs SSTs

Name of the Company

Address

654

610 371 90 53

Banco Regional S.A.E.C.A.

Carlos Antonio López 
N° 1348 e/ Arq. Tomás 
Romero Pereira y 14 de 
Mayo, Encarnación, 
Department of Itapúa

34 1
Customer 
Service Branches 

Customer
Service Center

Since its foundation in 1991, Banco Regional has been 
recognized for the commitment to the success of people 
and the growth of the communities where it operates. 
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The Bank understands that in a world 

that is becoming more globalized 

and technologic, it must evolve as an 

institution and, in that path, it started its 

way, an unbreakable evolution without 

dismissing the close support to clients. 

In all of these times, the Bank was a 

protagonist of multiple processes of 

refinement without forgetting the 

roots and reasons of creation, such 

as facilitating access to credits for 

producers of the department of Itapúa, 

installing and positioning a competitive 

financial institution close to people. 

Innovating and growing, Banco 

Regional undertakes the challenge of 

evolving and continuing to adapt to the 

needs of clients who are protagonists of 

this ride. 

In this context, during 2019, in 

December, an agreement was signed 

with DEG (Deutsche Investitions und 

Entwicklungsgesellschaft mbH, member 

of KFW Bankengruppe-Germany), 

which finances investments of private 

companies in developing countries to 

contribute to sustainable growth and 

better life conditions. The agreement 

was signed for an amount of USD 37.5 

million for 7 years. The objective of 

the project is to increase the access 

to financing, in the medium and 

long-term for small companies, small 

Corporate Companies or infrastructure 

or renewable energy projects. 

The operations of JP Morgan Interbank 

Information Network started. IIN 

is a new messaging platform for 

banks worldwide which works with 

Blockchain technology and has the 

objective of optimizing the channels 

of communication as to international 

payments and correspondent services. 

In addition, a Master Participation 

Agreement was signed with Sumitomo 

Mitsui Banking Corporation to perform 

trade operations, as well as purchasing 

portfolio with their guarantee.

This year, we participated 
in several international 
conferences such as the XXXV 
Latin American Congress of 
Foreign Trade. 

It was held in Buenos Aires, Argentina, in 

June. There were 21 meetings in 2 days, 

improving the relationships with banks in 

the region. In November, we participated 

in the LIII Annual Meeting of Felaban 

in Florida, United States, where 52 

meetings were held and resulted in 

loan offers for a total of USD 260 million, 

proving the constant interest and trust of 

international markets in Banco Regional. 

We participated in the JP Morgan 2019 

Global Emerging Markets Corporate 

Conference, with the attendance of 

investors from all around the world. 

WOMEN/GENDER EQUALITY

In October, we participated in 

the International Conference on 

Women, Economics and Sustainable 

Development, organized by Fundación 

Capital and Red de Pacto Global 

Paraguay. On November 19, Banco 

Regional sponsored the fourth edition 

of the Women’s Entrepreneurship Day 
Paraguay, held in 144 countries with the 

objective of “empowering, celebrating 

and supporting women from around 

the world, aimed at women of all ages 

and the entire country, seeking to 

inspire participants with the life stories 

of lecturers, to generate networking 

opportunities and to provide practical 

tools that can be applied for those 

wishing to start up. 
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Institutional  
statements

1.2.

VISION

VALUES

MISSION

To permanently innovate to be the bank 

of successful and leading people of the 

development of the country

Integrity      Professionalism      Positive Attitude

To be committed to the success 

of our clients

NETWORK OF CORRESPONDENTS 
AND INTERNATIONAL MARKET

Currently, it maintains strategic alliances to 

comply with the commitment to support 

its clients with Correspondent Banks and 

Multilateral Organizations. 

Correspondent Banks:
 Bank of China, China

 Citibank, USA

 Commerzbank, Alemania

 JP Morgan Chase & Co., USA

 Organismos de Cooperación

 Rabobank, Holanda

 SMBC, USA

 Wells Fargo, USA

Multilateral Cooperation Organizations: 
 IDB, Inter-American Development Bank

 BIO Invest 

 Bladex - Foreign Trade Bank of Latin America

 BNDES, Banco Nacional de Desenvolvimento 

Economico e Social – BNDES

 DEG, Deutsche Investitions - und 

Entwicklungsgesellschaft

 CAF, Development Bank of Latin America

  FMO, Nederlandse 

Financierings – Maatschappij

 IFC, International Finance Corporation

 OFID, Fund for International Development

 OPIC, Overseas Private Investment Corporation

 PROPARCO, Groupe Agence Francaise de 

Développement

 Responsability Investments AG

 USAID: Agency for International Development
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Main
events in 2019

1.3.

1. BROKERAGE HOUSE

As part of the strategy of development 

and group as an Economic Group and 

seeking to provide an answer to all 

sectors of the exchange market, Banco 

Regional officially introduced Regional 

Casa de Bolsa, the new business unit 

seeking to answer to the different sectors 

of the stock market, both individual 

investors and corporate companies from 

all productive sectors of the country. 

With Regional Casa de Bolsa, we seek 

to provide security, transparency and 

integrity to the entire market and to 

advise clients, directing their savings 

plans and optimizing their investments. 

In a collaborative alliance and as part of 

the strength and the support, we signed 

an agreement with Larrain Vial, a leading 

brokerage house in Chile and the region 

with more than 80 years of experience, 

who provide assistance with the strength 

of its proven knowledge of the sector. 

In addition, the Bank carried out the 

first private meeting of entrepreneurial 

families, in which it covered the issue of 

“Creation of value in the Family Estate”. It 

has the assistance of clients of the Private 

Banking of the Bank and it had a higher 

turnout than initially expected. 
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2. REGIONAL SEGUROS

Seeking to contribute to the insurance sector and to strengthen the operations of 

Banking-Insurance, Banco Regional acquired the shareholding of Regional S.A. de 

Seguros. This acquisition drove the consolidation of the operations of both entities. 

Regional Seguros has its headquarters in Encarnación and has a special focus on 

the agricultural-industrial sector. It is in the ranking of best-qualified insurers in the 

Paraguayan market. Through its years, it built a solid reputation which is strengthened 

today with this operation. 

The transaction saw the entry of Banco Regional to the General and Life Insurance 

business in Paraguay, having acquired a company with more than 25 years of record in 

the Paraguayan insurance market. 

The announcement was made during a press conference offered by representatives 

of Banco Regional and Regional S.A. de Seguros. 

3. FUNDACIÓN REGIONAL 

Fundación Regional is born inspired 

by the desire to transcend and leave 

transformative footprints in society, 

improve the quality of life of people, 

drive the local development and 

endeavors, strengthen financial 

capabilities of individuals, promote 

the preservation of the environment 

and sustainable practices in the 

productive sector. 

With the goal of positively impacting 

on communities where the institution 

operates, as well as the business 

strategy, Banco Regional turns a 

long-held dream into a reality. 

Fundación Regional started its 

operations in 2019 in the city of 

Encarnación. 

Through the foundation, we pretend to 

channel, in a more strategic manner, 

the efforts made by the Bank and the 

Group to contribute in the construction 

of a better country and a more 

sustainable society. 
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4. REGIONAL 
ECONOMIC GROUP EVENT

Banco Regional is in the midst of an 

expansion and diversification of its 

business and it has, on that matter, 

evolved positively into a solid and solvent 

Economic Group. As a financial group, it 

seeks to provide security, transparency 

and integrity to the entire market and 

mainly to clients. 

 

 

The presentation of Grupo Regional was 

held in the city of Encarnación with the 

attendance of clients and members of 

the press. The event was attended by 

economist Manuel Ferreira, who gave a 

lecture on “The analysis of the situation 

and economic projections”. Afterwards, 

there was a debate panel that also 

included the president of Banco Regional 

as well as the presidents of the new 

business units, Regional Seguros and 

Regional Casa de Bolsa. 

With the same spirit of growth 
and with the commitment 
undertaken in previous years, 
the Bank has incorporated a 
development strategy as a 
group, founded on the basis of 
a Paraguayan bank that grows 
with people and the country. 
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5. VISITS OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE 
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND (IMF) AND THE 
CENTRAL BANK OF PARAGUAY (BCP)

The technical team of the International 

Monetary Fund (IMF) and the Central 

Bank of Paraguay (BCP, for its Spanish 

initials) went to the department of 

Itapúa and Banco Regional was the 

host of the visit that included the 

presence of the delegation of the IMF 

led by Mr. Bas Bakker and Mr. José 

Cantero, president of the BCP. 

As part of the visit to the seventh 

department of the country, the mission 

visited productive companies of the 

area and leading clients. In addition, 

there was an exclusive conference 

titled “Paraguay: Dynamics and 

expectations”, which had Mr. Bas 

Bakker, head of the mission of the 

IMF, as lecturer. The conference 

was held in the Awa Resort Hotel 

of Encarnación, with a significant 

number of people, authorities and 

businesspeople. 

At the end of the dissertation, 

there was a conversation with the 

participation of Mr. Bakker, the 

president of the BCP José Cantero 

and Raúl Vera Bogado, President of 

Banco Regional. 
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6. OPENING OF THE REGIONAL CORPORATE BUILDING 
IN ASUNCIÓN

Located at calle Papa Juan XIII and 

Cecilio Da Silva, in the new commercial 

center of Asunción. 

In addition to the branch’s customer 

service on the ground floor, the building 

also has two floors of corporate offices, a 

floor that is exclusive for Private Banking 

and a wide parking lot. 

The opening occurred with a toast with 

the attendance of the authorities of 

The Regional Corporate Building in Asunción and Branch 
Juan XXIII was opened with the goal of keeping with the 
provision of an improved experience to clients and seeking 
to optimize internal processes. 

Banco Regional, clients, 

special guests and members 

of the press. 

Additionally, there was an 

internal toast with Directors, 

Managers and collaborators, 

welcoming them to the 

new offices. 
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7. OPENING OF NET&WORK

Faithful to its purpose of innovating and 

reaffirming its commitment to keep 

growing, supporting the evolution of 

the technological and digital world, 

maintaining the capacity to understand 

each human being, forging bonds and 

keeping human warmth, Banco Regional 

opened a concept of customer service 

office. A space named Net&Work, located 

in the ground floor of Shopping Mariscal. 

It is a model that marks a turning point 

in banking services. A concept of service 

in which people, ideas and projects 

connect to each other. A place to work and/or start-up, to share ideas and create 

ideas with other people. In the space, any type of banking operation can be made. 

A site to share and create ideas with other people. 

The banking operations that can 

be made in the Net&Work of Banco 

Regional are: deposits and withdrawals 

from SSTs and ATMs, wire transfers, cash 

advancements, enquiries and payments 

through the opened digital channels. 

In addition, access to channels can be 

requested (Regional Web and Regional 

Mobile for smartphones), credit cards, 

among other services. 

Additionally, to create a close and warm 

environment in a digital place, the space 

has an exclusive mural designed by the 

talented Paraguayan artist Hugo Cataldo, 

inspired by the native landscape of the 

country, highlighting the fauna and flora 

as central elements of his creation. 

This new space has a place for meetings and an 
exclusive section with a digital screen to hold interactive 
meetings. The opening hours are extended in accordance 
with the opening hours of the mall. It has free internet 
access, a snack area and also a financial advisor 
available to visitors. 
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8. RELAUNCH OF 
REGIONAL MOBILE

With the objective of always being at the 

vanguard and improving the experience 

of clients, Banco Regional relaunched 

a new version of its smartphone APP: 

Regional Mobile. 

This new version of the app has a 

complete redesign that intends to 

provide an improved experience for 

clients, strengthening banking 

operations in a simplified and 

safe way. 

The storage of favorite accounts, 

the possibility of sharing transfer 

and payment confirmations, a smart 

search engine for payments of 

services, the creation of shortcuts 

and simplified screens are among 

the main functionalities. 
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9. CLIENT ALLURING 
PROGRAM

As part of the measures taken to keep 

improving the experience of clients as 

to service, Banco Regional launched a 

Client Alluring Program. The project had 

4 main axes: 

a. Training: Internal training on 

products and services was done on 

all branches. Also, with the support of 

consultant ManpowerGroup, a custom-

made training program for more than 

400 collaborators of all banking sectors 

was developed, with a special focus on 

customer service. It has specific content 

per groups (Officers/Commercial, 

Front/Operational, Corporate Banking 

and Private Banking). 

b. Branding in branches: Materials were 

provided and a special section on the 

intranet was opened on products and 

services of the Bank. The central axis 

was about improving the experience 

of and service to clients visiting the 

branches. Also, providing all branches 

with tools needed for the support in 

customer service. 

c. Follow-up: With the objective 

of continuously monitoring, we 

scheduled surveys on Net Promoter 

Score, better known as NPS or Net 

Recommendation Index, Phone 

Service in branches and Contact 

Center, as well as mystery shopper 

research on all branches. 

d. Processes: This axis was mainly 

based, with the support of consultants 

E&Y, on improving internal processes 

affecting customer service through 

mapping, analysis and management 

of improvements. As part of this 

action, an internal campaign was 

included called “Your ideas add up”, 

inviting collaborators to contribute 

with suggestions of improvements in 

customer service. 
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10. REGIONAL EXPERIENCE 
PROMOTION

With the aim of providing a 

unique experience for clients 

to know other cultures and live 

memorable experiences, Banco 

Regional carried out the Regional 

Experience Promotion. 

Knowing, enjoying and living an 

unforgettable tour through the 

African savanna with an exclusive 

safari was the experience that 

Banco Regional gave to a client 

and a plus one via the promotion. 

Clients who made purchases with 

their Regional credit cards in the 

period of promotion participated 

in a draw of this exclusive travel 

package for two people. 
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11. BANCO REGIONAL S.A.E.C.A. 
JOINS THE GLOBAL COMPACT NETWORK

In June, 2019, Banco Regional was accepted as a participant in the “United 

Nations Global Compact Network”. Global Compact is a network that unites 

more than 9,800 companies and 3,300 organizations worldwide, and has 

the general objective of generating a worldwide movement of sustainable 

companies focused on 10 Principles in the areas of Human Rights, Labor Law, 

Environment and Anti-Corruption. 

The participation in this Network, 

renowned around the world, highlights the 

commitment of Banco Regional to these 

principles and the Sustainable Development 

Goals promoted by the United Nations. 
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2Corporate 
Governance
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Governance 
Structure 

2.1.

Banco Regional allows and 
promotes the participation 
of all of its members in the 
development and the growth 
of the business and the 
organization. 

Immersed in current times, in a more 

technological and digital world and part 

of a process of innovation, Regional seeks 

to actively get each collaborator involved 

so they can understand and serve the 

arising needs. Following the hierarchical 

line, the structure of the Governance of 

Banco Regional is set up as follows: 

The General Meeting of Shareholders, 

which meets annually to analyze and 

discuss the financial statements and 

the way to use the dividends; and the 

Board of Directors, which is responsible 

for the direction and supervision of the functioning of the Bank following the defined 

strategic objectives. 

Directors have a Managerial Staff which is in charge of managing the many areas 

that comprise the organization. On their side, managers are supported by auxiliary 

committees that are a specialized technical support unit. 

DIRECTORS AND TRUSTEES
As to the Board of Directors, its integration as of the end of the year 2019 is as follows:

Executive President: Raúl Vera Bogado

Vice-President: Cornelis Beijer

Regular Director: Alfredo Raatz

Regular Director: Erik Heyl 

Regular Director: Wolfgang Brönstrup

Alternate Director: Irene Memmel de Matiauda

Alternate Director: Daniel van Det  

Alternate Director: Francisco Yanagida

Alternate Director: Adrián Lorenzutti

Alternate Director: Mirian Raatz de Soley

Regular Trustee: Roland Wolff

Alternate Trustee: Lourdes Müller
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General Manager: Eugenio Oze de Morvil

Financial Manager: Oscar Godoy Silvero

Corporate Banking Manager: Walter Duarte Kallus

Branches and Business Development Manager: Cynthia Sotelo Galeano

Internal Audit Manager: Juan Carlos Meza Castro

Compliance Manager: Antonio Gimenez González

Internal Legal Counsel Manager: Marcos Dalla Fontana Cortessi

Corporate Banking Risks Manager: Jorge Sienkawiec Szostak

Risks Manager: Daniel Van Det

Recoveries and Risk Models Manager: Mats Hernegard

Organizational Development Manager: Bettina Agüero Bradshaw

Companies, Individuals and Small Companies 
Risks Manager: 

Ricardo Nowosad Gines

Operations Manager: Diana Lafeld Rieszotka

I.T. Manager: Georgina Baumgarten Lavand

Administrative Manager: Fabio Sitzmann Hein

Private Banking Manager: Anahí Heisecke Rivarola

Treasury Manager: Daniel Cibils Farres

Operational Risk Manager: Erica Werner Schmidt

Correspondents and Foreign Trade Interim
Manager: 

Rafaela Oleinik Rosa

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEES

Commercial Actions Committee
Its main purpose is to present, analyze 

and approve the actions promoted by 

the Business Development Area that 

directly affect the business units of 

Banco Regional. 

ALCO Committee
It is responsible for making decisions 

regarding the administration of 

transactions of assets and liabilities, 

receiving the support of duties 

performed by Treasury and other 

departments in terms of report and 

analysis of expositions. It is also the 

strategic body to ensure the normal 

development and sustainability of 

the institution in the long term. The 

management of assets and liabilities 

is a process that involves all areas of 

the Bank. The general purpose of the 

Management of Assets and Liabilities 

refers to the integral process that allows 

to maintain an adequate liquidity, to 

maintain sufficient capital and to use 

it efficiently. The primary components 

are: the management of capital, the 

management of the risks of interest rates, 

liquidity, exchange rates and policies to 

set prices for fund transfers. 

Internal Audit Committee: 
It is an executive body with the purpose 

of supervising the management 

procedures for risk, control and 

government, especially those referred 

to the generation and issue of financial 

information, internal control system, 

vigilance procedure, compliance with 

legal requirements from regulators and 

the Code of Conduct of the Bank. 

Credit Committee
It is responsible for ensuring 

compliance with the best practices, 

policies, proceedings, laws and standards 

set out by regulators to maintain a 

healthy and prudent administration of 

undertaken risks. 
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Anti-Money Laundering and 
Funding of Terrorism Committee It 
is responsible for the approval of the 

Manual of Anti-Money Laundering and 

Funding of Terrorism. It has the purpose 

of verifying compliance with internal 

policies and procedures in force in 

the institution, analyzing those issues 

related to the area that may have 

regulatory or reputational implications 

for the Bank. In addition, and based on 

the local standards, the committee is in 

charge of verifying cases presented by 

the Compliance Area, determining the 

submission of the Report on Suspicious 

Operations to the Secretariat for the 

Prevention of Money Laundering, if it 

corresponds to do so. 

Human Resources Committee
It is an executive body in charge of 

approving the implementation of 

sub-systems and practices of human 

resources according to the needs of 

the organization and the strategic plan 

of the Bank as approved by the Board. 

Risks Committee
The Risk Committee is responsible 

for supervising the performance of 

operations based on the objectives, 

guidelines and policies for the 

administration of Operational Risks, 

Physical Security and Information 

Security of the Bank, as well as the 

limits of risk exposure (risk appetite) 

which had been previously approved 

by the Board. The Risks Committee 

promotes the participation of the three 

lines of defense so that operational 

risks and the security of the bank 

are adequately managed. For the 

performance of its tasks, it receives 

the support of several areas of the 

department of Operational Risks and 

the Physical Security and IT Security 

areas of the Bank. 

IT Committee
It is responsible for formalizing the 

formation, responsibility and duties of 

the Committee for the Management 

and Planning of Technology Services 

(Technology Committee). This 

procedure involves all Members of the 

Committee. 

Managerial Committee
It has the main objective of analyzing 

issues related to the Budget and 

Financial Management, Commercial 

Management, Strategic Management, 

Operations Management, 

Administrative Management and I.T. 

Management; as well as issuing internal 

resolutions within the limits of its 

competencies and submitting Minutes 

of resolutions to the Board. 

Strategic Management Committee
It has the main purpose of monitoring 

and supervising the effective 

implementation of the Strategic Plan 

of Banco Regional as approved by the 

Board. The strategic planning involves the 

following phases: Strategic Foundation, 

Strategic Options and Mobilization. 

The institution understands strategic 

management as a process through 

which the Bank defines its vision and 

the strategies to reach it. It admits the 

active participation of organizational 

stakeholders, the permanent gathering 

of information on its key factors of 

success, its review, monitoring and 

periodic adjustments so that it becomes 

a management style that makes a 

proactive institution of the bank. 
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Structure of 
the Company

2.2.

In 2018, Banco Regional became a 
Publicly-Traded Company (Sociedad 
Anónima Emisora de Capital Abierto), 
mainly paid-in by local shareholders. 

The percentages of participation as to 
votes are distributed as follows: 61.60% 
for local shareholders and 38.40% 
for Rabo Partnerships B.V. from The 
Netherlands as foreign shareholder. 

LIST OF SHAREHOLDERS

The shareholding of the Bank as of December 31, 2019, is structured as follows: 

Shareholders Percentage of 
participation in votes

Nationality / country of 
incorporation

Nationality / country of 
incorporation

51.65% Paraguay

Grupo Raatz 9.95% Paraguay

Rabo Partnerships B.V. 38.40% Holanda

Shareholders Percentage of 
participation in votes

Nationality/country of 
incorporation

Cooperatieve Rabobank U.A. 100.00% Holanda 

Likewise, the next table provides details about the shareholder that is part of the 

share capital of shareholding company Rabo Partnerships B.V. 

This publication is made upon request of the Superintendency of Banks, within the 

framework of provisions of article 107 “Informational transparency” of Law No. 861/96 

“General of Banks, Financial Institutions and other Credit Institutions”. 
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Risk
Management

2.3.

LIQUIDITY ADMINISTRATION 
RISK MANAGEMENT

The Bank sets out this criterion based 

on the measurement of liquidity gaps, 

projecting its balance through time 

to calculate the minimum reserves 

of Liquid Assets (Buffer) in local and 

foreign currency so that liabilities can 

be complied with ease. The Net Liquid 

Assets/Demand Deposits and Loans/

Deposits in local and foreign currency 

ratios are controlled subject to limits. The 

indicators that serve for early detection 

of future events that allow the advanced 

and timely reaction by risk managers 

are also controlled and analyzed. The 

concentration of Deposits is another 

focus of the liquidity management using 

the Herfindahl Hirschman Index and the 

participation of the 50 largest depositors. 

The control of liquidity risks demands 

an exhausting process that allows 

management of liquidity in the short 

term and the need of funds in time, 

including the Commercial, Finance, Risks 

and Treasury areas with the purpose of 

complying with the goals proposed by 

the institution. The rigorous control of 

liquidity allowed us in 2019 to comply 

with all liquidity risks goals, keeping a 

comfortable situation during the year. 

Liquidity control and planning allowed to 

comply with the cancellation of bonds 

issued abroad with success. 

OPERATING
RISK MANAGEMENT

The Operating Risk management has a 

governance structure based on three 

lines of defense and each line has its 

responsibilities clearly set out. Policies, 

standards and tools were defined to 

regulate management and support 

risk holders to identify, measure, assess, 

monitor, control and mitigate the 

operating risks and losses. 

The department of Operating Risk is led 

by the Operational Risk Management, 

which reports to the General 

Management and the Risk Committee 

and is related to all of the other areas 

of the Bank. The incidents identified 

as Operating Risk are registered in a 

Database that allows to identify and 

manage opportunities of improvement to 

mitigate relevant risks. 

Test of Maturity in the 
Operational Risk Management 
The Bank hired the services of an 

international consultant who had the 

task of assessing the degree of maturity 

achieved in the Operational Risk 

Management. As a general objective, 

the identification and rating of the 

degree of maturity were devised 

considering as frameworks a model of 

management based on good practices, 

Basel II and III, the ISO 31000 standards on 

risk management and the regulation of 

Paraguay. 

The consultant’s work allowed to identify 

gaps in the operational risk management 

with the objective of reducing them. 

The conclusion of the consultancy 

indicated that the methodology 

implemented places Banco Regional 

above the average considering 

international standards. 
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MARKET RISK 
MANAGEMENT

The exposure to price variations, such as 

the exchange rates and interest rates, are 

part of the integral risk management of 

Banco Regional. 

The Exchange Rate Risk includes models 

consolidated through limits of Value 

at Risk (VAR) of the positions in foreign 

currency. The individual positions are 

also controlled automatically. The limits 

proposed for the risk of quotation are 

more demanding than those set out 

by the Central Bank of Paraguay in its 

regulations. To measure the Interest 

Risk, there are models based on the 

measurement of sensitivity of the 

balance sheet to the variation of 

a basic point of the Interest Rates 

in the market (PVO1) in the books 

of Negotiations and Banks. These 

measures allow the projection of the 

Management of Assets and Liabilities 

of Interest Rates and to understand 

the risks for the positions undertaken 

in the Balance Sheet and, therefore, 

to specifically manage the coverages 

and mitigation. Controls of Forward 

operations have been put in place 

according to regulations in force. 

CREDIT RISK MANAGEMENT

The area of Credit Risk Management 

has proceedings and tools that make 

it possible to evaluate, undertake 

and control credit risks for the types 

of debtors, considering the many 

segments targeted by the Bank. 

With the aim of helping clients 

and providing solutions, there is 

an area of Recoveries, specialized in 

supporting and assisting clients with 

financial difficulties. With the retraction 

of key sectors of the economy, 

many companies and individuals 

seek alternatives to move forward. 

Additionally, there is an area of Portfolio 

Overseeing and Monitoring, which is in 

charge of the follow-up of early warning 

indicators in the portfolio of clients. The 

main basis for the analysis is the ability to 

pay for the debtor, as expressed by the 

regulator, the Central Bank of Paraguay, 

for the purposes of maintaining the 

credit portfolio of the Bank rated and 

establishing allowances that cover losses. 

SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
RISK MANAGEMENT
 

Attention to the Social and 

Environmental Risk Management 

is focused on strengthening the 

relationship with the client, identifying, 

evaluating and managing risks 

generated by the activities of its 

endeavors. This is done to minimize 

possibilities of becoming indirect 

accomplices. The Bank has a list of non-

fundable activities and a Risk Matrix 

based on an estimation of the risk of the 

funded activity and a determination of 

the exposure of the institution to that risk. 

The intensity of the due diligence and 

the depth of the conditions of credits are 

defined with these two factors. 

For this, the Bank has professionals with 

careers in environmental sciences and 

also supports the improvement of these 

staffers’ knowledge, who are taking 

a Master’s course in Environmental 

Management, as well as the participation 

in training events related to the area. 

Banco Regional keeps incorporating 

improvements in Social and 

Environmental Risk Management. Tools 

such as Global Forest Watch and the 

processing of satellite images with ArcGIS 

software help in the process of credit to 

make decisions to evaluate and supervise 

environmental risks to which the Bank 

FOR THAT REASON, IN THE 
POLICY OF MARKET RISKS, 
THE MODELS OF 
MEASUREMENT, CONTROL AND 
RISK LIMITS FROM THE PRICE 
VARIATION ARE DETERMINED 
WITH ACCURACY. 
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may be exposed. Since 2011, it is working to introduce improvements in the process to 

strengthen the management system. 

The Bank worked alongside members of the Sustainable Finance Desk of Paraguay for 

the design of the Environmental and Social Guides for the Financing of the Livestock, 

Agricultural and Agricultural-Industrial segments in Paraguay. 

The application of these guides involved visits to agricultural, livestock and agricultural 

industry estates from the Risk team, complying with the Know Your Client (KYC) norm. 

In 2016, during the reviews of lines, the criteria for the evaluation of the Livestock guide 

started to be applied, with the criteria of the Agricultural Guide following in 2018 and 

the criteria for clients of the Agricultural Industry sector in late 2018. There are clients 

considered to be of high risk (credit facilities exceeding USD 2,500,000). 
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3Regional inspired 
by its essence
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Our
work team

3.1.

PROFILE

Banco Regional characterizes itself for 

a strong conviction of work and will to 

carry the country forward with significant 

roots in its potential and the trust that 

things can be done in Paraguay. 

It is an institution oriented towards 

results and therefore, every year, it 

determines the business objectives 

it proposes to achieve, based on the 

knowledge and commitment of the 

people with these goals. 

The management of its human capital is 

strategic for organizational life and long-

term sustainability.

The team, as of 
December 2019, had 654 

collaborators: 

225 women

429 men 

To be “the Bank of successful 

people who are the leaders of the 

development of the country”, we must 

draw, take care of, encourage, develop 

and recognize collaborators, so that, as 

successful people, they can contribute 

to the achievement of the Institutional 

Mission and Vision.

ORGANIZATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

The training activities had the purpose 

of strengthening the capacities of 

collaborators so they can be aligned 

to the current needs of the business. In 

2019, there were 188 training programs 

and courses. The total investment 

allocated was of PYG 2,644,205,384. 

INTERNAL RECRUITMENT

Complying with provisions of the Policy of the 

area, the Bank seeks to favor the development 

of the career of collaborators. A proof of 

that is that, in 2019, there were 25 internal 

competitions and 64 promotions to cover 

vacant positions. 

SUPPORT TO POSTGRADUATE
PROGRAMS

With the fundamental premise of permanently 

increasing both the intellectual and human 

capital of the organization, the value and 

competency of continuous and higher-level 

learning are promoted and strengthened. 

In this period, 2 collaborators of the areas of 

Branches and Recoveries and Risk Models 

accessed to the benefit of the Policy 

supporting postgraduate studies. 
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RABOBANK TALENT
PROGRAM

Already positioned as one of the 

most attractive training programs for 

collaborators, in 2019, a representative 

of the Bank participated in the 

“Partner Bank Talent Program 2019” 

held in the offices of Rabobank in 

Utrecht, The Netherlands. Fluidity 

in English and a remarkable 

performance in the current area were 

among the main requirements to 

access the training. 

SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION 
FOR LEADERS – LEVEL II

It is the second stage of the 

Comprehensive Training Program in 

Communication, designed to develop 

among leaders the techniques and 

assertive competencies to manage 

communication and effectively comply 

with a fundamental role in 

the organization. 

The program was formed by six 
workshops with the following 
issues: 

1. Internal communication and 
diversity
2. Appreciative enquiry
3. Strengthening active listening
4. Effective presentations – Part II
5. Work relationships 4.0
6. Healthy Conversations

CLIENT ALLURING

Seeking to strengthen the 

commitment, a standard experience for 

clients in all branches and sustainability, 

and with the support of Consultant 

ManpowerGroup, the customized 

program was developed for more 

than 400 collaborators of the Bank. 

It has specific content for groups 

(Officers/Commercial, Front/Operation, 

Corporate Banking and Private 

Banking) and shall be continued in 

the following years with the training of 

internal trainers. 

ANNUAL CERTIFICATION IN
RISK MANAGEMENT

With the goal of having specialists 

certified in each area, 14 collaborators 

participated in the E-learning Program. 

E-learning provides collaborators a 

comprehensive approach on Risk 

Management, updated according to 

regulations in force. 

REGIONAL STORE

Aiming to keep strengthening the sense 

of belonging, the “Regional Store” was 

created, a space where collaborators of the 

institution can make purchases of products 

with the logo of the Bank. The Store has a 

large variety of items, such as t-shirts, caps, 

umbrellas, among others. 

PUTTING ON A T-SHIRT TO HELP

Seeing the disaster caused due to the flood 

in the Ñeembucú area, with more than 

22,000 affected families; the campaign 

“Everyone for Ñeembucú” was launched in 

an alliance with Rotary Club Encarnación. 

The supporting contribution consisted of the 

donation of food and basic items to provide 

for a standard family for approximately 15 

days. Collaborators and directors of Grupo 

Regional donated 400 sets and the Bank 

doubled the quantity, making up for 800 

kits benefiting that number of families of 

affected areas. 
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PUTTING ON A T-SHIRT
FOR EDUCATION

For the first time, Banco Regional 

participated in the traditional “Run for 

Education” of Fundación Dequení. In 

addition to contributing to a good cause, 

it was a good sporting activity promoting 

corporate volunteering and a healthy 

life. It also served as an opportunity for 

integration among collaborators, 18 of 

which represented the Bank. 

100 YEARS OF THE RED CROSS – 
NATIONAL COLLECTION

As with every year, the Bank supported 

the traditional Red Cross Flag Day with a 

donation. This year, in addition to that, in 

celebration of the 100 years of this noble 

institution, we exceptionally distributed in 

all offices of the country a money box to 

receive the contribution of clients and 

collaborators, from May 6 to 10. 

WEEK OF FINANCIAL 
EDUCATION

In the week of Financial Education, 

we participated in the “It is Better to 

Know” campaign. During this time, 

informational materials, suggestions 

and surveys were made allowing 

collaborators to know the state of their 

financial situation. 

CHILDREN’S DAY WITH 
REGIONALITOS

In commemoration of Children’s Day, 

the children of collaborators visited 

branches and they were given a brief 

lecture on the activities of the Bank. They 

were also given piggy banks to promote 

the importance of savings. 

CONTEST: DARE TO CREATE!

Contest held to promote the creativity 

of collaborators of the Bank, who could 

suggest names for a product of the 

company to be launched. The two 

proposals with more votes were declared 

as winners. 

PINK OCTOBER: JOIN!

With the objective of raising awareness 

on the importance of the corresponding 

exams, the institution joined the fight and 

prevention of breast cancer. This is why, 

in October, pink t-shirts were given to 

female collaborators and pink bows to 

male collaborators. 

CONTEST: CHRISTMAS SPIRIT

To participate in the contest, 

collaborators had to share photos 

showing how they passed on the 

Christmas spirit with their families or in 

the office. 

The photos were published on the 

website and all those visiting the page 

could vote for the photos. The 3 winning 

photos won Christmas baskets. 
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BENEFITS GRANTED

Regional complies with all benefits stated in the law for collaborators and their families. 

In addition, it invests in other additional benefits to promote the integral development 

of our team and retain our talent. The main ones are: 

BENEFITS
Medical Insurance: Coverage of 80% of the cost for the beneficiary and the basic family group. 

Life Insurance: Coverage of 100% of the cost of the life insurance. 

Marriage: 5 working days off and a subsidy for marriage. 

Maternity and Childbirth: 126 calendar days of license for maternity. Breastfeeding period of 90 minutes per day for 6 months from 
the date of return. A present is given for the newborn. 

Paternity leave: 14 calendar days. 

License for illness of children: 10 working days per year for the mother and father. 

Family bonus: 6% of the minimum wage of the Bank, for children up to 17 years-old, paying the double for children of widower 
workers. Additional 50% family bonus for employees with children with disabilities. 

Subsidies: For the death of a spouse, children or parents of the employee. For the birth of a child of the employee. For marriage. 

Day care benefit: Amount set out by the Collective Contract, for the payment of day care of children up to 4 years-old. 

Leave for college exams: 12 annual working days off paid for people who undertake college education and who must take regular 
exams are conceded. 

Monthly stipend: Amount set out according to the Collective Contract. 

Uniforms: Twice a year (one for winter and another one for summer). 

Birthdays: Right to a day off for birthday. 

A birthday present is given to each collaborator. 

Presents for Mother’s Day and Father’s Day. 
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Our clients  
inspire us

3.2.

GENERAL PROFILE 
OF CLIENTS

Banco Regional ended 2019 with 100,792 

clients, 95% of which correspond to 

Individuals and 5% to Companies. 

The ranking of distribution of 
clients from the 34 branches per 
zone is as follows: 

Central  50%
Alto Paraná 20%
Itapúa  18%
Caaguazú 3%
Canindeyú 2%
Guairá  2%
Amambay 1%
San Pedro 1%

As to the age range, we prove once again 

in the client profile that the 20-40 years 

range is the top one with 61%. 

PRODUCTS

API Service Payment: 
Improvement of the interface and 

incorporation of service invoicing, 

available so that the client can easily, 

quickly and comfortably make the 

payment of their service invoice through 

electronic banking (Regional Web, 

Regional Mobile). 

Visa Wallet:
The Visa Electronic Wallet was launched 

with the objective of innovating, 

satisfying and improving clients’ 

experience. It allows the client to register 

their VISA credit cards in their mobiles 

to make payments without the need of 

having their plastic cards physically. 

These payments are made using 

Contactless technology. 

Regional Points: 
Relaunch and renewal of the Bank’s point 

program. This benefit allows the client 

to accumulate points and exchange 

them directly in POS of participating 

establishments of the program. 

Zimple Wallet – Companies
Zimple is a wallet that handles electronic 

money through the cellphone, web 

and points of contact with the Infonet 

network. This service is offered by the 

Bank for Mass Payments and is aimed at 

clients who need to pay collaborators or 

suppliers who may or may not be clients 

of the Bank. 

REAL ESTATE BUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT

The focus was designed to improve 

the clients’ experience, translating 

commercial efforts into maintaining, 

throughout the year, distinct rates and 

commissions compared to market prices, 

as well as to be one of the few financial 

institutions in the country providing the 

client with a term of up to 30 years to 

fund housing. 

Internally, processes were improved, 

a User Manual was created, levels 

and services agreements were 

generated among the areas involved 

so disbursement times were shortened 

for the operations. Training for the 

commercial and operational areas of all 

branches were taught by the Real Estate 
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Business Development area alongside 

representatives of the Financial 

Development Agency (AFD, for its 

Spanish initials). 

FOREIGN TRADE

Banco Regional has an internationally 

certified team that puts it at the level 

required for importer and exporter 

clients. It has strengthened its 

relationship with clients in commercial 

issues, understanding the start of every 

production and the follow-up until its 

internationalization, so it can go deep 

into the needs and advise on the 

times for their negotiations and 

payment structures. 

In the Association of Banks of Paraguay 

(ASOBAN), Regional led the General 

Coordination of the Committees of 

Foreign Trade and Correspondents, 

supporting the regulatory projects and 

promoting best practices and banking 

improvements in international service. 

As for its position in the market, Banco 

Regional managed to get 28% of the 

Letters of Credit of import and 14% of 

Exports; as well as 18% of Standbys issued 

and 7% of those received in the country. 

Exponential Growth
Every commercial management and the 

position in the market are reflected in 

the achievement of the growth of 22% in 

the business portfolio compared to the 

previous year, comprising the services of: 

 

 Letters of credit of import and export.

 Purchase of export documents. 

 Collection of import and export. 

 Local and international guarantees. 

 Standby.

 Advance payments to importers and 

exporters. 
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Supporting the growth of the portfolio, the income generated by foreign trade 

operations also resulted in a growth of 31%. 
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MILLIONS

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

7,502 7,735
8,169

9,481

12,379

11% 3%
6%

16%

31%

Amounts PYG % Growth

TREASURY
In 2019, the process of review of the Liquidity Management, the Risk of the 

Interest Rate, the Fund Transfer Price (FTP) and the Capital Policy started. 

It is important to remark that the Treasury 

of the Bank does not have proprietary 

trading business and that income comes 

from operations with clients and local 

Financial Institutions. 

Result of Exchange and
Treasury Operations
The result of exchange operations 

comprises the Net Exchange Rate 

Earnings, showing an increase of income 

of 27.6% with respect to the result of 2018 

with a market share of 8.82%, occupying 

the third place, just like in 2018 in which 

the share was of 10.42% of the total 

spot exchange operations. The market 

recorded a drop of 6.56% with respect 

to 2018. It is important to mention that 

the Bank does not have significant 

mismatches between assets and l

iabilities in Foreign Currency. The Bank 

operates in the Fx Forward market 

seeking to satisfy the need of exchange 

risk coverage of clients. As the volume 

of this market does not guarantee prices 

nor the adequate coverage while seeking 

operations, this market is covered mostly 

in the SPOT market. 

On the other hand, the result of the 

management of Treasury increased in 12% 

compared to 2018. This income includes 

results of fixed-income portfolios that the 

Bank maintains to handle liquidity and 

it is mainly comprised by Instruments of 

Monetary Regulation (IRM, for its Spanish 

initials) issued by the Central Bank of 

Paraguay and Treasury Bonds issued by 

the Ministry of Finance, so they carry a 

very low risk for the Bank. 

Liquidity Management
The Bank is exposed every day to 

requirements of funds in cash from 

several banking transactions, such as 

drafts of demand accounts, payments 

of term-deposits, disbursements of 

loans, requests of cash for branches, etc. 

As it is inherent to the banking activity, 

the Bank does not maintain funds in 

cash to cover the total balance of these 

positions, as experience shows that only 

a minimum level of these funds will be 

withdrawn, which can be foreseen with a 

high degree of certainty through stability 

models of constantly reviewed deposits. 
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The approach of the Bank as to the 

liquidity management is to ensure, as 

much as possible, always having sufficient 

liquidity to comply with its obligations 

upon their maturity, under normal 

circumstances and stressful conditions, 

without incurring in unacceptable losses 

or risking damages to the reputation of 

the Bank. The ALCO Committee sets limits 

in a minimum portion of available funds 

to mature to comply with said payments 

and in a minimum level of inter-banking 

operations and other liquidity facilities 

and loans that should be available to 

cover drafts in unexpected levels of 

demand, which is reviewed periodically. 

On the other hand, the Bank complies 

with internal limits based on BASEL for 

term mismatches. 

The Treasury maintains a portfolio of 

short-term liquid assets, comprised 

mainly by liquid investments to guarantee 

that the Bank maintains sufficient liquidity. 

Liquid assets are mainly comprised by 

Instruments of Monetary Regulation, 

Treasury Bonds and demand liquidity 

that is placed daily (Overnight) in a 

Permanent Deposit Fund in the Central 

Bank of Paraguay. The rate of the 

Permanent Deposit Fund is aligned with 

the Monetary Policy Rate and the Central 

Bank modifies it based on it. The rate in 

2018 closed at 5.00% and the Monetary 

Policy Rate closed at 5.25%. In 2019, the 

Overnight rate closed at 3.75% and the 

TPM, at 4.00%. For the placement of 

daily deposits in the Central Bank of 

Paraguay in 2018, the implementation 

of an interface between the IT system 

used by the Bank and the depository of 

securities of the Central Bank of Paraguay 

was concluded in 2018, so deposits are 

entered directly into the IT system of the 

bank. In 2019, the automated process of 

daily Deposits of the Permanent Deposit 

Fund in the Central Bank of Paraguay was 

developed and implemented through 

Robotic Process Automation. 

The main sources of financing of the Bank 

are the clients’ deposits (retail), corporate 

and institutional, obligations with (foreign) 

Banks and debt instruments (Financial 

and Subordinated Bonds in the local 

market) and term-deposits. Although the 

majority of the obligations with Banks, 

debt instruments and term-deposits have 

maturities of over a year, clients’ deposits 

(retail), corporate and some obligations 

with Banks (mainly those related to trade 

operations with foreign banks) usually 

have shorter maturities and a large 

proportion of them are payable within 

360 days. The short-term nature of these 

deposits increases the risk of liquidity and, 

therefore, the Bank actively manages this 

risk through the constant supervision of 

market trends and price management. 

Interest Rate Risk
The Bank has embarked in the analysis of 

coverage of the Interest Rate Risk through 

SWAP operations of Interest Rates. For 

this, the signing of the ISDA Agreement 

is necessary, as it clears the operation in 

the derivatives market. The bank maintains 

loans taken from abroad based on 

variable rates such as the UST (Treasuries), 

LIBOR 6m and LIBOR 3m. 

Funds Transfer Pricing (FTP)
In 2014, the Bank started to implement the 

FTP model. Then, through the technical 

assistance of RABOBANK, the model was 

implemented based on the information 

available on market rates for the formation 

of the FTP curve. In 2019, the process of 

review of the model started based on the 

evolution of the local monetary market, 

the available information and the new 

market conditions. 

It is fundamental to state that this is linked 

to the measurement of management per 

margin, where FTP is vital. This initiative 

started in 2019 and shall be put into 

practice in commercial sector boards 

since 2020. 
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Capital Policy
The Capital Policy defines the risk of the 

Bank keeping a quality and/or quantity 

of sufficient capital to comply with the 

minimum regulatory requirements 

to operate as a bank, respond to the 

expectations of the market as to its 

solvency and to support the growth 

of the business and any strategic 

possibility that may arise according to 

the strategic plan. 

The objectives as to this mainly include: 

 Complying with the internal objectives 

of capital and capital adequacy.

 Complying with regulatory 

requirements. 

  Aligning the strategic plan of the 

Bank with the expectations of capital 

of external agents (rating agencies, 

shareholders and investors, clients, 

supervisors, etc.) 

 Supporting the growth of businesses 

and any strategic opportunity that 

may arise. 

Aligned to these objectives, the Bank developed a Capital Policy. The 

institution has a capital sufficiency position that exceeds the levels 

required by regulations. 

 Maturity of bonds issued in the external market 
for USD 300,000,000 and their full cancellation 
in due time and manner. 

 Training talk for Compliance Officers for 
IFIS clients, analyzing the following issues: 
Law 5895/17 and Decree 9043/18 stating rules 
of transparency in the system of companies 
incorporated by shares and the presentation 
of study cases and exchange of experiences in 
terms of prevention. 

SERVICES OF
TRANSACTIONAL BANKING

The department of Transactional Banking 

is part of the Corporate Banking and it 

has the purpose of providing services 

mainly oriented to companies, to offer 

solutions that satisfy their needs. The 

following services are highlighted from 

those available: 

Payments to Suppliers: 
It allows clients to move the circuit of 

payments of their company to the Bank. 

The service is run through debits from the 

account of the amounts corresponding 

to the invoices for the provision of goods 

and services. 

Transport of securities: 
It provides the service of transport of 

securities in an alliance with one of 

the most prestigious transporters of 

securities in the country. This facilitates 

the management of deposits and 

withdrawals of large amounts to our 

clients, protecting them from

operating risks. 
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Direct Debit: 
The service is available for corporate 

clients that wish to move their service 

of collection to the Bank. It is a system 

through which Regional deposits to the 

account of the client (the contracting 

company) the amounts of the 

installments or collections. 

Custody and management of checks: 
It is for companies that perform their 
sales on credit and manage a signifi-
cant volume of checks with advanced 
dates, drafted against local banks. 

Payments to Businesses: 
Available for clients that have a POS in 

their businesses to carry out sales with 

credit or debit cards, choosing to direct 

said transactions to their accounts in 

the Bank. 

Petrobras Flota: 
Through an agreement with Petrobras, 

our clients can buy fuel and lubricants 

for their fleets of vehicles, providing 

information that allows them to have a 

more efficient logistic management. 

PRESENCE IN EXHIBITS
AND FAIRS: 

As the bank has its agricultural and 

livestock origins and essence, it once 

again participated in the main fairs 

and exhibits held in the country in 

2019. The presence of the brand was 

coordinated by the Marketing team and 

the commercial area worked on the 

corresponding coverage and businesses. 

The participation in the following events 

can be noticed: 

 Agroshow Copronar 

(Naranjal – Alto Paraná)

 Feria Innovar

(Colonia Yguazú – Alto Paraná)

 Expo Canindeyú

(La Paloma – Canindeyú)

 Expo Santa Rita 

(Santa Rita - Alto Paraná).

 Expo Mariano Roque Alonso 

(Mariano Roque Alonso - Central).

 Festival del Agro en San Alberto 

(San Alberto – Alto Paraná).

 Expo Guairá (Villarrica - Guairá).

 Expo Coopasam

 (Minga Porã- Alto Paraná).

 Agrodinámica (Colonias Unidas -Itapúa).
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STRATEGIC ALLIANCES

Kurosu & Cía
In May, 2019, an alliance was signed with 

Kurosu & Cía to provide financing for all 

of the John Deere-branded equipment 

and machinery. 

Automaq S.A.E.C.A.
Likewise, in May 2019, an alliance was 

signed with Automaq S.A.E.C.A. to provide 

financing for all of the John Deere, 

Komatsu, Bomag and Clark-branded 

equipment and machinery. 

H.Petersen S.A.C.I
This alliance allows the financing

of Caterpillar, SEM, MFW, Cestari

and Enorossi-branded equipment

and machinery. 

AGCO
The AGCO alliance allows the financing 

of Massey Ferguson and Valtra-branded 

equipment and machinery. The authorized 

dealers in the country are De la Sobera 

Hnos. S.A.E.C.A. and Rieder S.A.C.I. 

CNH
The CNH alliance allows the financing 

of New Holland and Case-branded 

equipment and machinery. The 

authorized dealers in the country are 

Ciabay S.A., Tape Ruvicha S.A.E.C.A. and

H. Petersen SACI. 

GSI SILOS
With the GSI alliance, there can be 

financing for silos, dryers, cleaning 

machines and all structures related to 

the storage of grains with the GSI brand. 

The authorized dealer in the country is 

Consiltec S.A. 
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NEW PRODUCT

Regional Rural
It is a quick and comfortable form of payment, adapted to the productive cycle 

of producers so that they can buy spare parts, supplies, balanced foods and pay 

for services and maintenance. The client makes the entire transaction from their 

smartphone. For the dealer or the establishment, the advantage is that Banco Regional 

guarantees the sale accrediting the sale made on the same day. 

The establishments which are currently participating in Regional Rural are Kurosu & Cía, 

Tape Ruvicha S.A.E.C.A., Agro Ñacunday S.A., H. Petersen S.A.C.I. 

PRIVATE BANKING

The relationship with clients starts by understanding what is the most 

important thing for them. From that point on, solutions are devised to maintain 

and increase the equity. The axes are: Income Generation, Value Creation, 

Diversification of Investments, Cross-selling of products and the Quality of 

services as key distinctive factors. 

In 2019, the Bank consolidated its work team, making sure that collaborators 

understand the different needs of the clients in each of the stages of their lives 

to offer them financial strategies that are compatible with their personal projects 

and their risk appetite. For that purpose, they participated in training events on 

issues like: Leadership, Client Alluring, Calligraphic Study, Stock Market Operation, 

Finance, Client Experience, Insurance. 

So, in this year, Regional strengthened the bonds with its clients, approaching 

them, listening to their concerns, providing them advice and warning them of 

the risks that could affect their portfolios. 

For that reason, exclusive places for premium clients were made available, both 

in Asunción and Ciudad del Este.

 

Stock market operations started in early 2019 with Regional Casa de Bolsa S.A., to 

offer diversification in investments and the increase of profitability of portfolios, 

according to the financial, fiscal and family needs of clients. 

Create
business

opportunities

Producers

Livestock 
farmers

Participating 
establishments

Target
market
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The efforts of the Bank 
are aimed at providing 

the Private Banking with 
a platform of diversified 
and attracting products 
in accordance with the 
return expectations of 

each investor. 

2019 ACTIVITIES OF THE PRIVATE BANKING
January 1, 2019: Regional Casa de Bolsa starts its operations. 

April 4, 2019: First issue of Financial Bonds of Banco Regional through Regional Casa de Bolsa, USD 11,000,000. 

April 9, 2019: Economic Situation Conference, lectured by Mr. Raúl Vera Bogado for Private Banking clients and Sharehol-
ders in the Sheraton Asunción Hotel with representatives of Larrain Vial. Investor’s Week with visits to clients 
with representatives of Larrain Vial. 

April 26, 2019: General Meeting of Shareholders – Fellowship dinner. 

May 9, 2019: Second issue of Financial Bonds, USD 15,000,000 with Regional Casa de Bolsa. 

May 30, 2019: Third issue of Financial Bonds, USD 7,000,000 with Regional Casa de Bolsa.

June, 2019: Fourth issue of Financial Bonds, USD 12,000,000 with Regional Casa de Bolsa.

June, 2019: Conference with Manuel Ferreira on Economic Perspectives in Encarnación. 

September, 2019: Family Office Event with Regional Casa de Bolsa and Larrain Vial. 

INSURANCE

The insurance broker of Banco Regional 

has a license of insurance broker since 

2008 and has the commercial purpose 

of selling policies of the Regional S.A. de 

Seguros insurer. 

This department sales, administers and 

controls all proposals of equity (property) 

and life insurance sold by officers, 

collaborators and telemarketing. 

Based on the increasing volumes of 

businesses, there were proceedings to 

improve the return as to commissions 

and compensations for a better 

performance in the year. In 2018, the 

Bank started the sale of insurance 

through the telemarketing team 

offering policies for personal accidents, 

life and home, providing more comfort 

for clients. 

Types of insurance offered: 

Life and Personal Accidents
Natural or disease-caused death, 

double compensation in the event 

of death by accidents, total and 

permanent incapacitation, 24-hour 

coverage and amounts and plans in 

accordance with the needs. 

Home Policy
Fire of the building and content, robbery 

and/or assault, material damages due 

to electric storms, water damage, crystal 

coverages, third-party liability, and 

personal accidents, with additions of 

electricity, plumbing and locksmiths. 
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Cars, Trucks and
Agricultural Machinery
Third-party liability, injuries or death 

of the driver or passengers, partial or 

total damage due to accident or fire, 

robbery of the vehicle, green card, legal 

counsel and 24-hour tow and light 

mechanic service. 

Commercial Multi-risk Insurance
Fire of the building and content, 

robbery of merchandise, robbery of 

securities from safety box, robbery of 

securities in transit, personal accidents 

and third-party liability. 

Top-range Motorcycle Insurance
 Top-range Motorcycle Insurance.

 Coverage with any driver. 

 National and international third-party 

liability. 

 Personal accidents for the driver and 

passengers. 

 Green card and 24-hour light mechanic 

assistance. 

 Legal counsel in the country. 

Recreational Vessel Insurance
 Damages caused due to crashes, fire, 

lightning, explosion, shipwreck, sinking 

and stranding. 

 Third-party liability, navigating or for 

land transport.

 Robbery of vessel or motor navigating 

or in closed facilities, at the domicile or in 

transport. 

Performance Insurance: 

Financial Advance Payment
Uncertainty of granting an advance 

payment for works to be performed by 

a third party. It guarantees the allocation 

of the payment received by the 

policyholder to the effective compliance 

with the contract and it reduces the 

coverage for the advanced amount as 

the work progresses. 

Professional Performance
It covers noncompliance with the 

obligations of their activity or profession. 

Performance Bond
It guarantees the provisions in the event 

of noncompliance with the contract in 

due time and manner. 

Defect Repair Fund
It guarantees the fund that, according to 

the law and the contract, the policyholder 

is bound to set in favor of the insured. 

Customs Guarantee
It guarantees the obligations undertaken 

before the National Directorate for 

Customs, due to customs commitments 

made and existing fines. 

Bid Bond
It guarantees the insured the payment as 

a consequence of noncompliance in due 

time and manner with the obligations 

arising from a contract. 
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DIGITAL BANKING

Reaffirming its trust in digital growth, 

Regional keeps offering 24/7 accessible 

channels to its clients.

 Regional Web: 
www.regional.com.py

 Regional Mobile USSD: *734# 
for internet-less access

  Regional Mobile Smartphone: 
App available for iOS and 
Android operating systems.

 Phone Banking: *734

 ATMs and SSTs

  Contact Center: 24 hours, 365 
days a year

In 2019, Regional aimed at innovating 

its digital channels offering a wider 

portfolio of services, getting more 

than 39% of its clients to have and use 

the digital media of their preference, 

and that transactions increased in a 

percentage and that, out of the total of 

transactions of the bank, a percentage 

of them is done digitally. 

The bank launched its new 

Regional Mobile app, incorporating 

functionalities such as push 

notifications, downloading of 

statements, cash advancements 

and new simplified flows for a better 

experience. This launched had a great 

impact for clients with an average score 

in the app store of 4 points out of 5.

 

At the same time, it digitized the 

notices options and notification 

management so that clients can select 

whenever they want the form in which 

they want to use the service without 

the need to approach an office; and 

the number of stores offering payment 

services was expanded, even allowing the 

possibility of debits from the credit card. 

In this year, the first digital collaborative 

customer service center in the country 

was launched with extended hours in 

Shopping Mariscal in Asunción. This new 

place named Net&Work reaffirms the 

essence of the bank, supporting people 

who need to keep developing their ideas 

and projects and to connect with people 

and businesses. Net&Work is a concept of 

collaborative space with internet access 

and supported at all times by banking 

services and the digital services we have. 

That way, it is another manner in which 

the Bank showcases its commitment to 

the growth of people. 

MARKETING AND 
COMMUNICATIONS

Like in previous years, Regional has 

incorporated digital channels within 

its communication plan. 2019 was 

characterized by tactical communication 

campaigns that had communication 

through digital media as its central axis. 

The digital communication and the 

presence in social networks respond to a 
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mass approach strategy implemented by 

the bank in recent years. 

When devising the planning and upon 

defining the segment, objectives 

and channels of communication, 

strategic and tactical guidelines to 

be implemented are defined, always 

responding to the essence of the bank. 

SECURITY OF 
INFORMATION

The commitment to the Security of 

Information is growing, just like the 

challenges arising every day in this 

field. The emerging challenges of 

cybersecurity motivate the Bank to stay 

updated with the permanent objective 

of protecting its clients. 

Regional works aligned with 

international standards of security 

and national standards supported by 

renowned security frameworks such as 

ISO 27001, which had its implementation 

finalized in 2019 and allows the constant 

analysis of key processes of the business 

to minimize risks. 

It was also a significant year with 

implementation, as we sought to 

strengthen the security of digital 

channels, adding controls to operations 

allowing clients to authenticate their 

transactions in the lookout for the 

minimization of fraud. Now more than 

ever, we strengthened the notices to 

raise awareness among external and 

internal clients to expand a culture of 

security. 

Investments in leading security 

technology allowed risks related to 

controlled levels. 

To maintain the trends of the market 

and to be aware of the continuous 

global changes produced by 

cybercrime, the Security of Information 

team is constantly being updated with 

trends, participating in congresses, 

webinars and local and international 

courses. Thereby, they have participated 

in important events such as the Latin 

American Congress of Banking Security 

(CELAES, for its Spanish initials) in 

Panama City (Panama), the advanced 

Workshop on Fraud Management 

and the McAfee Innovation Briefing 

Center in the cities of Buenos Aires and 

Cordoba (Argentina), respectively. This 

allowed a global vision of new threats, 

changes of paradigms and knowledge 

of security solutions; and also provided 

for networking and learning experiences 

in the implementation in banks in other 

countries, allowing us to compare and 

advance seeking more consolidated 

protection measures. 

An important added valu

e was the technical contact with 

colleagues of Rabobank of The 

Netherlands, who supported projects 

that the bank is working on with their 

experience in technologies 

and processes. 

With the constant commitment to 

clients, the security team participated 

in significant training events and 

certifications. In 2019, we added two 

international certifications to those the 

Bank already had: CompTIA CySA+, EC-

Council Certified Security Analyst. 
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PHYSICAL SECURITY
The following is the table of management for 2019. 

TYPE OF EVENT 2017 2018 2019
Robbery attempt to Banking Branches 0 cases 0 cases 1 case (Fram), frustrated

Robbery attempt to ATM 0 cases
1 case (skimming attempt) 

The person escaped when the 
alarm activated.

10 cases (skimming attempts in isolated ATMs) 
3 (cases in 24-hour ATMs). Banco Regional contributed to the detention of 

5 people (installers with Brazilian and Romanian nationality).

Bank leaks
3 cases (Persons detained by joint 
actions with the Financial Police 

and Prosegur)
0 cases 0 cases

Accidents in the facilities of the Bank (Staffers 
and/or others due to slips, faints, etc.) 

2 cases (referrals to health centers 
with no secondary effects)

8 cases (6 referred to health 
centers with no secondary 

effects)
3 cases (all with no secondary effects)

Accidents of suppliers in bank facilities (High 
risk control of work security standards)

0 cases 0 cases 0 cases

Accidents of staffers in public places, working 
hours

0 cases 0 cases 1 case (minor material damages)

Evacuation drills (minimum of 2 per year) 4 times 3 times 2 times

Training in physical security
Live training in branches, with 

more than 50 staffers

Live training of 100% of new 
staffers. Personal protection 

course for directors

Physical Security Policy: General Physical Security Standard, Daily Risks, 
Procedure in the event of Assault or Robbery to the Bank, Leaks and 

banking entries.  
Basic First Aid: Prevention of fire, use of extinguishers for 192 collaborators 

(100% of new collaborators and training in 5 branches).  
Diploma courses: A collaborator received a Physical Security Diploma 

and two received a Diploma on Upper Management of Corporate 
Security taught by CES Internacional.

Other training: Team Building, Training Trainers and Leadership (John 
Maxwell I). 
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COMPLIANCE

Banco regional is committed to society, 

seeking to comply at all times with the 

regulations in force from local supervisors 

and with the highest standards set 

out by international regulations and 

recommendations. 

The management of the Institution is 

focused on the values of transparency 

and honesty, with policies, procedures 

and tools that identify and mitigate the 

risks that may cause the institution to be 

related to illegal and/or dubiously ethical 

cases, such as money laundering, funding 

of terrorism and corruption. 

The Bank is committed to carry out 

business in a transparent manner and 

follows recommendations from Rabobank 

as a strategic ally, and complies with 

the international requirements of the 

Wolfsberg Group, which aims to develop 

standards for the fight against money 

laundering, terrorism funding and 

corruption in financial institutions. 

Local regulatory changes in terms 
of AML/FT. 
2019 was marked by numerous changes 

in the legislative framework of the 

country, which aim to align local laws and 

regulations with the 40 recommendations 

of the international Financial Action Task 

Force (FATF) in the fight against money 

laundering and funding of terrorism. 

The Compliance department was 

updated as to the legislative changes, 

adjusting its policies and procedures 

to comply with local requirements and 

international recommendations in the 

matter, with the constant support of 

the Board of Banco Regional in that 

regard. One of the main changes for the 

financial sector in terms of prevention 

of money laundering and funding of 

terrorism was the implementation of 

Resolution No. 70/2019 issued by the 

Secretariat for the Prevention of Money 

Laundering (SEPRELAD, for its Spanish 

initials) “Approving the regulation of 

Prevention of Money Laundering and 

Funding of Terrorism based on a system 

of management of risks for banks and 

financial institutions supervised by the 

Superintendency of Banks of the Central 

Bank of Paraguay”. 

Implementation of the Anti-Corruption 
Policy and Procedures
Following up on the work carried out in 

2018, in 2019, the Board of Banco Regional 

approved the implementation of the 

Anti-Corruption Policy and Procedures, 

undertaking with this and from the local 

financial sector a significant role in the 

fight against corrupt practices favoring 

a transparent and responsible business. 

The new anti-corruption policy and 

procedures comply with international 

recommendations in terms of anti-

corruption, such as the American Foreign 

Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) and the UK 

Bribery Act 2010. 

Kroll Associates Evaluation
Since 2013, the policies and procedures 

on the prevention of money laundering 

and funding of terrorism of Banco 

Regional and their effectiveness are 

assessed every year by the international 

firm Kroll. Kroll is a market-leading risk 

consulting company which is renowned 

around the world due to its experience 

in Prevention of Money Laundering and 

Funding of Terrorism. The Board of Banco 

Regional, which is committed as to 

these issues, has chosen to take part in 

these evaluations seeing that they allow 
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to cover and comply with the highest 

local and international standards on 

the subject. The last evaluation carried 

out by the Kroll firm as to policies and 

procedures in force of Banco Regional as 

to prevention ended successfully in 2019. 

These diagnoses allow to share know-

how and experiences with members 

of this organization, offering a wide-

reaching vision on trends, new typologies 

and regulations on the matter related to 

compliance. 

Evaluation of Maturity of the 
Compliance Program
As a strategic ally of the Bank, the 

Evaluation of Maturity of the Compliance 

Program is an essential tool for Rabobank 

and it is used to verify that related 

companies comply with laws and 

international best practices in terms of 

Regulatory Compliance. These visits are 

usually carried out every two years to 

assess processes and the compliance 

culture currently in force in Banco 

Regional, making recommendations 

based on international best practices. 

Training on Compliance
One of the pillars of an effective program 

on Prevention of Money Laundering/

Funding of Terrorism is an adequate level 

of training of members of the Institution. 

In 2019, we continued with training 

processes implemented, completing 

the approved annual plan. As part of 

this plan, there were assistance-based 

training events in many branches in the 

capital and the interior of the country 

on the implementation of the Anti-

Corruption Policy and Procedures and 

also with respect to the procedures of 

the Prevention of Money Laundering/

Funding of Terrorism. In addition to the 

attendance-based training events, there 

were virtual training events through the 

“Regional University” platform for all 

staffers of the institution. 

The objective of these training events 

is to strengthen the existing channels 

of communication between the many 

areas of the Bank and the Compliance 

Department. These training activities 

are talks, presentations, courses in the 

virtual platform “Regional University” and, 

above all, are made through constant 

communication with the many areas of 

the Bank, to broadcast the importance 

of complying with the procedures and 

control in force. Likewise, they allow all 

members to have the needed knowledge 

to carry out their daily tasks effectively. 

Members of the Compliance Department 

are also constantly trained, attending 

specific local and international courses 

and conferences on the issue of the 

Prevention of Money Laundering/Funding 

of Terrorism, allowing them to stay 

updated with the new regulatory changes 

and typologies in force. 

IT Tools
Banco Regional has platforms that offer 

a technological solution for procedures 

of prevention of money laundering 

and funding of terrorism. Among them, 

there is a platform for the monitoring 

of transactions, called Topaz Trace. This 

tool, through parameters previously 

defined by the Compliance Department, 

performs an automatic monitoring of 

operations of clients, detecting unusual 

operations and generating automatic 

alerts that are then verified by the 

Compliance area. This tool is permanently 

updated as to new processes, criteria, 

regulations and/or typologies detected. 
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Bearer shares/Progress of Regulations
In October 2017, Law 5895/17 “Which sets 

out rules of transparency in the regime of 

companies incorporated by shares” was 

enacted. The law sets out, among other 

things, the obligation to corporations 

(sociedades anónimas) to exchange 

bearer shares for registered shares. This 

law was then regulated by Decree No. 

9043/18. 

2019 was also marked by new changes 

and demands to give transparency to 

the knowledge of the final beneficiary. 

In October 2019, Law No. 5895/17 was 

modified by Law No. 6399 which sets 

new terms for the conversion and 

exchange of bearer shares for registered 

shares. According to these changes, the 

companies shall have time up to June 

10, 2020 to effectively comply with these 

provisions. 

Banco Regional, since 2015, has started 

a process designed to comply with 

international recommendations related 

to the identification of final beneficiaries 

of their clients, specifically to mitigate 

risks related to bearer shares. Banco 

Regional is committed to support clients 

in this process encouraging compliance 

with these provisions. In that way, 

supported by external lawyers, there 

were 7 talks in February and March of 

2019 aimed at clients on the elimination 

of the bearer shares and the penalties 

to which companies and shareholders 

can be exposed to in the event of 

noncompliance. 

Competition “Best practices in 
Transparency and Integrity of the 
Private Sector”
Banco Regional was awarded the first 

place in the category of corporate 

companies in the competition “Best 

practices in Transparency and Integrity 

of the Private Sector” run by the 

National Secretariat for Anti-Corruption 

(SENAC, for its Spanish initials) with the 

support of the United Nations Office on 

Drugs and Crime (UNODC). 

The proposal of Banco Regional was 

related to the experience acquired 

in the implementation of the Anti-

Corruption Policy and Procedures, 

which comply with the international 

guidelines in the area. The proposals 

filed were assessed and rated by a jury 

comprised by representatives of the 

public and private sectors, the National 

University of Asunción and the civil 

society. 

CLAIM MANAGEMENT

The Legal Counsel Department of the 

Bank has a team of specially trained 

collaborators focused on the quick 

response to many claims received 

through the diverse service channels 

and which are treated with upmost 

respect and discretion, and we quickly 

gather all concrete data of each case 

seeking to provide clients with a precise 

and trusty response. 

Claims made in 2019 before the 

Secretariat for Consumer Protection 

(SEDECO, for its Spanish initials), on the 

alleged infringement of Law No. 1334/98 

on Consumer and User Protection 

Defense reduced considerably compared 

to previous years and were successfully 

dealt with. 

Legal Counsel has permanently 

collaborated with the many areas of 

the Bank on all things concerning the 

regulations impacting our institution, 

including Decree No. 1295/19 which 

modifies Decree No. 9043 dated June 

12, 2018 “Regulating Law No. 5895/2017 

‘Which sets out rules of transparency in 

the regime of companies incorporated 

by shares’”, Resolution No. 70 which 

repeals Resolution 349/2013 Approving 

the regulation for the prevention of 

money laundering and funding of 

terrorism based on a risk management 

system for Banks and Financial Institutions 

supervised by the Superintendency of 

Banks of the Central Bank of Paraguay, in 

force since June 1, 2019. 
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Our suppliers3.3.

SUPPLIERS MANAGEMENT – 2019
(Including the areas of Supply, Operating Services and Physical Security)

REDUCTIONS OF COSTS/SAVINGS REGISTERED (Millions of guaranies)

TYPE OF MANAGEMENT MADE IN 
THE NEGOTIATION/ CONTRACT

INITIAL VALUE OR
PREVIOUS INVOICING

 ESTIMATED SAVINGS OR 
REDUCTION

AVERAGE IMPACT IN 
PERCENTAGE

 ESTIMATED EFFECT, 
2019

2020 (*) FOR 
CONTINUITY

New          19,259            4,149 21.54%          4,017              103 

Renewed          30,085            2,646 8.80%             827           2,153 

Change            2,571               795 30.92%             795              863 

Elimination            2,982            2,982 100.00%          1,546           3,048 

Internal            1,906               479 25.13%             476                  3 

 TOTAL          56,803          11,051 19.45%          7,660           6,169 

The main impact in total savings or reductions were achieved due to: 
  New negotiations: Purchase of assets > PYG 3 billion   

  Renewal of contracts: Microsoft > PYG 1.280 billion and Medical

Insurance > PYG 767 million 

  Elimination of contracts: Rent of branches and corporate offices due to the 

purchase of the Asuncion Regional Corporate Building > PYG 2.445 billion.   

Observations:     

  Internal: They are internal actions that reduce or eliminate expenses wherever it is 

feasible to do so. 

  The table includes contracts renewed at the same cost, without adjustments due to 

the Consumer Price Index estimated at 3.2% per year. 

Referential comparative result, 2019

MILLIONS OF PYG
Total administrative expenses        165,506 

Total savings – reductions achieved          11,051 

Percentage: Total savings-reductions/total
administrative expenses 6.68%
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Social and 
environmental 
commitment

3.4.

SUSTAINABLE FINANCES DESK

Banco Regional is a founding member 

of the Sustainable Finances Desk. This 

is the first initiative of self-regulation in 

the Paraguayan Financial System. It is 

a platform for voluntary collaboration 

between banks created in 2012 to support 

the sustainable economic development 

of the country. It is formed by member 

banks of the Association of Banks of 

Paraguay (ASOBAN, for its Spanish initials). 

Banco Regional held the Presidency of 

the Desk for many years. 

The Sustainable Finances Desk promotes 

the responsibility of the financial sector 

in the support and strengthening of 

the transformation into a sustainable 

economy, considering the leadership in 

the joined efforts of all interested parties 

(clients, collaborators, authorities, NGOs 

and the general public), to face risks and 

take advantage of the opportunities in 

sustainable risks in Paraguay. 

Within this framework and for many years, 

there have been many activities aimed 

at contributing from the financial sector 

for the sustainable development of the 

country. Among the actions undertaken 

by the Sustainable Finances Desk and 

supported by Banco Regional, we can 

mention the First International Forum of 

Sustainable Finances of Paraguay, training 

events on analysis of environmental 

and social risks for the financial sector, 

cooperation agreements with public 

sector institutions, participation in the 

Meat Desk, the presentation of the 

Manual of Best Livestock Practices of 

the WWF and a training and a planting 

of native species day alongside A 

Todo Pulmón in the Ñu Guazú Park 

aimed at raising awareness among 

the general public on the protection 

of the environment as a legacy for 

future generations and sustainable 

development, as well as a contribution to 

the improvement of the landscape of the 

place as one of the main lungs of the city 

of Asunción. We also participated in the 

following events: 

 Consultation workshop on the 

National Forest Strategy for Sustainable 

Development.

 Participation in the Week of 

Sustainability in Lima, Peru, organized by 

IDB Invest. 

 Platform of Sustainable Soybean of the 

department of Itapúa. 

 Presentation of the Marshland Project-

Chaco. Presentation of the Alliance 

Project for Sustainable Development. 

 Presentation of the Platform for Hydric 

Agricultural Balance and Maps of Agro-

Climatic Risks. 

 Meetings with the UNDP, the Technical 

Secretariat for Planning, FMO on a project 

proposal with financing of the Green 

Climate Fund. 

 Meetings with the Financial 

Development Agency, the Technical 

Secretariat for Planning, IDB, FAO on the 

PROEZA project and the Energy Efficiency 

project. 

 Presentation of the System of 

Environmental Information of the 

Ministry of Environment and Sustainable 

Development. 

 Consultation workshop on the 

preparation of the Country Program-

Green Fund, Technical Secretariat for 

Planning and Ministry of Environment and 

Sustainable Development. 

 Annual Meeting of presentation of 

Progress in Meat and Soybean Platforms 

in Alto Paraná and Itapúa. 

 Presentation of Global Canopy on Trase 

and SCRIPT systems. 

 Presentation of the Sustainable Finances 

Desk in Expo Rodeo Trébol, department 

of Boquerón. 

 Training on the implementation of the 

Environmental and Social Guide for the 

Funding of Agricultural Industry Activities. 

 Training on the Global Forest Watch PRO 

System. 
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Economic Group:
A Reality

3.5.

In 2019, the incorporation of 
fundamental parties for the 
formation of the Regional 
Economic Group was 
finalized. Regional Seguros, 
Regional Casa de Bolsa 
and Fundación Regional 
respond to the essence of 
the Bank to provide the 
necessary tools for personal 
and corporate growth. 

BROKERAGE HOUSE

The decision to create a Brokerage House as an affiliate with the full support and 

solvency of Banco Regional was made in the General Meeting of Shareholders in 2018. 

It started to operate in January of 2019. It was the first incorporation to formalize the 

creation of the Regional Economic Group. Regional Casa de Bolsa targets individual 

and institutional investors, as well as corporate and medium companies of all 

productive and commercial sectors of the national economy. 

It seeks to become an advisor to clients, directing their savings plans and optimizing 

their investments. Among the products and services, Regional Casa de Bolsa offers 

the purchase of Securities, Stock Exchange and Over-the-counter Securities such 

as Bonds, Shares, Certificates of Savings, as well as advice on the establishment of 

Investment Portfolios, Debt Structuring and Joint Investment Funds. 

Regional Casa de Bolsa formalized a strategic alliance with Larrain Vial, a leading 

brokerage house in Chile and the region with more than 80 years of experience, 

to provide their clients with the know-how and experience in advising for the 

management and optimization of the investment portfolios of clients, as well as 

constant training. 
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REGIONAL SEGUROS

The entry to the insurance market 

by Banco Regional responds to the 

objective of strengthening the business 

model of “Banking-Insurance”. 

Banco Regional, through Regional 

Seguros, enters the business of General 

and Life Insurance in Paraguay, upon 

acquiring a company with more than 

25 years in the Paraguayan market. 

Regional Seguros, like Banco Regional, 

has its headquarters in Encarnación 

and has a special focus on the 

agricultural-industrial sector. It is ranked 

among the most important insurers of 

the Paraguayan market and through 

these years, it has managed to hold a 

solid position. 

FUNDACIÓN REGIONAL

As the executive arm for all Corporate 

Social Responsibility actions, we founded 

Fundación Regional as an autonomous 

organization, with its own governance 

and legal personality. 

With its headquarters in Encarnación, 

this initiative seeks to generate value 

for society, with the consolidation of 

the financial security of families and 

the sustainability of companies and 

the business, with the strengthening of 

the reputational image of the Bank and 

the other members of the Economic 

Group. The financial education, the 

agricultural and livestock research and 

the environmental education are the 

primary axes for the Foundation. These 

lines of action will be aimed at children, 

young people and adults; entrepreneurs 

and companies of the communities in 

which the Bank and the Regional Group 

are present. 
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For the development and 

implementation of programs 

related to the strategic axes, 

Fundación Regional has signed 

alliances with organizations with 

experience on the defined issues 

of intervention: 

  For financial education and 

entrepreneurship: Superarte, 

Cavida and Fundación Paraguaya. 

 For agricultural and livestock 

research: INBIO and Universidad 

San Carlos. 

 For environmental education: 

Universidad San Carlos. 

Among the objectives of the 

foundation, there is also the 

generation of spaces of participation 

for collaborators of the Bank and the 

Regional Group through corporate 

volunteering as well as financial 

education and environmental 

education actions which will be 

prioritized with collaborators. 

With the incorporation of Regional 

Casa de Bolsa, Regional Seguros and 

Fundación Regional, the Economic 

Group is a reality and it will be 

strengthening to keep growing with 

the people and the country. 
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Economic Analysis 
and Outlook

4.1.

WORLD VIEW

UNITED STATES
The Bureau of Economic Analysis of 

the Department of Commerce of the 

United States slightly upgraded the 

estimation of the interannual rate of 

variation of the real Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP) of the third semester 

of 2019, appearing at 2.1%. As for 

expenses, there was a significant 

deceleration in private gross 

investment increasing by 0.4%. On the 

other hand, personal consumption 

remained aligned with records in the 

three previous quarters (2.6%) while 

the government expense increased 

by 2.2%. The external balance showed 

that imports continue decelerating 

while exports increased slightly (0.2%). 
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As to employment, the Department of Labor Statistics published the figures 

corresponding to the month of November 2019, showcasing that the unemployment 

rate was at 3.5%, the same record was seen in September and it is the lowest since 

December 1969. 

In 2019, 266,000 jobs were created. The most dynamizing sectors are still health 

care and professional and business services, contributing 45,200 and 38,000 jobs, 

respectively. Other activities that generated employment were: manufacturing 

(54,000); recreation and hotels (45,000); transport and storage (15,500); financial 

services (13,000) and government (12,000); meanwhile, jobs were lost in mining, 

wholesale trade, among others. 
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As for the consumer price index, 

for the month of November 2019, 

the index had a change of 0.3%. In 

interannual terms, inflation was 2.1% 

due to increases in all other items 

except energy and food. 

On December 11, 2019, the United 

States Federal Reserve (FED) 

decided to maintain the range of 

its political rate between 1.50% and 

1.75%. The press release states that 

the job market remains strong, the 

economic activity has increased with 

a moderate rhythm, unemployment 

is low and inflation is below the 

target (2.0%). They also state that 

the home expenses have increased 

while investment and exports 

remain weak. So, considering the 

aforementioned, the Committee 

considered that the mentioned 

policy was appropriate to sustain the 

expansion of the economic activity 

and maintain inflation on target. 

Finally, on December 13, 2019, China 

and United States announced that 

they reached the phase one of the trade 

agreement before the new duties, that 

would have affected a large number of 

consumption goods, such as electronic 

products (smartphones, laptops, among 

others), entered into force (December 15). 

In that way, United States agreed not to 

proceed with the implementation of the 

15.0% duties on consumption goods for a 

value of USD 160 billion. It will also reduce 

the duties set on September 1 on Chinese 

products for USD 120 billion, from 15.0% 

to 7.5%. However, the 25.0% duties will be 

maintained on Chinese origin products 

for USD 250 billion. Future reductions 

will depend on the progress of trade 

negotiations. 

On the other hand, China agreed to 

increase the purchase of goods and 

services of the United States in USD 

200 billion during the next two years. It 

will also suspend the retaliation tariffs 

scheduled for December 15 and will 

implement safeguards for intellectual 

property. Likewise, among its potential 

purchases, China will import U.S. 
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agricultural products for an amount 

between USD 40 billion and USD 50 

billion in each of the next two years. 

EUROPE
For the third quarter of 2019, the GDP 

of the Eurozone, adjusted by seasonal 

factors, registered a variation of 0.2% 

compared to the previous quarter. As 

for expenses, final home consumption 

increased by 0.5% and gross formation 

of fixed capital, by 0.3%. In the external 

balance, exports grew by 0.4% while 

imports recorded an increase by 0.6%. 

On the other hand, in October 2019, 

industrial production was reduced by 

2.2% compared to the same month of 

the previous year. According to sectors 

comprised by the index, the production 

of intermediate goods and capital goods 

was reduced by 3.6% and energy, by 

2.5%. On the contrary, manufacturing 

of perishable consumption goods was 

increased by 2.7% and that of perishable 

goods, by 0.9%. 

Also, in October, the construction sector 

showed an interannual increase of 0.3%. 

The largest increases were seen in the 

Netherlands (2.3%) and Portugal (2.0%) 

while the largest drops were recorded 

in Slovenia (4.0%); Belgium (2.6%) and 

Slovakia (2.4%). As for retail sales, in 

October, they had an interannual increase 

of 1.4% driven mainly by the evolution of 

non-food products, except for fuels. 

For October 2019, the unemployment 

rate was of 7.5%, below the one recorded 

both in the previous month (7.6%) and the 

same month of 2018 (8.0%). The statistics 

office of the European Union (Eurostat) 

estimates that 12.3 million people are 

unemployed. The countries with the 

highest unemployment rates are: Spain 

(14.2%), Italy (9.7%) and France (8.5%), while 

Germany (3.1%) has the lowest record. As 

for youth unemployment, the rate was of 

15.6% with Spain (32.8%) and Italy (27.8%) 

showing the highest levels. In November 

2019, inflation recorded an interannual 

increase of 1.0%, a figure that was below 

the one seen in the same month of 2018 (1.9%). The sector that contributed to the 

deceleration of inflation was energy (-0.33 percentage points, pp), while food, alcoholic 

beverages and tobacco (0.37 pp), services (0.82 pp) and industrial goods except energy 

(0.10 pp) had an upwards trend. The lowest inflation rates of the zone were recorded in 

Italy and Portugal with a record of 0.2% each, and Belgium with 0.4%. 

Finally, for the January-October 2019 term, the trade balance showed a 
surplus of €183.2 billion, above the one recorded in the same period of 
2018 (€160.5 billion). 

INTERANNUAL INFLATION
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CHINA 
During the first nine months of 2019, 
the Gross Domestic Product showed 
an interannual increase of 6.2%. By 
economic sectors, the services sector 
kept expanding at a higher growth rate 
(7.0%) followed by the secondary sector 
(5.6%) and primary (2.9%). 

On the other hand, in November 2019, 
industrial production recorded an 
interannual increase of 6.2%. The industrial 
sectors that had the highest year-to-year 
increases were ethylene (18.9%); electricity 
generators (16.7%), chemical fibers (16.3%), 
manufacturing of machinery and electric 
equipment (12.6%), manufacturing of iron 
ores (10.7%), steel products (10.4%) and 
refined crude oil (10.1%). 

Retail sales for the month of November 
recorded an interannual increase of 
8.0%. The rural area continued showing a 
variation rate higher than the urban one. 
In fact, for the month under analysis, they 
were of 9.1% and 7.9%, respectively. 

Finally, during the month of November, 
the Consumer Price Index showed an 
interannual increase of 4.5%. All groups 
integrating the index, with the exception 
of transport and communication (2.8%) 
recorded increases, the highest of which 
were seen in foods, beverages and 
tobacco (13.9%), other items and services 
(4.5%), health (2.0%) and education, 
culture and recreation (1.7%). 

CURRENCIES AND COMMODITIES
In 2019, one of the main causes of 
uncertainty internationally was the trade 
tension between the U.S. and China. 
Finally, on December 13, 2019, both 
countries announced that they had 
reached the phase one of the trade deal. 
Due to this new development, markets 
had a significant upturn, mainly as to 
commodities. This agreement led the 
main agents to focus on the political 
outlook of the U.S. with the next elections 
without losing sight of any possible new 
developments on the tension between 
both world powers. 

Currencies, on the other hand, showed 
a relatively stable trend in the last 
quarter of the year. The U.S. dollar, 
under the DXY index, recorded a drop 
after the progress of negotiations, 
Brexit and certain calm from the FED. 
Considering the average of December, 
which is around 97.4, a depreciation of 
the dollar can be seen with respect to 
the group of most-relevant currencies. 

As to the pound sterling, the political 
progress related to the elections 
in which the Conservative won 
led to a significant acceptance of 
Brexit leading the pound to have a 
significant increase, trading at 1.30 
US$/Pound, with a variation of 2% 
comparing the averages from the 
months of November and December. 
On the other hand, the euro also had 
an increase of 1% and is traded at 1.11 
US$/Euro. 

In the region, the Argentine elections 
did not have a significant impact 

like the one of the previous August. 
However, the clamping set led to a 
significant difference between the 
official and the parallel (blue) pesos. 
In November, the difference between 
both currencies dealt with in the 
Argentine market was of 6% and, in 
December, it doubled reaching 12%. 
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EVOLUTION OF THE DXY
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As for agricultural commodities, the last report of 2019 published by the United 

States Department of Agriculture (USDA) refers to the increase of the estimation 

made in November. For soybean, corn and rice, there were increases for final 

inventory and production; however, for the worldwide production of wheat, the 

variation was negative. 

The projections of soybean for the 2019/20 campaign of the U.S. record a drop 

of 20% compared to the previous campaign, maintaining the estimation of 96.6 

million tons of November. With respect to global production, the outlook changed 

slightly, with a positive variation of 

0.3% although it still is the lowest 

estimate made since the 2016/17 

campaign. This increase was driven 

by the statistics from China, where an 

extension of a million tons due to the 

increase of the area seeded and an 

improvement in performance. In the 

same way, it is expected that exports 

for the new campaign will be reduced 

by 0.6 million tons due to a drop in 

Argentina’s sales abroad. As to final 

inventory, the estimation increased 

compared to the previous report, 

getting to 96.4 million tons. 

Corn, just like soybean, had a slight 

increase in production of 0.6%, 

obtaining then an estimation of 

1,109 million tons for the 2019/20 

campaign. There were no changes 

based on the forecasts for the main 

producing countries of the cereal; 

the U.S. continues with an estimation 

of 347 million tons, which is lower by 

6% compared to the average of the 

last two campaign. In the region, the 

cereal is being projected with a good 

campaign, leaving Brazil and Argentina 

with 101 and 50 million tons each. As to 

the other countries, it is expected that 

China and Bolivia will have increases in 

their corn production, off-setting the 

reduction in Canada. Considering the 

final inventory of corn, increases are 

expected for China, Bolivia and Taiwan 

which would off-set the decreases in 

Canada, Colombia and Paraguay. So, the 

worldwide inventory of corn would be 

of 301 million tons, almost 5 million tons 

more than the previous month. 

As for wheat, for the U.S., there are 

increases estimated in exports and a 

decrease in final inventories. With these 

projections, it is expected that imports 

will decrease, with the lowest record in 

the last nine years. It is foreseen that the 

global production of the cereal will be 

lower than expected at 765 million tons, 

barely 0.02% less than the estimation 

made in the previous month. 

These reductions were mainly due to 
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Argentina and Australia, who saw cuts of 

1 and 1.1 million tons, respectively, due to 

draughts. For the European Union and 

Russia, the crops increased by 0.4 million 

tons due to updated data of the harvest. 

Lower global exports for 2019/20 were 

projected due to the situations seen in 

Argentina, Australia and Canada, which 

were partly off-set by the increases in 

Russia and the U.S. 

Finally, for the rice, the USDA projected 

a lower production, but this contraction 

would not impact in world prices due to 

the particularly high inventory numbers. 

In Asia, the exportable availabilities of rice 

are abundant and demand was relatively 

lazy in the last month. However, it should 

start to reactive in the following weeks. 

Towards the south of the American 

continent, the production of rice fell in 

2019 due to a reduction of seeded areas.

EVOLUTION OF THE QUOTES OF THE MAIN COMMODITIES
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So, Brent, in the third week of 

December, had an average of 

66 US$/Barrel while before the 

deal, the price during November 

averaged 63 US$/Barrel, with 

a positive variation of 5%. For 

the West Texas Intermediate 

(WTI), almost 4 US$/Barrel were 

increased since November, with 

a variation of 6% of average in 

the third week of December 

compared to the average 

recorded in the previous month.

 

For 2020, the outlook for 

the crude oil would not be 

auspicious as there is still 

uncertainty in commercial 

issues. The Energy Information 

Administration (EIA) projects 

that the prices of Brent would 

average US$ 61 per barrel and 

WTI would be US$ 5.5 less than 

Brent prices. 

With respect to oil, in December, there was a significant 
rise in prices for both world markers, the Brent and the 
American WTI. These prices were driven by the expectation 
of a trade deal between the U.S. and China that would lead 
to reinforcing the demand of crude oil in 2020. 
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WORLDWIDE GROWTH

The International Monetary Fund 
(IMF), in its last report on the 
outlook of the world economy, 
readjusted its projection of 
growth for 2019. 

Two years ago, the world economy 

was in a period of synchronized rise, 

i.e., countries grew at similar rates. In 

terms of GDP, almost 75% of the world 

was in an acceleration phase. However, 

although today the proportion of the 

world that is synchronized is larger, 

this time the growth is decelerating as 

around 90% of the world’s economies 
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EVOLUTION OF THE PRICE OF BRENT OIL (US$/BARREL)

Source: MF Economía with data from Bloomberg

would suffer a deceleration in 2019, in 

what would be the lowest growth rate 

since 2008 with the international financial 

crisis. For this year, a growth of 3.0% is 

projected, a reduction of 0.3 percentage 

points considering a projection made 

in April. This figure is due to the existing 

international commercial conflicts, the 

geopolitical situation, macroeconomic 

tension in many economies and other 

structural factors. The only case of 

positive adjustment was that of the U.S., 

although the increase was minor as it 

went from 2.33% in last April to 2.35% in 

October for the growth projection. In 

other groups of countries, such as that of 

advanced economies, emerging markets 

and developing markets, there were 

negative adjustments. For the Eurozone, 

it was cut by 0.2 percentage points at 

1.1%; for Japan, it went from 0.9% to 0.8%; 

China and India got an estimation of 

6.1% with only 0.2 percentage points for 

the former and 1.2 percentage points 

for the latter, less than the projection in 

the latest months. Latin America was not 

behind, going from 1.4% to 0.2% for this 

month, mainly due to the performance 

in Brazil with a projection falling by 1.2 

percentage points at 0.9%. 

For 2020, the projections made 

are more encouraging as there is a 

projection for an improvement of the 

worldwide growth of 3.4%. Projections 

for the U.S., Japan and China are 

foreseen to fall at 2.1%, 0.5% and 5.8%, 

respectively. On the contrary, there are 

encouraging figures foreseen for the 

Eurozone, India, Brazil and Latin America 

in 2020, reaching 1.4%, 7.0%, 2.0% and 

1.8%, respectively. 
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REGIONAL OUTLOOK

BRAZIL
For the first quarter of 2019, the GDP adjusted by the season increased by 0.6% 

compared to the previous quarter. In interannual terms, the growth was of 1.2%. 

Among the economic activities recording more dynamism, we find: construction 

(4.4%), information and communications (4.2%), extractive industries (4.0%), trade 

(2.4%), agricultural and livestock activity (2.1%), real estate activities (1.9%), electricity, 

gas, water, sewage and waste management (1.6%), financial and insurance activities 

(1.3%) and other service activities (0.9%). Meanwhile, there were drops in: transport 

and storage (1.0%), administration, defense, public health, education and social 

security (0.6%) and manufacturing industries (0.5%). 

The GDP as to expenses, once again, recorded an increase in all internal demand 

components, with the exception of the consumption of the government, which 

decreased by 1.4%. The gross formation of fixed capital increased by 2.9% and home 

consumption, 1.9%, the latter due to the behavior of credit and the expansion of real 

salaries. For external demand, exports were cut by 5.5% in interannual terms, and 

imports increased by 2.2%. 

For December 2019, the inter-monthly variation of the IPCA15 was of 1.05% above the 

one seen in the previous month. The sectors with a positive incidence on this result 

were: food and beverages (0.63 pp), personal expenses (0.19 pp), transport (0.16 pp), 

housing (0.04 pp), health and personal care (0.03 pp), communications (0.02 pp) and 

education (0.01 pp). On the contrary, clothing did not affect the result and home 

items had a negative incidence of 0.03 pp. 

  

   

PROJECTIONS FOR GROWTH OF GDP (IN %)

2019
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On the other hand, the inflation 

measured by the IPCA15, at the end 

of 2019, was of 3.9%, within the range 

of tolerance set by the monetary 

authority (4.25% + 1.5 pp). 

In December, the Central Bank 

decided to reduce its political rate 

by 0.5 percentage points to set 

it at 4.5%, as the Monetary Policy 

Committee considered that the 

economic recovery process has been 

gradual. Therefore, they reiterated that, 

under the environment of economic 

deceleration and inflation below the 

target, there is a monetary stimulus 

required through interest rates below 

structural levels. 

Finally, the average of the exchange 

rate as of December 27 showed a 

slight appreciation with respect to 

the previous month, getting to R$/

USD 4.12. It is also remarked that 

in November, the exchange rate 

recorded the highest level of the year 

(R$/USD 4.16). 

ARGENTINA
During the last quarter of 2019, the report of progress of economic activity shows that 

the GDP recorded an interannual fall of 1.7%. There are still reductions in the sectors of 

fishing (17.1%), financial intermediation (14.2%), wholesale, retail trade and repairs (5.5%), 

construction (4.8%), manufacturing industry (4.7%), electricity, gas and water (2.4%) and 

other services, community, social and personal activities (“.4%). On the contrary, there 

were signs of upturns in agriculture, livestock, hunting and forestry (12.2%), private houses 

with domestic services (4.9%) and exploitation of mines and quarries (3.0%). 

As to global demand, only the FOB 

exports recorded an increase in 

interannual terms (14.2%). The gross 

formation of fixed capital fell by 10.2%, 

followed by private (4.9%) and public 

consumption (0.9%). On the other hand, 

FOB imports were reduced by 13.4%. 

As for the Consumer Price Index, as 

of November 2019, its inter-monthly 

variation was 4.3%, 0.2 pp above 

the average of the expectations of 

economic agents (4.1%). On the other 

hand, the cumulative inflation was of 

48.3%. By sectors, the highest upturns 

compared to December 2018 were 

recorded in health (63.0%, home 

equipment and maintenance (55.4%), 

food and non-alcoholic beverages 

(52.1%), sundry goods and services 

(50.5%), among others. In interannual 

terms, the inflation was of 52.1%. 

In November, the new Managing 

Director of the International Monetary 

Fund made a statement in which 

she reiterated the disposition of the 

institution to collaborate with the new 
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government of the country to pave 

the way forward towards a sustainable 

growth that allows to reduce poverty. 

On the other hand, the Monetary Policy 

Committee of the Central Bank of 

the Argentine Republic (BCRA, for its 

Spanish initials), on November 29, 2019, 

decided to maintain the lower limit 

of interest rates of Letters of Liquidity 

(LELIQ) in 63%. However, the incoming 

board of the BCRA, on December 19, 

reduced the lower limit of the interest 

rate of LELIQ by 5 points, from 63% to 

58%. Likewise, on December 26, they 

reduced it again from 58% to 55% as 

they considered that the magnitude of 

the interest rate of reference was on an 

inadequate level and was potentially 

inconsistent with the perspectives 

of nominal evolution of the relevant 

economic variables. 

On December 27, the average of the 

interest rate saw an inter-monthly 

depreciation of 0.2% to be at AR$/USD 

59.88. This was the lowest variation rate 

recorded since August 2019. 

On December 17, the Minister of 

Economics announced the submission 

to Congress of the Bill of Solidarity and 

Productive Reactivation, which was 

approved on December 20. Among the 

most important items, said law sets, as 

to tax matters, the increase of aliquots 

for the personal goods tax. The holding 

by Argentinians of financial assets 

abroad will also be taxed. 

Likewise, there was a tax For an Inclusive 

and Supportive Argentina (PAIS, for its 

Spanish initials) of 30% for currency 

exchange, with 70% of its collection 

to be allocated to fund social security 

and 30%, to infrastructure and housing 

works. 

As to withholdings, there were 

maximum limits. As to this issue, the 

withholding for soybeans may not 

exceed 33% and, for wheat and corn, 

the maximum limit is of 15%. There will 

also be a withholding of agricultural-

industrial products with a maximum aliquot of 5% with oil and gas set with an 

aliquot of 8%. 

For the most vulnerable sectors, there will be a reimbursement of the VAT, as well 

as a debt regularization plan for SMEs. 

As for public services fees, the postponement of fees increases will be maintained 

for 180 days, a period in which they project to change the fee scheme. 

Finally, as for indebtedness, they reiterate the need to carry forward needed 

proceedings and acts to recover and ensure the sustainability of public debt.
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LOCAL OUTLOOK

REAL ESTATE SECTOR
Around the middle of the last year, a 

reduction of the aggregate demand 

started due to, among other factors, the 

exchange depreciation in Argentina and 

Brazil, which affected related prices in 

Paraguay. The result was a lower influx of 

Argentinians and Brazilians to the country 

and more smuggling from Argentina. 

The international drop in the price 

of soybean was mainly due to the 

commercial tension between China and 

the U.S. and the outbreak of African swine 

fever in China, the largest purchaser in the 

world of soybean for pork feeding. 

The draught reduced the agricultural 

production in the summer, with a loss of 

approximately 1.75 million tons of soybean 

and its subsequent effects on the sectors 

of transport, trade, industry and finance. 

Then, the flooding of the Paraguay river 

impacted riverside cities and breeding 

grounds. The excess of rains also caused 

a slowdown in the construction sector.  

There were also fewer public investment 

expenses in the first quarter and a 

process of tax reform started which 

affected the expectations of agents 

before the increase of uncertainty 

generated due to this process. A political 

crisis added up to this which was a 

distraction. 

In the first and second quarters of 

2019, the Gross Domestic Product 

(GDP) recorded drops of 2.5 and 3.2%, 

respectively. However, in the second 

quarter of the year, we started to see a 

recovery in the economy which can be 

seen in the results of the third quarter, 

when the GDP grew by 2.8% compared 

to the same quarter of the previous year. 

The main contributing factors were: 

 The sector of services had a growth 

of around 4.2%, driven by financial 

intermediation, government services, 

telecommunications and trade. 

 Construction grew by 6.3% after six 

quarters of drops. This recovery was 

mainly due to a higher execution of 

public and private works, favored also by 

better climate conditions. 

  Agriculture, after four quarters of drops, 

showed an increase of 3.5%, driven by the 

good performance of items like corn, rice, 

sesame, beans and canola. 

 The livestock sector, that had three 

quarters of negative results, increased by 

3.1%, mainly due to higher production of 

beef with a monthly average that is still 

lower than in 2018. 

 The industry sector had a slight 

growth of 0.4% mainly due to the better 

performance in the production of the 

chemical-pharmaceutical sectors, meat, 

dairy, non-metallic minerals. Meanwhile, 

beverages, tobacco and textiles had 

unfavorable results. mostraron resultados 

desfavorables

 The electricity and water sectors, 

including the binational institutions, 

showed another contraction (this time, 

of 4.6%) for the fifth consecutive quarter. 

Once again, this was due to a fall in the 

generation of electricity caused by the 

lower flow of the Parana river. 

Analyzing from the side of 
demand, there was a growth 
of 5.3% in public and 2.8% in 
private consumption, mainly 
due to the increase in expenses 
for perishable goods such as 
food and fuel and expenses for 
health services, education and 
recreation. On the other hand, 
the gross formation of capital 
once again showed a reduction 
of 4.2% due to lower investment 
in machinery and equipment, 
although the drop was mitigated 
by a better performance of 
construction. 
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In December 2018, the Central Bank 

of Paraguay (BCP, for its Spanish 

initials) announced its growth 

projection of the GDP for 2019, 

placing it at 4.0%. In April, negative 

results of the primary sector and 

the deceleration of consumption 

lead it to reduce the projection to 

3.2%. Then, by the end of July, the 

BCP revised again the projection 

reducing it to 1.5% and, finally, in 

the second half of October 2019, 

it readjusted its estimations with a 

cut projecting a growth of 0.2%. The 

revision is mainly due to the fall in 

the following sectors: Agricultural, 

Binational Institutions, Manufacturing 

industry. For 2020, there is an 

estimation of growth of the GDP of 

4.1%, driven mainly by the primary 

(3.8%), secondary (4%) and services 

(4.2%) sectors. 
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EVOLUTION OF THE GDP OF PARAGUAY (%)

Source: MF Economía with data from the BCP. 

AGRICULTURE
The 2019/20 soybean campaign started with climate issues that delayed sowing for practically a month, starting in many areas in 

the second half of October. It is estimated that 3.5 million hectares would have been sown. This delay in the sowing of soybean 

may complicate the production of the soybean and corn, as there would be few days to sow them after harvesting soybean and its 

sowing would be late so they could be exposed to the first freezes around the middle of the year. The production of soybean would 

again exceed 10 million tons. 

LIVESTOCK
The production in the period between January and November of this year grew to 1.8 million heads of livestock,1 reflecting an 

interannual drop of 4.4%. The average production per month is of 165 thousand heads of livestock, compared to the 173 thousand 

heads of livestock of the same period of 2018. The used capacity of meat processing plants is around 56%. 

 1 Source: MF Economía with preliminary data to be published by SENACSA (the National Service for Animal Quality and Health). 
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Source: MF Economía with data from the National Service for Animal Quality and Health. 

Total of heads of livestock produced (cumulative of 12 months)

OTHER SECTORS
As an indicator of performance of 

the transport sector, freights related 

to agriculture and livestock can be 

considered, and they are practically 

similar to those of the previous year with 

a drop of only 0.1% 2. 

The services sector has experienced a 

deceleration from the second half of 

 2Source: MF Economía according to calculations and internal information of Agricultural and Livestock Production. 

 3According to Statistical Bulletins of Banks and Financial Institutions as of November 2019 and September 2015. Data include the National Development Bank (BNF, for its Spanish initials). 

2018. The causes are two factors: a lower 

local demand and a drop in purchases 

from foreigners. As for local reduction of 

the demand, the entry into force of the 

law on cards has caused a restriction in 

the financing capacity of users. It also 

generated exits of individuals from the 

financial system. This way, the limited 

capacity to consume resulted in lower 

levels of sales for establishments. As of 

November, the credit card portfolio in 

the financial system, since the entry into 

force of the Law, has dropped around 4% 

and the number of plastics was reduced 

by 15.2%3. 

On the other hand, the drop in 

agricultural production has impacted 

sales. The agricultural sector has an 

important effect in the economy. 

When production is not good, the 

hiring of staff and services related 

to the chain is reduced, the number 

of freights diminishes and there is a 

retraction in purchases of goods such 

as agrochemicals and machinery. 

Also, as a consequence of exchange 

differences, purchases by Brazilians and 

Argentinians in Paraguay have increased 

considerably since 2017, a trend that was 

maintained until the end of the first half 

of 2018. However, since the third quarter 

of the previous year, as a consequence 

of the high levels of depreciation of 

the Brazilian real and, above all, the 

Argentine peso, purchases of foreigners 

in Paraguay have decreased. 

FISCAL SECTOR
As of the end of 2019, the total income 

of the Central Administration reached 

PYG 33.5 trillion, 3.2% more than in 2018. 

Within them, tax income represented 

70% of the total and grew by 1.7%. 

Collections from the Secretariat of State 

for Tax increased by 9.9% and those of 

the National Directorate for Customs 

had an interannual drop of 3.2%, caused 

by fewer imports. 
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Expenses executed by the 
Central Administration until the 
closing of 2019 added up to PYG 
35.3 trillion, which represents 
an increase of 8.2% compared 
to the previous year. 

When analyzing by type of expenses, 

it is seen that the execution of current 

spending, equal to 75% of tax income, 

rose by 8.1% in interannual terms, while 

physical investment in the second 

semester had an upturn increasing 

45% compared to 2018. 

4 LAW No. 5098/2013 OF FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY

Article 11: Exceptions. In cases of national emergency, international crisis that may seriously affect the national economy or a drop in the internal economic activity, upon request of the Executive Branch, the National 

Congress may suspend for the corresponding fiscal year the application of paragraphs 1) and 2) of Article 7 and Article 9 of this Law. In no case may the deficit exceed 3% (three percent) of the Gross Domestic Pro-

duct (GDP). 

Article 7: Macro-fiscal rules for the preparation and approval of the General Budget of the Country. The annual Laws of the General Budget of the Country shall submit to the following rules: 

1. The annual fiscal deficit of the Central Administration, including transfers, shall not be higher than 1.5% (one point five percent) of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) estimated for that fiscal year. 

2. The annual increase of the primary current spending of the Public Sector may not exceed the interannual inflation rate plus 4% (four percent). The primary current spending is defined as the total current spending 

excluding the interest rate. 

The fiscal deficit at the end of the 

year was of PYG 6.7 trillion. This deficit 

represents 2.8% of the GDP estimated for 

2019, which is outside of the provisions 

in the Fiscal Responsibility Law (LRF, 

for its Spanish initials). Considering the 

economic context, it was decided that 

exceptions set in Article 11 of the Fiscal 

Responsibility Law would apply for the 

General Budget of the Country for the 

Fiscal Year of 20194, allowing a higher 

deficit than the one set in the law. As of 

the end of October, the balance of the 

total public debt was of US$ 8,849.161 

million, equal to 22.9% of the GDP 

estimated for this year. It is comprised by 

external debt at 82%. 

PUBLIC INCOME AND EXPENSES

BILLIONS OF PYG (CUMULATIVE OF 12 MONTHS)

Source: MF Economía with data from the Ministry of Finance

Total public income Total public expense
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EXTERNAL SECTOR

BALANCE OF TRADE
In 2019, there was an interannual drop of both registered exports (-12%) and imports (-5%). Considering 

that in absolute values, the reduction of exports is higher than in imports, the deficit of the balance 

of trade (registered exports minus imports) is of US$ 3,793 million, increasing by 12% compared to the 

previous year. With respect to re-exports, they have grown by 10%. Upon considering re-exports, the other 

exports and other imports, the balance of trade has a surplus of US$ 445 million, a figure that was US$ 813 

million in the previous year.

EXPORTS

In 2019, total exports reached US$ 
12,696 million, a reduction of 8% 
compared to 2018. 
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BILLIONS OF US$

(CUMULATIVE OF 12 MONTHS)

Source: MF Economía with data from the Central Bank of Paraguay. 

Imports Exports + Re-exports Balance of Trade with Re-exports

12,654

12,328

696

-496

11,755

11,238

-517

In 2019, 7.8 million tons of soybean and byproducts 

(grains, flour, oil) were exported with a value of 

US$ 2,654 million, which is 15 and 27% less than the 

submission of the previous year, respectively. When 

analyzing by products, we see that 4.9 million tons of 

grains of soybean have been exported with a value 

of US$ 1,576 million, a drop of 19% in volume and 29% 

in value compared to the same period of 2018. As 

for byproducts, there is a reduction in the levels of 

processing, exports of oil dropped by 6% in volume 

and flour, 10%. 

On the other hand, exports of corn had an increase 

of 101% in volume and 79% in value. Meanwhile, wheat 

deliveries had an increase of 5% in tons, but a drop of 

1% in value. 
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EXPORTS PER PRODUCT

2019

2018

2017

2016

3,161

3,936

3,654

3,634

1,077

1,161

1,203

1,149
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Source: MF Economía with data from the Central Bank of Paraguay.

5Source: Basis of Foreign Trade of the Central Bank of Paraguay – SICEX (cow meat and offals, items: 0201, 0202, 02601 and 02062
6Source: Basis of Foreign Trade of the Central Bank of Paraguay – SICEX (cow meat and offals, items: 0202)
7Source: Basis of Foreign Trade of the Central Bank of Paraguay – SICEX (cow meat and offals, items: 0201)

On the other hand, at the end of 

November, exports of meat reached a 

total of 279.7 thousand tons for a value 

of US$ 1,077 million; values which imply 

a drop in volume (-3.0%) as well as in 

value (-7.2%)5.

149 thousand tons of frozen meat 

have been sent for US$ 555 million, 

which means that this is the type of 

meat with the most participation in 

the total. The average price of export 

for frozen meat has dropped by 3% at 

3,707 US$/ton6. 

On the other hand, shipments of 

chilled meat increased 10% in volume 

and 4.3% in value. A total of 99 

thousand tons was exported, with a 

value of US$ 467 million. In average, the 

price of export was lower by 5%, around 

4,723 US$/ton. The main importers of 

this type of meat are Chile, with 80% 

and Brazil, with 12%7. 

Also, offals were exported for the 

amount of US$ 53 million, 12.3% below 

the records in 2018. 

As for re-exports, they grew by 10%. 

When considering re-exports, the 

balance of trade has a deficit of US$ 517 

million, which was of US$ 141 million the 

year before. 
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EVOLUTION OF IMPORTS
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EXCHANGE RATE AND RESERVES
The exchange rate began 2019 trading 

in the retail market at an average 

of 6,012 PYG/US$, higher than the 

average recorded in December 2018, 

when it traded at 5,896 PYG/US$. The 

levels of PYG 6,000 per dollar were 

reached in the second day of the year. 

Then, in February, trading was around 

PYG 6,000 per dollar, closing up in 

some days around 6,100 PYG/US$. So, 

the average of the month was 6,027 

PYG/US$, 0.2% above the average of 

the previous month and 9.1% higher 

than the record in February 2018. 

In March and April, this upwards 

trend of the American currency was 

maintained, even stronger. In March, 

the trading crossed the barrier of PYG 

6,100 and ended with an average of 

PYG 6,086 per dollar, which is 1.0% 

higher than the average of February 

and 10.9% higher than in March 2018. 

In April, the appreciation of the dollar 

was higher; exceeding the levels of PYG 

6,200 with an average of PYG 6,189 PYG/

US$, 12.9% higher than the same month 

of the previous year. 

This situation of dollar appreciation 

occurred in an atypical season, as it 

is in the first months of the year that 

the harvesting of agricultural products 

happens, which is then exported for 

foreign currency which then remains 

in the country. However, the drop in 

the production was translated into a 

reduction of exports and, therefore, 

fewer levels of dollars entering the local 

market. 

In May, the exchange rate continued in 

its upward trend, reaching at half-point 

a maximum of 6,360 PYG/US$. From 

that point moving forward, the rate 

started to fall again, ending the month 

at 6,220 PYG/US$. Then, the dollar 

continued falling, trading at the end of 

June at 6,080, while in July, it was around 

5,945 PYG/US$. 

IMPORTS
As for imports, as of the end of 2019, they added up to US$ 12,250 million, a value 

which is 5% lower than in the same period of the previous year. The drop was 

seen basically in all main items, with the most important being intermediate 

goods (naphtha, gas), perishable consumption goods (food, beverages). 

Meanwhile, capital goods (agricultural machinery, office machinery) increased 

by 4%. 
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Then, from August, the dollar started to rise again in a sustained manner, 

with an average of 6,033 PYG/US$ and with 6,188 PYG/US$ in September. 

In October, the rise continued and the exchange rate exceeded 6,400, 

something that had not occurred for more than fifteen years. A factor that 

also influenced in the rise of the dollar in October was the higher demand 

from importers for the purchases of merchandise for the end of the year. 

In November, the exchange rate slowed down and traded at lower levels, 

with an average of 6,310 PYG/US$. In December, trading was stable until 

December 20, and then it started to rise again until 6,370 PYG/US$ as of 

December 31. 

During the year, the Central Bank of Paraguay has made daily 
offers to satisfy the internal demand of foreign currency, 
but apart from that, it has let the trading of the dollar flow, 
intervening to cut peaks with some kind of force in different 
times of the year. The decision of the central bank is related 
to the fact that the rise of the dollar is not a situation that 
only affects Paraguay. International uncertainty due to 
geopolitical events, the trade war between the U.S. and 
China, Brexit and internal mismatches in Brazil and Argentina 
put pressure on the dollar in most economies. 

In the period between January and November, the Central Bank of Paraguay 

made net sales for a total of US$ 1,265 million in the financial market, the biggest 

intervention occurred in May for a total US$ 286 million. 

International reserves as of December 20 reached US$ 7,874 million, so Paraguay 

maintains a solid external position. With these reserves, the Central Bank of Paraguay 

has the capacity of reducing the volatility of the exchange rate in the event of 

extreme shocks. 

EXCHANGE RATE

Source: MF Economía with data from the Central Bank of Paraguay.

PYG/US$ AR$/US$ Official Real/US$ $ Ch/US$
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MONETARY AND FINANCIAL SECTOR

MONETARY
In 2019, interannual inflation was of 2.8%. The higher pressure was given due to the 

increase in fuels and non-perishable goods; there were also rises in rents, items 

related to education and certain foods. 

EXCHANGE RATE

LOANS AND DEFAULTING

Source: MF Economía with data from the Central Bank of Paraguay

Source: MF Economía with data from the Central Bank of Paraguay
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As for Letters of Monetary Regulation, at the end of November, the balance was of 

PYG 9.9 trillion, which is PYG 0.6 trillion more than at the end of December 2018. In 

September, the Central Bank of Paraguay decided to reduce once again its Monetary 

Policy rate to 4.0%, keeping it at that level until the end of the year. 

Analyzing the demand for money, as of December, the balance of M1 (bills and 

coins in circulation, plus demand deposits) was PYG 32.4 trillion, which equals to an 

increase of 7.8% in real terms as to the same month in 2018. 

FINANCIAL
As of the end of 2019, deposits in the financial system were of PYG 103.8 trillion 

(around US$ 16,478 million), which exceeds by 11% the value of the previous year in 

nominal terms, and 9% in real terms. On the other hand, the balance of net credits 

of the financial system (banks and financial institutions) reached PYG 98.1 trillion 

(around US$ 15,583 million). With this, the interannual growth in nominal values is of 

10.3% and in real terms, of 7.9%. 
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It should be remarked that 68% of the credit portfolio 

is concentrated in the trade and service, agricultural 

and agribusiness, consumption and livestock sectors. 

The growing indebtedness of the business sector has 

generated more needs of debt financing and may 

difficult the rebound of the economy after this year in 

which a small growth is expected. 

In the first eleven months of this year, the average 

defaulting of the financial system is very stable, being 

around 3.0%, similar to the previous year. As of the end 

of December, banks recorded defaulting for 2.4%, and 

financial institutions, for 5.1%. 

On the other hand, the interventions of the Central Bank 

of Paraguay withdrew liquidity from the market. The 

ratios of the banking system showed a downward trend 

this year. The Cash and cash equivalents and Deposits 

ratio ended December at 36.0%, which is lower than the 

39.9% recorded in December 2018. As for profitability 

ratios, they end the year with values closer than those at 

the end of 2018. The Profits and Assets ratio (ROA) was 

2.4% and Profit and Shareholders’ Equity (ROE) was 23.7%. 

The lending interest rates in local currency in November 

had a weighted average of 15.2%, which is lower than the 

15.7% of the previous year. Meanwhile, the borrowing interest rates had a weighted 

average of 4.5%, slightly higher than the 4.3% of the previous year. As for foreign 

currency, lending rates in November averaged 8.4%, a figure which is higher than 

the 7.9% in the previous year. Meanwhile, the borrowing rates went from 2.4% to 

2.6%, year-to-year. 

EVOLUTION OF THE WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF INTEREST RATES

NATIONAL CURRENCY

Source: MF Economía with data from the Central Bank of Paraguay
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CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

 The situations in both Argentina and Brazil led these countries to have a very 

moderate growth in 2019, therefore, their demand for Paraguayan products was 

also affected. 

  Although the economic activity is becoming more dynamic in the second 

half, in 2019, the GDP would grow at rates close to zero. 

 The exchange rate closes al levels close to those expected. 

 The deterioration of agricultural and livestock production, trade and industry 

may complicate the repayment of debts. 

 For 2020, it is projected that the economic growth will be around 4.2%, which 

may be explained by the following factors: 

  Recovery of the agricultural sector. 

  Growth of livestock production. 

  Higher levels of industrial activity. More activity is estimated in 

 oil plants, meat processing plants, maquila plants and new investments 

 are projected. 

  Recovery of the construction sector which would occur due to the 

 increase in the execution of public sector works and the improvement of 

 expectations of the private sector. 

   Commercial activity would remain stalled, mainly, due to the fall in the 

 aggregated demand from cross-border tourism, associated to the 

 effects of exchange depreciations. 

INDICATOR
PROJECTION

2019 2020

Growth of GDP (%)

Minimum: 
-0.4

Minimum: 
3.7

Medium:
0.0

Medium: 
4.2

Maximum: 
0.2

Maximum: 
5.2

Inflation rate 2.8% 4.0% ± 1

Exchange rate at the closure (PYG/US$) 6400 6.450 ± 200

* The projected data is based on a model of macro-economic estimation of MF Economía. Projections are made based on a base scenario that involves the absence of 

supply and/or demand shocks or structural reforms within economies. 
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Key Financial 
Indicators

4.2.

AS OF DECEMBER 31 OF 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019  % 19/18 

Exchange Rate (PYG per USD) 5,807 5,767 5,590 5,961 6,453

Financial Position (in millions of guaraníes) (A)

Total Loans 11,787,765 10,922,572 11,212,125 12,854,962 13,955,271 8.56%

Financial Investments 1,972,282 847,856 767,476 899,417 625,539 -30.45%

Total Assets 15,306,558 15,033,346 14,631,624 17,442,398 17,334,680 -0.62%

Total Deposits 10,319,800 10,106,231 9,352,481 10,853,035 11,202,598 3.22%

Paid-in Capital 784,946 908,029 1,001,408 1,087,788 1,151,243 5.83%

Shareholders’ Equity 1,259,462 1,455,724 1,572,702 1,637,058 1,736,966 6.10%

Income Statement (in millions of guaraníes) (B)

Financial Margin 651,214 702,163 629,391 595,905 644,100 8.09%

Net Commissions 108,324 113,535 112,313 119,180 119,209 0.02%

Administrative Expenses 369,571 389,798 397,021 409,754 388,667 -5.15%

Net Income 211,454 236,020 193,701 138,092 156,900 13.62%

Profitability and Efficiency (in %) (C)

Return on Equity (ROE) 21.93% 21.24% 15.37% 10.32% 10.99%  - 

Return on Assets (ROA) 1.50% 1.72% 1.45% 0.89% 1.00%  - 

Efficiency (costs/income) 47.64% 46.31% 51.53% 55.81% 49.01%  - 

Capital Management (in %) (D)

Tier I 11.00% 13.82% 14.63% 13.64% 12.70%

Tier II 13.19% 17.32% 17.70% 15.99% 12.11%  - 

Quality of Portfolio (E)

Allowances (in millions of guaraníes) 177,110 197,145 193,354 173,592 217,395 25.23%

Defaulting ˃60 days (%) 2.36% 2.18% 2.17% 1.47% 1.52%  - 

Coverage of Allowances on Past-due Portfolio (%) 122.35% 117.16% 120.73% 146.01% 339.81%  - 

Liquidity Management (F)

Funds of coverage of liquidity (in millions of guaraníes) 2,102,487 2,577,007 2,074,770 2,921,577 1,819,762 -37.71%

Credits on deposits (%) 114.22% 108.08% 119.88% 118.45% 124.57%  - 

Structure and alternative channels (G)

Number of Branches (1) 38 38 38 38 37 -

ATMs 97 91 89 83 90 8.43%

Clients (2) 104,472 102,693 103,515 99,900 100,792 0.89%

Number of Employees 680 692 649 653 654 0.15%

Facebook subscriptions 19,950 66,713 83,330 96,855 98,953 2.17%

Twitter subscriptions 1,458 7,556 9,727 9,685 9,650 -0.36%

Instagram subscriptions 834 2,606 3,040 3,810 5,157 35.35%

Regional Web/Regional Mobile subscriptions (3) 19,524 21,845 27,744 29,499 32,686 10.80%

Number of credit cards (plastics) 32,896 38,660 38,985 41,151 44,996 9.34%

(1) The total includes 2 administrative offices and a Customer Service Center.   
(2) It includes clients with dormant passive accounts.      
(3) Regional Web: Homebanking; Regional Mobile: App for smartphones and phone banking.                
(A) The purpose of this group is to present in a summarized manner the evolution of the main items of the consolidated balance sheet, emphasizing the portfolios. 
(B) In this group, the main accounts that impact on the income of the Institution are presented. 
(C) The purpose of these ratios is to show profitability and efficiency of recent years. 
(D) These rations show the solvency and correct use of capital of the bank in recent years. 
(E) This group shows the main indicators related to the risk management of the credit portfolio. 
(F) The purpose of this group is to show the evolution of liquidity in recent years. 
(G) This group shows the evolution of the Bank as to its structure and the increase of subscribers to alternative customer service channels. 
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ASSETS FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS
December 2019

In millions of PYG and thousands of USD

2019 17,334,680

2018 17,442,398

2017 14,631,624

2016 15,033,346

2015 15,306,558

EVOLUTION OF TOTAL ASSETS
In millions of PYG

INVESTMENTS IN GUARANIES INVESTMENTS IN DOLLARS
Securities 37,332 Securities 2,479

Letters of Monetary 
Regulation

502,657  

Treasury Bonds 69,555  

Private Bonds  

Total 609,543 Total 2,479

Consolidated financial investments in guaraníes 625,539
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LOAN PORTFOLIO LOAN PORTFOLIO PER ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
December 2019EVOLUTION OF THE LOAN PORTFOLIO

In millions of PYG

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

13,955,271

12,854,962

11,212,125

10,922,572

11,787,765

37.63% Agribusiness

23.63% Commerce

12.58% Animal farming

9.90% Industry

7.97% Consumption

6.44% Other Sectors 

1.85% Services

Observation: Agribusiness includes: agricultural harvests and agribusiness; Industry includes: ma-

nufacturing industry and construction; Commerce includes: wholesale and retail commerce; Con-

sumption includes: consumption, housing and personal services; Other sectors include: sale, mainte-

nance and repair of vehicles, financial intermediation and other economic sectors. 

37.63%
1.85%

12.58%

23.63%

7.97%

6.44%

9.90%
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LOAN PORTFOLIO PER CURRENCY DEFAULTING > 60 DAYS AND COVERAGE OF 
ALLOWANCES ON PAST-DUE PORTFOLIODecember  -2019

2.36%
2.18% 2.17%

1.47%

146.01%
120.73%117.16%122.35%

2015

Defaulting > 60 Coverage of Allowances

2016 2017 2018 2019

339.81%

1.52%

PYG 37.29%

USD 62.71%
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DEPOSITS DEPOSITS PORTFOLIO 
PER CURRENCY

DEPOSITS PORTFOLIO 
PER MODALITYEVOLUTION OF THE DEPOSITS PORTFOLIO

In millions of PYG December 2019 December 2019

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

11,202,598 PYG 41.21% Term 54.23%

USD 58.79% Demand 45.77%

10,853,035

9,352,481

10,106,231

10,319,800
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SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY NET INCOME
EVOLUTION OF SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY
In millions of PYG

EVOLUTION OF NET INCOME
In millions of PYG

2019 2019

2018 2018

2017 2017

2016
2016

2015
2015

1,736,966 156,900

1,637,058 138,092

1,572,702 193,701

1,455,724
236,020

1,259,462
211,454

Paid-In Capital

Reserves
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Financial Statemets4.3.
BALANCE SHEET AT DECEMBER 31, 2019      
 Presented in comparison with the financial year ended December 31, 2018 (Expressed in Guarani)   

ASSETS  NOTE DECEMBER 31, 2019 DECEMBER 31, 2018

AVAILABLE  2.511.419.404.031  3.543.036.078.699 

Cash   538.377.141.305  396.538.388.132 

Central Bank of Paraguay  c.3  1.689.236.578.102  2.116.177.497.296 

Other financial institutions  263.156.580.415  955.261.688.501 

Checks and other documents to be cleared  19.279.161.692  73.305.843.405 

Debtors for financial products accrued  1.394.253.413  1.814.638.453 

Allowances  c.7  (24.310.896)  (61.977.088)

 

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECURITIES c.4  577.596.649.403  730.091.370.537 

 

PERFORMING LOANS - FINANCIAL SECTOR  c.6.1  381.894.019.172  380.129.083.013 

Other financial institutions  371.577.552.114  371.033.077.242 

Transactions to be settled  c.18  -    1.736.250.000 

Debtors for financial products accrued  10.316.467.058  7.359.755.771 

  

PERFORMING LOANS - NON-FINANCIAL SECTOR  c.6.2  12.592.948.644.389  12.123.723.513.921 

Loans - Private sector  12.073.253.572.157  11.879.271.251.229 

Loans - Transitional exceptions issued by the B.C.P.  699.144.388.408 

Deferred documentary credit debtors  244.255.136.952  227.110.436.444 

Transactions to be settled  c.18  20.492.065  8.158.869.744 

Loans - Public sector  10.541.036.060  18.568.473.695 

Suspended Valuation Gains  (8.746.937.982)  (9.176.270.226)

Debtors for financial products accrued  195.171.657.097  194.701.830.227 

Allowances  c.7  (620.690.700.368)  (194.911.077.192)

OTHER RECEIVABLES  c.6.4  312.136.311.608  199.973.132.623 

NON-PERFORMING LOANS FINANCIAL  c.6.3  108.061.576.881  104.412.793.811 

Loans - Non-financial sector  203.655.397.765  183.879.579.370 

Loans - Financial sector  1.719.000.000  -   

Loans - Public sector  252.000.000  -   

Suspended Valuation Gains  (3.941.713.547)  (3.457.490.186)

Accrued interests  6.498.451.622  5.289.868.849 

Allowances  c.7  (100.121.558.959)  (81.299.164.222)

INVESTMENTS  c.8  341.749.358.991  227.532.565.052 

Private securities  148.641.201.935  97.596.315.885 

Assets acquired in credit recovery  226.951.361.713  141.848.948.920 

Other investments  4.194.542  3.874.352 

Incomes on investments in the private sector  1.035.725.573  1.057.833.408 

Allowances  c.7  (34.883.124.772)  (12.974.407.513)

FIXED ASSETS c.9  124.385.983.320  125.204.756.353 

DEFERRED CHARGES c.10  384.487.886.928  8.294.768.929 

 

TOTAL ASSETS  17.334.679.834.723  17.442.398.062.938 

Accompanying Notes A to G, are an integral part of the financial statements.
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LIABILITIES  NOTE DECEMBER 31, 2019 DECEMBER 31, 2018

FINANCIAL LIABILITIES - FINANCIAL SECTOR c.14, c.15.2b)  4.622.649.407.397  5.422.934.599.060 

 Central Bank of Paraguay  -    12.600.412.283 

 Deposits c.15.1 b)  699.964.839.148  720.464.114.962 

 Corresponding deferred documentary credits   241.180.233.229  221.413.948.069 

 Loans from financial institutions  3.596.875.487.287  2.572.769.163.937 

 Pending operations for ATM compensations  37.125.379.368  16.672.969.529 

 Bonds issued in circulation c.11.c)  -    1.788.162.000.000 

 Transactions to be settled c.18  -    1.790.614.820 

 Creditors for accrued finance charges   47.503.468.365  89.061.375.460 

 FINANCIAL LIABILITIES  - NON-FINANCIAL SECTOR c.14, c.15.2b)  10.878.006.508.729  10.266.569.756.747 

 Deposits - Private Sector c.15.1 b)  9.302.620.425.400  8.682.631.857.880 

 Deposits - Public Sector c.15.1 b)  1.069.650.882.395  1.359.794.825.782 

 Other financial intermediation obligations   12.249.860.260  40.293.972.551 

 Debentures and bonds issued in circulation c.11. a) y b)  410.613.298.200  111.044.860.200 

 Transactions to be settled c.18  13.402.619  8.157.455.229 

 Creditors for accrued finance charges   82.858.639.855  64.646.785.105 

OTHER LIABILITIES c.17  61.229.216.471  93.146.304.928 

 Tax creditors   14.964.341.963  12.499.635.827 

 Social creditors  241.557.781  39.807.010 

 Dividends to be paid   1.447.629.936  900.014.545 

 Other liabilities  44.575.686.791  73.689.179.751 

 Uncollected perceived income  -    6.017.667.795 

 ACCRUALS  35.828.230.179  22.689.707.958 

 TOTAL LIABILITIES  15.597.713.362.776  15.805.340.368.693 

 EQUITY  NOTE DECEMBER 31, 2019 DECEMBER 31, 2018

 Capital b.5  1.151.242.800.000  1.087.787.800.000 

 Non-Capitalized Contributions  60.000  16.445.060.000 

 Adjustments to equity  45.626.908.534  42.471.033.945 

 Legal reserve  383.196.688.563  352.261.386.030 

 Profit for the year  156.900.014.850  138.092.414.270 

 TOTAL EQUITY D  1.736.966.471.947  1.637.057.694.245 

 TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY  17.334.679.834.723  17.442.398.062.938 

 CONTINGENCY AND MEMORANDUM ACCOUNTS  NOTE DECEMBER 31, 2019 DECEMBER 31, 2018

 TOTAL CONTINGENCIES ACCOUNTS E 1.413.555.299.719 1.091.576.527.557 

 TOTAL MEMORANDUM ACCOUNTS E 18.515.914.037.439 17.098.405.560.526 

BALANCE SHEET AT DECEMBER 31, 2019
Presented in comparison with the financial year ended December 31, 2018  (Expressed in Guarani) 

Accompanying Notes A to G, are an integral part of the financial statements.
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 NOTE DECEMBER 31, 2019 DECEMBER 31, 2018

FINANCIAL INCOME  1.254.813.767.341  1.144.355.082.149 

From performing loans - Financial sector  67.039.244.131  88.620.386.967 

From performing loans - Non-financial sector  1.130.305.888.625  1.026.602.674.607 

From non-performing loans  9.752.147.790  12.666.543.545 

For income and differences in the price of public securities  47.716.486.795  16.465.477.030 

     

FINANCIAL EXPENSES  (616.041.604.043)  (553.139.779.018)

From financial liabilities - Financial sector  (225.065.677.412)  (99.652.127.900)

From financial liabilities - Non-financial sector  (385.648.118.317)  (448.798.188.654)

For valuation of financial assets and liabilities in foreign currency - Net f.2  (5.327.808.314)  (4.689.462.464)

FINANCIAL INCOME BEFORE ALLOWANCES 638.772.163.298 591.215.303.131

ALLOWANCES  (217.394.505.060)  (173.591.663.439)

Additions c.7  (743.556.326.303)  (645.774.664.777)

Reversals c.7  526.161.821.243  472.183.001.338 

FINANCIAL PROFIT AFTER ALLOWANCES  421.377.658.238  417.623.639.692 

NET INCOME FROM SERVICES  119.209.089.032  119.180.297.677 

Income from services  171.872.376.760  158.087.701.769 

Expenses from services  (52.663.287.728)  (38.907.404.092)

GROSS PROFIT  540.586.747.270  536.803.937.369 

OTHER OPERATING INCOME  42.291.818.225  43.560.762.336 

Foreign exchange and arbitrage gains - net  30.490.889.708  23.903.062.255 

Other income  11.800.928.517  19.657.700.081 

OTHER OPERATING EXPENSES  (395.974.651.801)  (429.558.044.904)

Staff remuneration and social contributions  (200.701.453.916)  (199.984.920.693)

Overheads  (152.353.188.156)  (146.816.305.164)

Depreciation of fixed assets c.9  (17.750.204.419)  (16.442.893.821)

Amortization of deferred charges  (1.485.553.904)  (1.566.888.769)

Others  (17.710.263.951)  (58.304.624.422)

For valuation of other liabilities and assets in foreign currency - Net f.2  (5.973.987.455)  (6.442.412.035)

NET OPERATING RESULT - PROFIT  186.903.913.694  150.806.654.801 

EXTRAORDINARY GAINS AND LOSSES  (5.989.650.193)  (2.434.100.962)

Extraordinary earnings  7.917.982.568  3.986.392.870 

Extraordinary losses  (13.907.632.761)  (6.420.493.832)

 

PRIOR YEAR ADJUSTMENTS d.3  (7.329.251.206)  6.303.958.828 

Earnings  136.846.711  11.027.570.293 

Loses  (7.466.097.917)  (4.723.611.465)

PROFIT FOR THE YEAR BEFORE INCOME TAX - PROFIT  173.585.012.295  154.676.512.667 

Income Tax f.4  (16.684.997.445)  (16.584.098.397)

PROFIT FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR  156.900.014.850  138.092.414.270 

STATEMENT OF INCOME FOR THE YEAR ENDED AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2019
Presented in comparison with the financial year ended December 31, 2018  (Expressed in Guarani) 

Accompanying Notes A to G, are an integral part of the financial statements.
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Accompanying Notes A to G, are an integral part of the financial statements.        
(1) Approved by General Shareholder’s meeting held on March 16, 2018. 
(2) Approved by General Shareholder’s meeting held on April 26, 2019.

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY FOR THE YEAR ENDED AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2019 
Presented in comparison with the financial year ended December 31, 2018  (Expressed in Guarani) 

CONCEPT

CAPITAL
NON-CAPITALIZED 
CONTRIBUTIONS

ADJUSTMENTS 
TO EQUITY LEGAL RESERVE ACCUMULATED 

RESULTS
PROFIT (LOSS) 
FOR THE YEAR TOTALSHARES OF 

COMMON 
STOCK

SHARES OF 
PREFERRED 

STOCK

Balances as of 
December 31, 2017  751.408.000.000  250.000.000.000  16.445.060.000  39.187.594.342  309.881.501.648  12.078.865.133   193.700.717.556  1.572.701.738.679 

plus (minus):

Transfer of prior year 
profits

 -    -  -    -    193.700.717.556  (193.700.717.556)  - 

Capitalization of profits 
(1)

 86.379.800.000  -  -    -    -    (86.379.800.000)  - 

Constitution of legal 
reserves (1)

 -    -  -    -    42.379.884.382  (42.379.884.382)  -    - 

Cash dividends 
distribution - preferred 
shares (1)

 -    -  -    -    -    (40.000.000.000)  -    (40.000.000.000)

Cash dividends 
distribution - common 
shares (1)

 -   -  -    -    -    (37.019.898.307)  -    (37.019.898.307)

Revaluation of fixed 
assets

 -   -  -    3.283.439.603  -    -    -    3.283.439.603 

Profit for the year  -   -  -    -    -    -    138.092.414.270  138.092.414.270 

Balances as of 
December 31, 2018  837.787.800.000  250.000.000.000  16.445.060.000  42.471.033.945  352.261.386.030  -  138.092.414.270  1.637.057.694.245 

plus (minus):

Transfer of prior year 
profits  -  -  -  -  -  138.092.414.270  (138.092.414.270)  - 

Capitalization of profits 
(2)

 47.010.000.000  -  -  -  -  (47.010.000.000)  -  - 

Capitalization of share 
premium account (2)

 16.445.000.000  -  (16.445.000.000)  -  -  -  -  - 

Constitution of legal 
reserve (2)

 -  -  -  -  30.935.302.533  (30.935.302.533)  -  - 

Cash dividends 
distributions - preferred 
shares (2)

 -  -  -  -  -  (40.000.000.000)  -  (40.000.000.000)

Cash dividends distribi-
tions - common shares 
(2)

 -  -  -  -  -  (20.147.111.737)  -  (20.147.111.737)

Revaluation of fixed 
assets

 -  -  -  3.155.874.589  -  -  -  3.155.874.589 

Profit for the year  -  -  -  -  -  -  156.900.014.850  156.900.014.850 

Balance as of 
December 31, 2019  901.242.800.000  250.000.000.000  60.000  45.626.908.534  383.196.688.563  -  156.900.014.850  1.736.966.471.947 
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Accompanying Notes A to G, are an integral part of the financial statements.     

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2019 
Presented in comparison with the financial year ended December 31, 2018 (Amounts expressed in Paraguayan guaraníes)     

 NOTE DECEMBER 31, 2019 DECEMBER 31, 2018

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

PROFIT FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR  156.900.014.850  138.092.414.270 

PLUS EXPENSES NOT INVOLVING USE OF CASH   

Depreciation of fixed assets for the financial year  17.750.204.419  16.442.893.821 

Amortization of deferred charges for the financial year  1.485.553.904  1.566.888.769 

Allowances c.7  1.120.518.563.815  645.774.664.777 

Income tax provision f.4  16.684.997.445  16.584.098.397 

Accrued interests unpaid  130.362.108.220  153.708.160.565 

Effect of the valuation of foreign currency accounts  11.301.795.769  -   

Net value of disposal of fixed assets  45.927.565  93.785.024 

 1.298.149.151.137  834.170.491.353 

LESS INCOME NOT INVOLVING CASH RECEIPTS  

Effect of the valuation of foreign currency accounts  -    112.586.477.627 

Capitalization of dividends from investments  (11.114.759.472)  (4.478.813.790)

Reversal of allowances c.7  (526.161.821.243)  (472.183.001.338)

Uncollected accrued interests  (229.450.618.421)  (227.401.427.873)

 (766.727.199.136)  (591.476.765.374)

Net (increase) of loans  (811.957.510.700)  (984.808.101.254)

Net (increase) in other receivables  (89.189.284.909)  (72.303.372.773)

Net (decrease) / increase in financial liabilities  (800.490.118.185)  2.035.437.864.437 

Net (decrease) / increase in other liabilities  (38.261.377.025)  (24.958.440.854)

Net (decrease) in accruals  (7.203.383.675)  (20.108.728.784)

Income tax paid  (18.832.783.585)  (20.457.447.355)

 (1.765.934.458.079)  912.801.773.417 

Net cash flow (used in) generated by operating activities  (1.077.612.491.228)  1.293.587.913.666 

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Increase / (Decrease) of public securities  164.045.275.905  15.823.278.154 

Net (increase) in investments  (40.022.239.860)  (44.068.547.920)

Acquisition of fixed assets  (13.821.484.363)  (30.688.454.788)

(Increase) in deferred charges  (4.058.623.385)  (5.359.849.278)

Net cash flow generated by (used in) investing activities  106.142.928.297  (64.293.573.832)

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Dividends paid in cash  (60.147.111.737)  (77.379.086.827)

Net cash flows used in financing activities  (60.147.111.737)  (77.379.086.827)

(Decrease) / Net increase in cash  (1.031.616.674.668)  1.151.915.253.007 

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the financial year  3.543.036.078.699  2.391.120.825.692 

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the financial year  2.511.419.404.031  3.543.036.078.699 
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED ON  31 DECEMBER 2019
Presented in comparison with the financial year ended on 31 December 2018 (Figured expressed in Guarani)

A. CONSIDERATION BY THE SHAREHOLDERS MEETING 

The financial statements of Banco Regional S.A.E.C.A. (hereinafter referred to indistinctly as Banco Regional S.A.E.C.A. or “the Entity” or “the Bank”) as of December 31, 2019 will 

be considered for approval by the Ordinary General Shareholders’ Meeting in 2020, within the term established in the Company´s Bylaws and Article 1079 of the Civil Code.

The Bank’s financial statements as of December 31, 2018 were approved by the Ordinary General Shareholders’ Meeting held on April 26, 2019

B. BASIC INFORMATION REGARDING THE BANK

b.1 Legal status

The Banco Regional Sociedad Anónima Emisora de Capital Abierto began its activities under the name of Banco Regional S.A. de Inversión y Fomento, authorized by 

Executive Decree No. 4321 dated January 8, 1990, and by the Central Bank of Paraguay (hereinafter referred to interchangeably as -the Central Bank of Paraguay or BCP) by 

Resolution No. 5, Minute No. 11 dated February 13, 1991.

By Resolution No. 3, Minute No. 214 dated December 1, 1998, the Board of Directors of the Central Bank of Paraguay authorized Banco Regional S.A. de Inversión y Fomento to 

amend its Bylaws, as resolved by the Extraordinary General Meeting of April 24, 1998, to change its name to Banco Regional S.A.

By Resolution No. 1,  Minute No. 96 dated November 19, 2008, the Board of Directors of the Central Bank of Paraguay authorized Banco Regional S.A. to modify its Bylaws, as 

resolved by the Extraordinary General Shareholders’ Meeting of September 30, 2008, to change its name to Banco Regional S.A.E.C.A. The modification was registered in the 

Public Registry on November 21, 2008 and in the National Securities Commission (CNV) on December 4, 2008 by Resolution No. 1156/08.

On April 22, 2009, the purchase of all the shares of Banco ABN AMRO Paraguay S.A. was finalized with the purpose of integrating this entity into Banco Regional S.A.E.C.A. 

On September 3, 2009, the final agreement for the merger by absorption of Banco ABN AMRO Paraguay S.A. was signed and the merger by absorption of these entities was 
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approved. By virtue of this process, Banco Regional S.A.E.C.A., as the absorbing company, is universally responsible for all the rights and obligations of the absorbed company.

As of December 31, 2019 and 2018, the Bank had 38 branches. 

b.2  Basis for the preparation of the financial statements

The financial statements are a free translation into English of those originally prepared in Spanish, expressed in local currency (Paraguayan Guaranies or ˃). See note b.7.

The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the accounting standards, regulations and provisions established by the Central Bank of Paraguay, which 

comprise the legal accounting standards in effect in Paraguay for the presentation of the financial statements of financial entities regulated by the Central Bank of Paraguay.

The model is based on a conventional historical cost basis, except in the case of fixed assets that are presented at their updated values, as explained in note c.9, and for the 

handling of assets and liabilities in foreign currency, as explained in note c.1, and does not fully recognize the effects of inflation on the Institution’s equity and financial position, 

or on the results of its operations. Had a comprehensive price-level restatement of the financial statements been applied, differences could have arisen in the presentation of 

the Institution’s equity and financial position, results of operations and cash flows as of December 31, 2019 and 2018. According to the Consumer Price Index published by the 

Central Bank of Paraguay, inflation at December 31, 2019 and 2018 was 2.8% and 3.2%, respectively.

The preparation of these financial statements requires the Board of Directors and Management of the Bank make certain estimates and assumptions that affect the balances 

of assets and liabilities, the exposure to contingencies and the recognition of income and expenses. Assets and liabilities are recognized in the financial statements when it is 

probable that future economic benefits will flow to or from the Bank and that the various items will have a cost or value that can be reliably measured. If, in the future, these 

estimates and assumptions, which are based on the judgment of the Board of Directors and Management at the date of these financial statements, are changed from the 

current circumstances, the original estimates and assumptions will be appropriately modified on the date that such changes occur. The main estimates related to the financial 

statements refer to provisions for doubtful assets and credit risks, depreciation of fixed assets, amortization of deferred charges and provisions to cover other contingencies and 

possible legal proceedings initiated against the Bank.

b.3 Foreign branches

The Bank does not have any foreign branches.
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b.4 Participation in other companies

The holdings in the capital of other companies at 31 December 2019 and 2018 are as follows:

COMPANY NAME CONDITION CURRENCY NOMINAL AMOUNT % EQUITY INTEREST CARRYING AMOUNT IN GS.

31 December 2019
Bancard S.A. - Paraguay Affiliate Gs. 9.675.000.000   7,14% 10.482.846.968

Regional Casa de Bolsa S.A. Affiliate Gs. 4.999.000.000 99,98% 4.999.000.000

Regional SA Seguros Affiliate Gs. 30.399.782.883 99,99% 36.279.740.883

VISA INC - USA Non-Affiliate  US$ 1 Minority 7.098

SWIFT Non-Affiliate  EUR 19.800 Minority 111.035.560

Total 51.872.630.509
31 December 2018  
Bancard S.A. - Paraguay Affiliate Gs. 9.675.000.000   7,14% 10.482.846.968

Regional Casa de Bolsa S.A. Affiliate Gs. 4.999.000.000 99,98% 4.999.000.000

VISA INC - USA No vinculada US$ 1 Minority 6.557

SWIFT No vinculada EUR 19.800 Minority 111.035.560

Total 15.592.889.085

Said investments are recorded in the investments item, under the permanent investments private companies account. See note c.8. 
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b.5  Composition of capital and characteristics of shares
The composition of the integrated capital at 31 December 2019 and 2018, by type of share, is as follows:

As of December 31, 2019

SUBSCRIBED AND INTEGRATED COMMON SHARES NO. OF VOTES
GRANTED GUARANI

TYPE AMOUNT
Ordinary "Class A" Founder                        135.809 5          13.580.900.000 

Ordinary "Class A" Ordinary 5.429.941   1 542.994.100.000   

Ordinary "Class B" Multiple                          90.539   5            9.053.900.000 

Ordinary "Class B" Ordinary 3.356.139   1        335.613.900.000   

Preferred                     2.500.000 -        250.000.000.000 

Total        11.512.428 1.151.242.800.000   

SUBSCRIBED AND INTEGRATED COMMON SHARES NO. OF VOTES
GRANTED GUARANI

TYPE AMOUNT
Ordinary "Class A" Founder                        135.809 5          13.580.900.000 

Ordinary "Class A" Ordinary                     5.041.369 1        504.136.900.000 

Ordinary "Class B" Multiple                           90.539 5            9.053.900.000 

Ordinary "Class B" Ordinary                     3.110.161 1        311.016.100.000 

Preferred                     2.500.000 -        250.000.000.000 

Total        10.877.878    1.087.787.800.000

As of December 31, 2018
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The shareholding composition of the bank was structured as follows:

As of December 31, 2019

SHAREHOLDERS SHARES GS. % SHARE % OF VOTES COUNTRY
Minority shareholders 618.477.700.000   53,72% 51,65% -

Raatz Group 88.097.300.000     7,65%   9,95% Paraguay

Rabo Partnerships B.V. (*) 444.667.800.000     38,63% 38,40%  Netherlands

Total 1.151.242.800.000      100%   100%

SHAREHOLDERS SHARES GS. % SHARE % OF VOTES COUNTRY
Minority shareholders        585.164.200.000   53,79% 51,59% -

Raatz Group          82.553.600.000     7,59% 10,03% Paraguay

Rabo Partnerships B.V.  (*)        420.070.000.000   38,62% 38,38%  Netherlands

Total     1.087.787.800.000     100%   100%

(*) 100% owned by the Coöperatieve Rabobank U.A. of the Netherlands.

As of December 31, 2018

(*) 100% owned by Coöperatieve Rabobank U.A. from the Netherlands.

Described in note c.12 d), “Monetary correction of capital”, the current level of the Bank´s integrated capital is above the legal minimum required by the 

Central Bank of Paraguay.
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b.6 Board of Directors  and Executive Staff
As of December 31, 2019 the Board of Directors and executive staff is made up as follows: 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
President: Raúl Vera Bogado General Manager: Eugenio Oze de Morvil

Vice-President: Cornelis J. Beijer Corporative Banking Acting Manager: Walter Duarte Kallus

Finance Manager: Oscar Godoy Silvero

Directors: Alfredo Raatz Interim Correspondent and Foreign Trade Manager: Rafaela Oleinik Rosa

Erik Heyl Internal Audit Manager: Juan Carlos Meza

Wolfgang Brönstrup Compliance Manager: Antonio Gimenez González

Risk Manager: Daniel van Det

Alternate directors: Irene Memmel de Matiauda Corporate Risk Manager and Business: Jorge Sienkawiec Szostak

Daniel van Det Individuals and Small Business: Ricardo Nowosad Gines

Francisco Yanagida Manager Risk Individual and SME's: Mats Hernegard Per

Adrian Lorenzutti Branches and Business Development Management: Cynthia Sotelo Galeano

Mirian Raatz de Soley Private Banking Manager: Anahi Heisecke Rivarola

Treasury Manager: Daniel Cibils Farres

Syndic: Roland Wolff Human Resources Manager Bettina Agüero Bradshaw

Alternate Syndic: Lourdes Mûller Operations Manager: Diana Lafeld Rieszotka 

Information Technology Manager: Georgina Baumgarten Lavand

Legal Affairs Manager: Marcos Dalla Fontana

Administrative Manager: Fabio Sitzmann Hein

Operational Risk Manager: Erica Werner Schmidt

General Accountant: Esteban Rotela Maciel

Regular Notary: Leticia Pérez Domínguez
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C. INFORMATION CONCERNING THE MAIN ASSETS AND LIABILITIES

c.1 Valuation of foreign currency
Assets and liabilities expressed in foreign currency are valued at the exchange rates in effect at December 31, 2019 and 2018, respectively, provided by the exchange desk of the 

International Operations Department of the Central Bank of Paraguay on those dates, and do not differ significantly from the exchange rates in effect on the free market:

CURRENCY
DECEMBER 31, 2019 DECEMBER 31, 2018

(GS PER FOREING CURRENCY UNIT)
Dólar Estadounidense 6.453,14 5.960,54

Euro 7.228,81 6.831,97

Yen 59,22 54,06

Real 1.597,67 1.539,55

Peso Argentino 107,83 157,92

Libra Esterlina 8.485,23 7.560,95

Franco Suizo 6.661,65 6.085,91

Corona Sueca 692,00 665,97

Yuan Chino 923,80 867,18

Dólar Australiano 4.517,20 4.200,99

Dólar Canadiense 4.938,50 4.367,98

Exchange differences arising from fluctuations in exchange rates between the dates on which transactions are arranged and their settlement or valuation at the end of each 

financial year are recognized in profit or loss for each year, except as indicated in note f.1.

 b.7 English translation of statutory financial statements
These financial statements have been translated into English for the convenience of English-speaking readers. The financial statements are the English translation of those origi-

nally prepared by the Entity in Spanish, expressed in local currency (Guaraníes) and presented in accordance with accounting standards, regulations and instructions established 

by the Central Bank of Paraguay. The effects of the differences between these standards and the accounting principles generally accepted in the countries in which the financial 

statements are to be used, have not been quantified. Accordingly, the accompanying financial statements are not intended to present the financial position, results of opera-

tions, shareholders’ equity or cash flows in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the countries of users of the financial statements, other than Paraguay.
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c.2 Foreign currency position
The exchange position as of December 31, 2019 and 2018, is as follows

CONCEPT
DECEMBER 31, 2019 DECEMBER 31, 2018

ARBITRATED AMOUNT
TO  US$

EQUIVALENT AMOUNT TO 
GS

ARBITRATED AMOUNT
TO  US$

EQUIVALENT AMOUNT
TO GS.

Total assets in foreing currency 1.607.247.890,20 10.371.795.650.221 1.798.562.579,52 10.720.404.197.732

Total liabilities in foreing currency (1.600.533.791,20) (10.328.468.629.262) (1.788.752.210,96) (10.661.929.103.605)

Net position in foreing currency 6.714.099,00 43.327.020.959 9.810.368,56 58.475.094.112

As of December 31, 2019 and 2018, the foreign currency position did not exceed the position cap set by the Bank according to the note submitted to the Central Bank of 

Paraguay, on January 3, 2013, in compliance with Resolution No. 25 Act No. 77 dated December 28, 2011 which establishes the free choice of the position rank according to the 

category established in the aforementioned Resolution that financial institutions choose for their net position in each year.

Market risk management: Market risk is the risk that changes in market prices, for example, interest rates, foreign currency exchange rates, etc., will affect the equity and/

or profits of the Bank depending on the positions taken in the financial market. The Bank controls market risk by monitoring the limits established in the Market Risk Policies 

approved by the Assets and Liabilities Committee and the Board of Directors.
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DENOMINACIÓN DECEMBER 31, 2019 
GS.

DECEMBER 31, 2018
GS.

Minimum cash requirements in guaraníes 483.118.872.933 416.455.223.978 

Minimum cash requirements in dollar 752.042.887.330 843.782.373.745 

Minimum cash requirements in euro 6.002.734.427 8.146.047.507 

Special cash requirements in guaraníes - 94.539.342 

Special cash requirements in dollar - 2.351.552.241 

Others reservals in dollar 59.257.091.028 -

Monetary Transactions Operations 112.728.720.798 424.820.000.000 

Current accounts in guaraníes - 824.883 

Current accounts in dollar 273.086.624.178 417.782.593.714 

Current accounts in euro 2.999.647.408 2.744.341.886 

Total 1.689.236.578.102 2.116.177.497.296 

See also note c.12 (a).

c.3 Deposits in the Central Bank of Paraguay
Deposits in the Central Bank of Paraguay as of December 31, 2019 and 2018 are as follows:

c.4 Public and private securities
The public and private securities acquired by Banco Regional S.A.E.C.A. correspond to national treasury bonds and monetary regulation bills. In the case of national treasury 

bonds, the book value at December 31, 2019 and 2018 is expressed at the nominal value of capital plus accrued income, and for monetary regulation bills, the book value at that 

date is expressed at the nominal value which includes total income minus accrued income.

As of December 31, 2019

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECURITIES ISSUANCE CURRENCY AMOUNT IN ISSUANCE 
CURRENCY

AMOUNT IN PARAGUAYAN GUARANIES

NOMINAL AMOUNT BOOK VALUE
Paraguayan Treasury Bonds Gs. 71.202.931.507 71.202.931.507 69.555.225.745

Monetary Policy instruments Gs 514.000.000.000 514.000.000.000 502.656.628.166

Accrued interest - 5.384.795.492

TOTAL 585.202.931.507 577.596.649.403
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PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECURITIES ISSUANCE CURRENCY AMOUNT IN ISSUANCE 
CURRENCY

AMOUNT IN PARAGUAYAN GUARANIES

FACE VALUE BOOK VALUE
Paraguayan Treasury Bonds (a) Gs. 90.677.794.521 90.677.794.521 88.913.479.107

Monetary Policy instruments Gs 649.900.000.000 649.900.000.000 624.242.541.165

Accrued interest - 16.935.350.265

TOTAL 740.577.794.521 730.091.370.537

As of December 31, 2018

(a) As of December 31, 2019 and 2018, the Bank has granted Monetary Regulation Letters for Gs 46.430.000.000 and Gs. 49.900.000.000, respectively, as minimum guarantees 

required by the Central Bank of Paraguay, under the general regulations of the Paraguayan payment system SIPAP (see note c.12.b).

c.5 Assets and liabilities with readjustment clauses
With the exception of the loans obtained (liabilities) from the Financial Agency for Development (in Spanish “Agencia Financiera de Desarrollo” or “AFD”), and the loans granted 

(assets) with the resources of the AFD and certain loans granted with its own resources, which have contractual clauses for possible readjustments of the annual interest rates, 

there were no other assets or liabilities with readjustment clauses as of December 31, 2019 and 2018.

c.6 Loan portfolio
Credit Risk Management:

Credit risk is controlled by the Board of Directors and Management of the Bank, mainly through the evaluation and analysis of individual transactions, for which certain factors 

clearly-defined in the Bank’s credit policies are considered, such as: the demonstrated payment capacity and debt level of the debtor, the credit concentration of economic 

groups, individual credit-granting limits, evaluation of economic sectors, preferred guarantees and working capital requirements, in accordance with market risks.

Classification and valuation criteria:

The loan portfolio has been valued at its nominal value plus accrued interest at the end of the financial year, net of allowances, which have been calculated in accordance

with the allowances of Board Resolution No. 1, Minute No. 60 of the Central Bank of Paraguay dated September 28, 2007, and its subsequent amendments and additions, to 

which effect:
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a) The Debtors were segmented according to the following types: i) Large Debtors; ii) Medium and Small Debtors; iii) Individual Consumer Debtors or household loans and iv) 

Microcredits;

b) Debtors have been classified into 6 risk categories, based on the number of days past due and/or the evaluation and qualification of the payment capacity of a debtor or a 

group of debtors composed of related debtors, in respect of all their obligations. An amending regulation to Resolution No. 1/2007 requires that Category 1 be broken down into 

three sub-categories for the purposes of calculating allowances (1, 1.a and 1.b);

c) Accrued interest on performing loans classified as category 1 and category 2 on a subjective basis has been recognized as revenue. The interest accrued and not collected at 

the closing date on nonperforming loans and/or performing loans classified in category “2” and above, which has been recognized as revenue until they enter into arrears, have 

allowances that cover the total amount;

d) The accrual of interest and recognition of valuation gains on non-performing loans and performing loans classified in risk category “2” or higher is suspended as soon as they 

enter into arrears, and they are recognized as income upon collection, as mentioned in note f.1;

e) Instalment loans are considered nonperforming after 61 days of default on any of their instalments, and fixed-term or single-maturity loans, are deemed to be overdue on the 

day following their maturity;

f) The specific allowances required to cover possible losses that may arise from the non-recovery of the portfolio have been established in accordance with the criteria and 

parameters established by Central Bank of Paraguay Board Resolution No. 1, Minute No. 60 dated September 28, 2007, including its amendments;

g) Generic allowances have been set over the loan portfolio in accordance with the criteria and parameters established by Central Bank of Paraguay Board Resolution No. 1, 

Minute No. 60 dated September 28, 2007; and

h) Uncollectible loans that are removed from the assets, under the conditions laid down in the relevant BCP regulations, are recorded and disclosed in memorandum accounts.

In addition to the criteria mentioned above, the Entity has considered the inclusion of certain customer operations under transitional measures to support the productive sector, 

according to the conditions established in Resolution No. 21, Minute No. 65 dated September 18, 2019 of the Board of Directors of the Central Bank of Paraguay.
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The aforementioned resolution considers in an exceptional manner the impact on the micro, small and medium agricultural producers who suffered verifiable losses derived 

from adverse effects of nature, as well as in particular those agricultural producers who suffered losses due to the fall in the prices of their products. In this sense, it allows the 

deferral of the charges generated by the provisions calculated on the balance of the portfolio that benefited from these transitional measures. These provisions will be gradually 

recognized in the statement of income within a period not exceeding 36 months.

c.6.1 Performing loans to the financial sector
In accordance with the rules for the valuation of assets and credit risks, established by the Superintendence of Banks of the Central Bank of Paraguay, the performing loan 

portfolio of the financial sector of the Bank is classified by risk as follows:

As of December 31, 2019

RISK CATERGORY BOOK BALANCE BEFORE 
ALLOWANCES (a)

GUARANTIES 
COMPUTABLE

ALLOWANCES BOOK BALANCE AFTER 
ALLOWANCESMINIMUM % (b) BOOKED (c)

1   381.894.019.172 170.023.946.729 0% -   381.894.019.172

Total 381.894.019.172 170.023.946.729  -  381.894.019.172

As of December 31, 2018

RISK CATERGORY BOOK BALANCE BEFORE 
ALLOWANCES (a)

GUARANTIES 
COMPUTABLE

ALLOWANCES BOOK BALANCE AFTER 
ALLOWANCESMINIMUM % (b) BOOKED (c)

1 380.129.083.013 129.106.053.547 0% -   380.129.083.013

TOTAL 380.129.083.013 129.106.053.547  -  380.129.083.013

References:
(a) Includes capital and interest accrued;
(b) Allowances percentages and risk categories defined for the classification and the allowances of the loan portfolio, are based on the criteria established for this purpose in Resolution No. 1, Minute No. 60 of the 
Board of Directors of the Central Bank of Paraguay dated September 28, 2007 and its subsequent amendments; and
(c) Allowances are constituted by also considering the contingent balances. For those debtors that do not have computable guarantees, allowance is calculated on the total risk (monetary debt plus contingent 
liabilities). For the rest of the debtors, allowance is calculated in two tranches, with the guarantees being calculated in the second tranche.
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c.6.2 Performing loans of the non-financial sector 
The performing loans portfolio of the non-financial sector is composed as follows:

CONCEPT DECEMBER 31, 2019
GS.

DECEMBER 31, 2018
GS.

Fixed terms loans, not subject to adjustment 3.424.489.985.341 3.534.993.788.733

Installment loans, not subject to adjustment 6.846.027.172.260 6.578.554.163.883

Loans under transitional exceptions issue by Central Bank of Paraguay 699.144.388.408 -

Checks acquired in Paraguay 18.734.111 135.273.006

Loans for overdraft 134.188.623.057 94.472.958.390

Receivables from deferred credit documents 244.255.136.952 227.110.436.444

Receivables from use of credit cards 216.447.027.995 181.242.047.912

Loans with managed founds (AFD) 972.176.673.641 985.651.856.408

Bills discounted 93.118.123.267 105.022.356.491

Deferred checks discounted 273.007.342.840 307.830.755.133

Portfolio purchase 113.779.889.645 91.368.051.273

Financial derivatives 20.492.065 8.158.869.744

Loans to the public sector 10.541.036.060 18.568.473.695

Receivables from accrued financial products 195.171.657.097 194.701.830.227

(-) Valuation gains recognition suspended (8.746.937.982) (9.176.270.226)

(-) Allowances (620.690.700.368) (194.911.077.192)

Total 12.592.948.644.389 12.123.723.513.921

At 31 December 2019 and 2018, the Entity had delivered the following guarantees from its loan portfolio:

a) Customer promissory notes amounting to US$ 4.160.603,18 and US$ 7.270.471,00 respectively, in favor of GOVCO LLC.

b) The credit card portfolio “MasterCard Classic brand Affinity” amounting to Gs. 17.579.935.763 in favor of Bancard S.A. in order to guarantee the operations resulting from users´ 

transactions at ATMs or points of sale (POS’s) of the Infonet Network. See note c.12.h
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In accordance with the rules for the valuation of assets and credit risks, established by the Superintendence of Banks of the Central Bank of Paraguay, the Bank’s performing loan 

portfolio of the non-financial sector of the Bank is classified by risk as follows:

As of December 31, 2019

RISK
CATEGORY

BOOK BALANCE BEFORE 
ALLOWANCE (a) (e) GS.

GUARANTIES 
GS.

ALLOWANCES BOOK BALANCE AFTER 
ALLOWANCES GS.MINIMUN (b) % BOOKED  (d)(f) GS.

1  10.752.145.859.764  5.163.839.049.569 0%  (2.243.707.394)  10.749.902.152.370 

1a  667.471.419.716  310.668.426.357 0,5%  (3.126.063.239)  664.345.356.477 

1b  169.351.858.290  68.862.856.252 1,5%  (2.073.289.857)  167.278.568.433 

2  534.622.546.769  155.431.087.664 5%  (22.785.278.158)  511.837.268.611 

3  292.070.140.476  127.554.580.163 25%  (55.008.232.200)  237.061.908.276 

4  173.866.601.864  68.963.336.008 50%  (64.203.162.394)  109.663.439.470 

5  213.749.993.283  97.861.742.083 75%  (100.231.472.739)  113.518.520.544 

6  410.360.924.595  127.328.894.880 100%  (283.689.391.573)  126.671.533.022 

Generic allowances  (c) (87.330.102.814)  (87.330.102.814)

Total 13.213.639.344.757 6.120.509.972.976 (620.690.700.368) 12.592.948.644.389
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RISK
CATEGORY

BOOK BALANCE BEFORE 
ALLOWANCE (a)

GS.

GUARANTIES 
GS.

ALLOWANCES BOOK BALANCE AFTER 
ALLOWANCES GS.MINIMUN (b) % BOOKED (d) GS.

1 11.017.443.769.969 5.296.540.995.068 0% (3.183.582.156) 11.014.260.187.813 

1a  382.268.353.257  144.354.712.837 0,5%  (3.020.822.346)  379.247.530.911 

1b  120.338.213.997  69.357.501.117 1,5%  (1.282.716.489)  119.055.497.508 

2  367.649.452.371  191.059.027.465 5%  (13.462.652.835)  354.186.799.536 

3  282.913.071.455  113.935.956.952 25%  (54.387.272.354)  228.525.799.101 

4  142.727.183.859  71.752.079.953 50%  (47.101.864.010)  95.625.319.849 

5  642.663.440  73.268.991 75%  (483.415.666)  159.247.774 

6  4.651.882.321  2.256.108.319 100%  (2.496.784.232) 2.155.098.533

Generic allowances  (c) (69.491.967.104) (69.491.967.104)

Total 12.318.634.590.669 5.889.329.650.702 194.911.077.192 12.123.723.513.921 

As of December 31, 2018

References:
(a) ncludes capital and interest accrued (net of valuation gains to be realized);
(b) The allowances percentages and risk categories defined for the classification and allowances of the loan portfolio are based on the criteria established for this purpose in Resolution No. 1, Minute No. 60 of 
the Board of Directors of Central Bank of Paraguay dated September 28, 2007 and its subsequent amendments; 
(c) Generic allowances established by the Bank in accordance with the requirements of Central Bank of Paraguay Resolution No.1/2007; 
(d) Allowances are constituted by also considering the contingent balances. For those debtors that do not have computable guarantees, allowance is calculated on the total risk (monetary debt plus contin-
gent liabilities). For the rest of the debtors, allowance is calculated in two tranches, computing guarantees in the second tranche.
(e) ncludes loans amounting to Gs. 699.144.388.408 considered under the scope of transitional measures established by the Central Bank of Paraguay´s Board of Directors Resolution No. 21, Minute No. 65 of 18 
September 2019.
(f) It contains portfolio provisions under transitional measures amounting to Gs. 376.692.237.512. See note c.10.
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c.6.3 Non-performing loans
The non-performing loans portfolio was composed as follows:

CONCEPT DECEMBER 31, 2019
GS.

DECEMBER 31, 2018
GS.

Past due 26.471.831.650 14.060.126.587  

Undergoing proceedings 28.266.304.825 63.640.804.950  

Delinquent 149.169.261.290 106.178.647.833  

Past due - financial sector 1.719.000.000 -

Accrued interests 6.498.451.622 5.289.868.849  

(-)Suspended Valuation Gains (3.941.713.547) (3.457.490.186)

(-) Allowances (100.121.558.959) (81.299.164.222)

TOTAL 108.061.576.881 104.412.793.811

In accordance with the standards for the valuation of assets and credit risks, established by the Superintendence of Banks of the Central Bank of Paraguay, the Bank’s portfolio 

of non-performing loan is classified by risk as follows:

As of December 31, 2019

RISK CATEGORY BOOK BALANCE BEFORE 
ALLOWANCES (a) GUARANTIES COMPUTABLE

ALLOWANCES BOOK BALANCE AFTER 
ALLOWANCES

GS.
MÍNIMUM (b) 

%
BOOKED (c)

GS.
1b  3.434.468.348  483.100.826  1,5% (196.990.109)  3.237.478.239 

2  15.070.215.431  5.818.866.652     5%  (1.604.420.229)  13.465.795.202 

3  17.370.662.714  7.798.815.347   25%  (3.561.349.412)  13.809.313.302 

4  17.456.530.644  3.855.684.930   50%  (7.603.606.482)  9.852.924.162 

5  71.664.705.499  24.082.605.317   75%  (39.169.791.477)  32.494.914.022 

6  83.186.553.204  35.201.151.954 100%  (47.985.401.250)  35.201.151.954 

Total 208.183.135.840 77.240.225.026 (100.121.558.959) 108.061.576.881
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 RISK CATEGORY
BOOK BALANCE BEFORE 

ALLOWANCES (a) 
GS.

GUARANTIES 
COMPUTABLE

GS.

ALLOWANCES BOOK BALANCE AFTER 
ALLOWANCES

GS.
MÍNIMUM (b) 

%
BOOKED (c)

GS.
1b  897.704.430  4.301.134  1,5%  (18.128.598)  879.575.832 

2  9.007.082.990  4.508.326.617     5%  (1.050.490.212)  7.956.592.778 

3  27.499.793.934  13.995.174.246   25%  (5.885.296.097)  21.614.497.837 

4  39.529.060.790  25.743.276.061   50%  (11.399.879.943)  28.129.180.847 

5  34.689.617.325  6.596.234.757   75%  (21.644.599.660)  13.045.017.665 

6  74.088.698.564  32.787.928.852 100%  (41.300.769.712)  32.787.928.852 

Total 185.711.958.033 83.635.241.667 (81.299.164.222) 104.412.793.811

As of December 31, 2018

References:
(a) Includes capital and interest accrued (net of valuation gains to be realized);

(b) Allowances percentages and risk categories defined for the classification and allowances of the loan portfolio are based on the criteria established for this purpose in Resolution No. 1, Minute No. 60 of the 
Board of Directors of the Central Bank of Paraguay dated September 28, 2007 and its subsequent amendments; and

(c) Allowances are constituted by also considering the contingent balances. For those debtors that do not have computable guarantees, allowance is calculated on the total risk (monetary debt plus contin-
gent liabilities). For the rest of the debtors, the allowance is calculated in two tranches, with the guarantees being calculated in the second tranche.
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c.6.4 Other receivables
Its composition as of December 31, 2019 and 2018 is as follows:

ITEM DECEMBER 31, 2019 - GS. DECEMBER 31, 2018 - GS.
Prepaid expenses 3.836.703.099 2.934.399.726  

Deferred changes related bound issuance abroad - 439.135.123  

Charges for loans taken abroad 21.148.899.219 8.629.299.473  

Prepaid income tax (*) 18.832.783.585 20.457.447.355  

Prepayment of goods and services purchases 21.769.238.774 9.717.382.194  

Lawsuit expenses recoverable 10.142.480.298 9.465.216.256  

Tax credit certificates 17.706.800.000 30.538.854.387  

Value-added tax deductible 5.550.939.961 2.692.642.435  

Compensation claimed for incidents 25.401.818 64.235.981  

Advance to Staff - 3.000.000  

Uncollected acrued interest 528.692.381 3.114.622.761  

Advanced to suppliers 2.904.171.780 3.777.346.672  

Others 2.836.258.090 3.590.972.345  

Assets acquired in credit recovery 246.037.465.191 112.944.980.998  

Earned unearned income (16.068.603.129) -

Expenses to be recovered 2.080.637.133 1.962.624.003  

(Valuation gains to be realized) (12.158.069.691) (1.430.197.694)  

Allowances (Note c.7) (13.037.486.901) (8.928.829.392)  

Total 312.136.311.608 199.973.132.623

(*) The provision for income tax included on the liabilities side under “Accruals”, at December 31, 2019 and 2018 amounts to Gs. 16.684.997.445 and Gs. 16.584.098.397 respectively.
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c.7 Allowances for direct and contingent risks
Allowances for doubtful loans and other assets are determined at the end of each period or financial year based on the study of the portfolio carried out to determine 

the non-recoverable portion thereof and considering the rules, for each type of credit risk, in Central Bank of Paraguay Board Resolution No. 1, Minute No. 60 dated 

September 28, 2007, and its subsequent amendments and/or extensions.

Periodically, the Bank’s Board of Directors and management review and analyze the loan portfolio to adjust the allowances for doubtful accounts, in accordance with the 

loan valuation standards established by the Superintendence of Banks of the Central Bank of Paraguay and with the Entity’s own criteria and policies. All the necessary 

allowances have been made to cover possible losses on direct and contingent risks, in accordance with the criteria of the Board of Directors and Management of the 

Bank and with the requirements of Central Bank of Paraguay Board of Directors’ Resolution No. 1, Minute No. 60, dated September 28, 2007, Resolution No. 37, Minute No. 72, 

dated November 29, 2011 and Resolution No. 13, Minute No. 28, dated April 24, 2014.

The movement recorded during the year ended on 31 December 2019 and during the year ended on 31 December 2018 in the allowance accounts is summarized as 

follows:

As of December 31, 2019

CONCEPT
BALANCE AT 

BEGINNING OF 
THE YEAR GS.

ADDITIONS (*)
 GS.

APPLICATIONS 
OF ALLOWANCES 

GS.

REVERSAL OF 
ALLOWANCES FOR 

THE YEAR GS.

CHANGES FROM 
VALUATION IN 

FOREING 
CURRENCY GS.

BALANCE AT THE 
END OF THE YEAR 

GS.

Cash (61.977.088) (879.710.965) - 921.348.516 (3.971.359) (24.310.896) 

Performing Loans - Financial sector - (511.559.280) - 512.271.322 (712.042) -

Performing loans – Non-financial sector (194.911.077.192) (795.250.612.884) 21.962.961.349 356.762.636.615 (9.254.608.256) (620.690.700.368) 

Other receivables (8.928.829.392) (7.367.090.136) 296.001.350 3.183.573.816 (221.142.539) (13.037.486.901) 

Non-performing loans (81.299.164.222) (281.255.415.909) 111.338.349.386 153.758.615.658 (2.663.943.872) (100.121.558.959) 

Investments (12.974.407.513) (35.254.174.581) 2.322.082.006 11.023.375.316 - (34.883.124.772) 

Total (298.175.455.407) (1.120.518.563.755) 135.919.394.091 526.161.821.243 (12.144.378.013) (768.757.181.896) 

(*) At December 31, 2019 the Bank has reclassified GS. 376.962.237.512 corresponding to the allowances for operations under transitional measures. See note c.10.
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CONCEPT
BALANCE AT 

BEGINNING OF 
THE YEAR GS.

ADDITIONS (*)
 GS.

APPLICATIONS 
OF ALLOWANCES 

GS.

REVERSAL OF 
ALLOWANCES FOR 

THE YEAR GS.

CHANGES FROM 
VALUATION IN 

FOREING 
CURRENCY GS.

BALANCE AT THE 
END OF THE YEAR 

GS.

Cash (222.744.471) (255.514.045)  - 419.216.679 (2.935.251) (61.977.088)

Performing Loans - Financial sector (59.917.086) (382.921.734) - 443.201.851 (363.031) -

Performing loans – Non-financial sector (154.881.735.630) (371.365.771.176) 19.111.077.607 320.118.821.146 (7.893.469.080) (194.911.077.192)

Other receivables (7.937.838.570) (3.091.269.657) 392.580.702 1.872.490.592 (164.792.459) (8.928.829.392)

Non-performing loans (139.207.298.774) (246.053.493.946) 165.984.574.964 140.926.895.817 (2.949.842.283) (81.299.164.222)

Investments (11.896.542.497) (24.625.694.219) 15.145.453.950 8.402.375.253 - (12.974.407.513)

Total (314.206.077.028) (645.774.664.777) 200.633.687.223 472.183.001.338 (11.011.402.104) (298.175.455.407)

As of December 31, 2018

c.8 Investments
The investments item includes:

Assets acquired in credit recovery:

These assets are valued at the lower of the following three values: appraisal value, adjudication value and balance of the receivable immediately prior to adjudication, in 

accordance with the rules of the Central Bank of Paraguay.

 

In addition, for assets that exceed the period established by the Central Bank of Paraguay for their possession, the allowances are made in accordance with Resolution No. 1, 

Minute No. 60 dated September 28, 2007, of the Board of Directors of the Central Bank of Paraguay, and subsequent amendments thereto. After three years of possession, the 

assets are 100% allowance, except for the assets of the agricultural sector, which reach 100% of allowance at four years of possession, in accordance with the Resolution No. 7 

Minute No. 4 dated January 18, 2018 of the Board of Directors of the Central Bank of Paraguay.

Permanent investments:

Permanent investments for holdings in private companies, which have been valued at their acquisition value. This value is not higher than their market value, or their 

proportional equity value. 
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Private fixed income securities:

These are valued at the lower of either the cost plus accrued interest receivable or their estimated realizable value, taking into consideration the criteria for the valuation 

of short, medium and long-term financial investments established in Resolution No. 1, Minute 60 dated September 28, 2007 of the Board of Directors of the Central Bank of 

Paraguay and its subsequent amendments.

Other investments:

Corresponds to works of art that are valued at acquisition cost, which does not exceed their recoverable value.

The composition of investments as of December 31, 2019 and 2018 is as follows:

As of December 31, 2019

CONCEPT BOOK BALANCE BEFORE 
ALLOWANCES GS. ALLOWANCES GS. BOOK BALANCE AFTER 

ALLOWANCES GS.

Assets

Assets acquired in credit recovery 226.951.361.713 (34.883.124.772) 192.068.236.941

Other investments 4.194.542 - 4.194.542

Permanent investments in private companies (note b.4) 51.872.630.509 - 51.872.630.509

Investments in securities issued by private sector 22.341.000.000 - 22.341.000.000

Permanent investments in corporate companies (a) 9.500.000.000                            - 9.500.000.000

Permanent investments in corporate companies (b) 64.927.571.426 - 64.927.571.426

Investments income in the private sector 1.035.725.573                            - 1.035.725.573

Total 376.632.483.763 (34.883.124.772) 341.749.358.991
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CONCEPT BOOK BALANCE BEFORE 
ALLOWANCES GS. ALLOWANCES GS. BOOK BALANCE AFTER 

ALLOWANCES GS.

Assets

Assets acquired in credit recovery 141.848.948.920  (12.974.407.513) 128.874.541.407  

Other investments 3.874.352  - 3.874.352  

Permanent investments in private companies (note b.4) 15.592.889.085  - 15.592.889.085  

Investments in securities issued by private sector 17.003.426.800                             - 17.003.426.800  

Permanent investments in corporate companies (a) 65.000.000.000  - 65.000.000.000  

Investments income in the private sector 1.057.833.408                             - 1.057.833.408  

Total 240.506.972.565    (12.974.407.513) 227.532.565.052  

(a) As of December 31, 2019, the Bank held in its portfolio subordinated bonds issued by local financial entities, acquired through the stock exchange for a total of Gs. 

9.500.000.000 (Gs. 14.500.000.000 and USD 420.000 at December 31, 2018).

As of December 31, 2018

c.9 Fixed Assets
The original values of the fixed assets and their accumulated depreciation are revalued at the end of each period or financial year, in accordance with the variation in the 

Consumer Price Index published by the Central Bank of Paraguay. According to this index, the accumulated inflation for the year ended on December 31, 2019 was 2.8% 

and for the year ended on December 31, 2018 was 3.2%. The net increase in the revaluation reserve at the end of each accounting period or financial year is shown in the 

“Adjustments to Equity” account of the Bank’s Equity.

The cost of improvements or additions are capitalized, while maintenance and repair expenses that do not increase the value of the assets or their service life are charged to 

income in the year in which they are incurred.

Depreciations are calculated starting from the month following the incorporation into the Bank’s Assets, through monthly charges to results based on the linear system, in the 

estimated years of service life. The residual value of revalued assets, considered as a whole, does not exceed their recoverable value as of December 31, 2019, and 2018.
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The composition of the fixed assets as of December 31, 2019 and 2018 is as follows:

CONCEPT

ORIGINAL VALUE

BALANCE AT THE 
BEGINNING OF THE 

YEAR GS.

ADDITIONS
GS.

DISPOSALS
GS.

REVALUATION
GS.

BALANCE AT THE END 
OF THE YEAR GS.

Bank Owned:

Real estate - Land 14.317.886.677 - - 610.156.433 14.928.043.110

Real estate - Buildings 80.691.202.486 4.084.146.984 - 2.390.296.423 87.165.645.893

Furniture and office supplies 42.658.432.331 5.411.588.184 (792.267.288) 822.333.598 48.100.086.825

Computer hardware 92.955.736.900 4.212.473.306 (132.237.078) 647.794.847 97.683.767.975

Bank safe-deposit boxes 2.167.230.088 113.275.889 (126.626.962) 31.525.996 2.185.405.011

Transport materials 2.005.168.738 - - 56.969.304 2.062.138.042

As of December 31, 2019 234.795.657.220 13.821.484.363 (1.051.131.328) 4.559.076.601 252.125.086.856

As of December 31, 2018 200.949.530.049 30.688.454.788 (1.641.655.871) 4.799.328.254 234.795.657.220

CONCEPT
PERCENTAGE 
OF ANNUAL 

DEPRECIATION 

ACCRUED DEPRECIATION
NET AMOUNT AT 
THE END OF THE 

YEAR GS.

BALANCE AT THE 
BEGINNING OF THE 

YEAR GS.

ADDITIONS
GS.

DISPOSALS
GS.

REVALUATION
GS.

BALANCE AT THE 
END OF THE YEAR 

GS.
Bank Owned:

Real estate - Land    0% - - - - - 14.928.043.110

Real estate - Buildings 2,50% (14.478.765.137) (2.127.488.940) - (438.263.814) (17.044.517.892) 70.121.128.001

Furniture and office supplies   10% (31.148.688.718) (3.037.557.125) 746.339.743 (366.688.112) (33.806.594.212) 14.293.492.613

Computer hardware   25% (61.171.459.968) (12.071.222.099) 132.237.078 (544.980.383) (73.655.425.372) 24.028.342.603

Bank safe-deposit boxes   10% (1.789.402.742) (107.188.056) 126.626.942 (19.105.656) (1.789.069.512) 396.335.499

Transport materials   20% (1.002.584.302) (406.748.199) - (34.164.047) (1.443.496.548) 618.641.494

As of December 31, 2019 (109.590.900.867) (17.750.204.419) 1.005.203.763 (1.403.202.012) (127.739.103.536) 124.385.983.320

As of December 31, 2018 (93.179.989.242) (16.442.893.821) 1.547.870.847 (1.515.888.651) (109.590.900.867) 125.204.756.353
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According to banking legislation, financial institutions operating in Paraguay are prohibited from pledging fixed assets as security, except for those affected in support of 

financial leasing operations and to the Central Bank of Paraguay.

Banking legislation sets a limit for investment in fixed assets of 50% of effective equity. The accounting balance of the Bank’s fixed assets at December 31, 2019 is within the 

established limit.

c.10 Deferred charges
The composition of the item as of December 31, 2019 and 2018 is as follows:

CONCEPT BALANCE AT THE BEGINNING 
OF THE YEAR INCREASES AMORTIZATION FOR THE YEAR BALANCE AT THE END 

OF THE YEAR

December 31, 2019

Improvements and facilities in leased real estate (a) 5.485.818.417 927.360.238 (1.485.553.904) 4.927.624.751

Office supplies and others 1.836.913.925 3.131.263.147 (2.686.529.594) 2.281.647.478

Intangible assets 972.036.587 - (655.659.400) 316.377.187

Deferred charges for portfolio allowances under the 2019 
transitional exceptions (b)

- 376.962.237.512 - 376.962.237.512

Total 8.294.768.929 381.020.860.897 (4.827.742.898) 384.487.886.928

December 31, 2018

Improvements and facilities in leased real estate (a) 2.699.651.360 4.353.055.827  (1.566.888.770)  5.485.818.417  

Office supplies and others 1.802.157.060 2.761.364.366  (2.726.607.501)  1.836.913.925  

Intangibles assets - 972.036.587 - 972.036.587

Total 4.501.808.420 8.086.456.780  (4.293.496.271) 8.294.768.929

(a) The Bank amortizes improvements and installations in leased properties on a linear basis, considering a service life of 5 years.

(b) The Bank has considered the inclusion of certain customer operations under transitional measures to support the productive sector, according to the conditions established in Central Bank of Paraguay 

Board Resolution No. 21, Minute No. 65 dated September 18, 2019
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c.11 Debentures and bonds issued in circulation

Issued in the local market

The item “Debentures and bonds issued in circulation” included in the items “Liabilities from financial transactions - nonfinancial sector” of the balance sheet, includes 

subordinated bonds, financial bonds whose balance and detail of issuances as of December 31, 2019 and 2018 are as follows:

a) Subordinated bonds

AUTORIZATION RESOLUTION 
ISSUED BY THE CENTRAL 
BANK OF PARAGUAY

ISSUANCE 
CURRENCY ISSUANCE AMOUNT (*) MATURITY

AMOUNT IN 
ISSUANCE 
CURRENCY 

ACCOUNTING
BALANCE AT 
DECEMBER 31, 2019

ACCOUNTING
BALANCE AT 
DECEMBER 31, 2018

00027/2016 US$         10.000.000  2555 días          10.000.000 64.531.400.000 59.605.400.000

00027/2016  US$           8.630.000  2555 días             8.630.000 55.690.598.200 51.439.460.200

USD Total  (*)         18.630.000           18.630.000 

Gs. Equivalent Total 120.221.998.200 111.044.860.200

The aforementioned resolution considers in an exceptional manner the impact on the micro, small and medium agricultural producers who suffered verifiable losses derived 

from adverse effects of nature, as well as in particular those agricultural producers who suffered losses due to the fall in the prices of their products. In this sense, it allows the 

deferral of the charges generated by the provisions calculated on the balance of the portfolio that benefited from these transitional measures. These provisions will be gradually 

recognized in the statement of income within a period not exceeding 36 months.

(*) By means of Resolution SB. SG. No. 00027/2016, the Central Bank of Paraguay has authorized, and the Bank has issued subordinated bonds in foreign currency amounting to 

US$ 18.630.000. In said Resolution, the Central Bank of Paraguay also authorized the issuance of subordinated bonds in local currency up to an amount of Gs. 50.000.000.000. At 

the end of the year ended on December 31, 2019, the Bank had not finalized the issuance of the bonds in Guarani.

The subordinated bonds are convertible into shares, in case the minimum capital required by law is reached or capital losses are replaced (Law 861/96). Subordinated bonds do 

not carry the deposit guarantee established in Law No. 2334/03.
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b) Financial Bonds

AUTORIZATION RESOLUTION 
ISSUED BY THE CENTRAL 
BANK OF PARAGUAY

ISSUANCE 
CURRENCY ISSUANCE AMOUNT (*) MATURITY

AMOUNT IN 
ISSUANCE 
CURRENCY 

ACCOUNTING
BALANCE AT 
DECEMBER 31, 2019

ACCOUNTING
BALANCE AT 
DECEMBER 31, 2018

00176/2018 US$         11.000.000 1827 días         11.000.000 70.984.540.000 -

00176/2018 US$ 15.000.000 1827 días 15.000.000 96.797.100.000 -

00176/2018 US$ 7.000.000 1827 días 7.000.000 45.171.980.000 -

00176/2018 US$           12.000.000 1827 días           12.000.000 77.437.680.000 -

USD Total  (*) 45.000.000 45.000.000

Gs. Equivalent Total 290.391.300.000 -

(*) The Central Bank of Paraguay has authorized, through Resolution SB. SG. N° 00176/2018, the issue of Financial Bonds in foreign currency up to the amount of USD 

75,000,000.00 and the Bank has issued US$ 45,000,000 (see Note c.19).

The financial bonds issued are not covered by Law 2334/03 and consequently are not insured by the Deposit Guarantee Fund.

c) Foreign placements

The Ordinary General Meeting No. 39 dated April 26, 2013 approved the issuance of bonds abroad up to the amount of US$ 300 million (three hundred million US dollars). On 

January 16, 2014, Banco Regional S.A.E.C.A. issued bonds for the amount of US$ 300 million. The securities were listed in Luxembourg and have a term of 5 years and an annual 

interest rate of 8.125% (interest payable semiannually).

As of December 31, 2018, the capital has been recorded under the item -Bonds issued in circulation- included in the items “Bonds issued abroad - Financial Sector” for Gs. 

1.788.162.000.000.

On January 24, 2019, Banco Regional SAECA proceeded to cancel US$ 300 million, thus demonstrating compliance with its obligations within the deadlines negotiated.
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c.12 Limitations on the free availability of assets or equity and any other restrictions on the  rights of ownership
As of December 31, 2019 and 2018, the following limitations exist:

a) Legal and special reserves

The Central Bank of Paraguay account as of December 31, 2019 and 2018, includes the sum of Gs. 1.300.421.585.718 and Gs. 1.270.829.736.813 respectively, which correspond to 

restricted availability accounts held with this institution for legal and special reserve purpose. (See note c.3) 

b) Public Securities

As of December 31, 2019 and 2018, the Bank has delivered Monetary Regulation Bills for Gs. 46.430.000.000 and Gs. 49.900.000.000 respectively, as minimum guarantees required 

by the Central Bank of Paraguay, under the general regulations of the Paraguayan Payment System (see Note c.4)

c) Legal reserve

In accordance with Article 27 of Law 861/96, financial institutions must have a reserve of no less than the equivalent of one hundred percent (100%) of their capital, which shall be 

constituted by transferring annually no less than twenty percent (20%) of the net profits of each financial year.

Article 28 of the aforementioned Law, establishes that the resources of the legal reserve shall be automatically applied to cover losses recorded in the financial year. In the 

following years, the total profits must be allocated to the legal reserve until the minimum amount is reached again, or the highest amount obtained in the process of its 

constitution.

At any time, the amount of the reserve may be additionally increased by cash contributions.

d) Monetary correction of Capital:

Under Article 11 of Law No. 861/96, as amended by Law No. 5787/2016, financial institutions must update their capital annually on the basis of the Consumer Price Index (CPI) 

calculated by the Central Bank of Paraguay. The updated value for the minimum capital requirement for 2019 and 2018 is Gs. 53.930 million and Gs. 52.257 million respectively, in 

accordance with Circular SB. SG. No. 007/2019 and Circular SB. SG. No. 005/2018 respectively.

The Bank’s integrated capital (common and preferred shares) at December 31, 2019 and 2018, amount to Gs. 1.151.242.800.000 and Gs. 1.087.787.800.000 respectively; (see note b.5), 

which exceeds the aforementioned minimum capital. 
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e) Profit distribution:

According to the provisions of Law No. 861/96 “General Law on Banks, Financial Institutions and Other Credit Institutions, financial entities may distribute their profits after approval 

by the Superintendence of Banks (SIB) of their respective annual audited financial statements, provided that such approval is issued within one hundred and twenty days of the 

closing of the financial year. Upon expiration of the aforementioned period and without a pronouncement by Superintendence of Banks, the profits may be distributed.

The Ordinary Shareholders’ Meeting held on April 26, 2019 approved the distribution of profits for the 2018 fiscal year, which was performed as follows:

The Ordinary Shareholders’ Meeting held on March 16, 2018 approved the distribution of profits for the year 2017 and the accumulated results corresponding to the year 2016 

according to the SB. SG. Note No. 470/2017; which was performed as follows:

ITEMS CURRENCY AMOUNT
Constitution of legal reserves Gs. 30.935.302.533

Capitalization of profits Gs. 47.010.000.000

Cash dividends distributions - preferred shares Gs. 40.000.000.000

Cash dividends distributions - common shares Gs. 20.147.111.737

Total 138.092.414.270

ITEMS CURRENCY AMOUNT
Constitution of legal reserves Gs. 42.379.884.382

Capitalization of profits Gs. 86.379.800.000

Cash dividends distributions - preferred shares Gs. 40.000.000.000

Cash dividends distributions - common shares Gs. 37.019.898.307

Total 205.779.582.689

f) Preferred share dividends

In accordance with the original terms of the preferred share issuance, the shareholders’ meeting granted the holders a preferred dividend of 18% on the preferred capital. On 

December 18, 2018, exercising its authority, the Ordinary Shareholders’ Meeting resolved to modify the original rate, setting the new preferred dividend rate at 12% for the period 

of 2019 to 2023.
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g) Additional income tax on profit distribution:

In accordance with the provisions of Law 125/91, as amended by Law 2421/04, until December 31, 2019 and 2018, profit distribution was subject to an additional income tax rate 

of 5%. 

Furthermore, according to the same rule, profits sent to foreign shareholders were subject to a 15% income tax withholding as of December 31, 2019 and 2018. See also note 

c.19.b).

h) Guarantees granted in favor of Bancard S.A.:

As of December 31, 2019 and 2018, the Bank has provided Bancard S.A. with a portfolio of credit cards of the Affinity MasterCard Classic line as collateral up to the amount of ˃ 

17.579.935.763 which guarantee transactions resulting from users´ transactions at ATMs or points of sale (POS) in the Infonet network, as well as obligations that may arise as a result 

of credit card transactions under the MasterCard, VISA and Bancard Check brands.

c.13 Guarantees granted regarding liabilities
As of December 31, 2019, loans obtained from GOVCO LLC, in agreement with Citibank N.A. New York, and guaranteed by the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC), 

with a principal balance of US$ 1.184.220,00 are guaranteed by promissory notes from clients in guarantee for US$ 4.160.603,18

At December 31, 2018, loans obtained from GOVCO LLC under an agreement with Citibank N.A. New York, and guaranteed by the Overseas Private Investment Corporation 

(OPIC), with a principal balance of US$ 3.552.640,00 are secured by promissory notes from clients in guarantee for US$ 7.270.461,00

Additionally, the Bank is committed to comply with certain financial covenants, positive and negative in accordance with the contracts and agreements signed with multilateral 

credit institutions, which are monitored by the Board of Directors and Management of the Bank.

As of December 31, 2019, the financial covenants that are outside the range have the approved waivers of the borrowers that support the validity of the terms originally agreed 

for such operations.

There are no other limitations to the free availability of assets or equity or any other restriction to the right of ownership.
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c.14 Distribution of performing loans and financial liabilities according to their maturity

The placements and deposits as of December 31, 2019 and 2018, are shown below, grouped according to their remaining maturity:

Balances include accrued interest, transactions to be settled/reported and loans before allowances.

As of December 31, 2019

ITEM
TERMS REMAINING TO MATURITY

UP TO 30 DAYS FROM 31 DAYS UP TO 
180 DAYS

FROM 181 DAYS UP 
TO 1 YEAR

OVER 1 YEAR UP 
TO 3 YEARS OVER 3 YEARS TOTAL

Performing loans financial sector 78.425.419.937 170.719.266.265 51.962.159.662 55.166.334.746 25.620.838.562 381.894.019.172

Performing loans non-financial sector 1.247.365.641.521 4.086.223.880.732 1.343.471.145.005 2.526.769.723.889 4.009.808.953.610 13.213.639.344.757

Total performing loans 1.325.791.061.458 4.256.943.146.997 1.395.433.304.667 2.581.936.058.635 4.035.429.792.172 13.595.533.363.929

Liabilities - financial sector 577.241.369.364 570.314.370.364 407.349.396.318 1.462.531.516.717 1.605.212.754.634 4.622.649.407.397

Liabilities - Non-financial sector 5.137.616.157.325 1.040.309.585.371 1.277.058.994.090 2.018.475.939.489 1.404.545.832.454 10.878.006.508.729

Total Liabilities 5.714.857.526.689 1.610.623.955.735 1.684.408.390.408 3.481.007.456.206 3.009.758.587.088 15.500.655.916.126
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Liquidity risk management: 

Liquidity risk, is the risk that an entity will encounter difficulty in meeting obligations associated with financial commitments that are settled by delivering cash or another financial 

asset. The Board of Directors and Management of the Bank control its liquidity mainly by matching the maturities of its assets and liabilities, in accordance with the short, medium 

and long term strategies defined and permanently monitored, both for assets and liabilities.

Additionally, the Bank has defined contingency plans for cases of transitory liquidity needs. The liquidity position is monitored and liquidity stress tests are carried out regularly 

under a variety of scenarios that cover both normal market conditions and more severe ones. All liquidity policies and procedures are subject to review and approval by the 

Assets and Liabilities Committee.

ITEM
TERMS REMAINING TO MATURITY

UP TO 30 DAYS FROM 31 DAYS UP TO 
180 DAYS

FROM 181 DAYS UP 
TO 1 YEAR

OVER 1 YEAR UP 
TO 3 YEARS OVER 3 YEARS TOTAL

Performing loans financial sector 121.068.030.319 139.729.341.277 19.541.670.371 68.590.959.829 31.199.081.217 380.129.083.013

Performing loans non-financial sector 1.083.522.050.220 4.091.229.456.180 1.296.006.524.484 2.348.785.217.314 3.499.091.342.915 12.318.634.591.113

Total performing loans 1.204.590.080.539 4.230.958.797.457 1.315.548.194.855 2.417.376.177.143 3.530.290.424.132 12.698.763.674.126

Liabilities - financial sector 2.460.616.890.947 742.552.627.383 292.943.486.478 1.043.163.734.043 883.657.860.209 5.422.934.599.060

Liabilities - Non-financial sector 5.566.276.100.023 1.059.309.911.581 1.061.577.502.385 1.840.569.860.610 738.836.382.148 10.266.569.756.747

Total Liabilities 8.026.892.990.970 1.801.862.538.964 1.354.520.988.863 2.883.733.594.653 1.622.494.242.357 15.689.504.355.807

As of December 31, 2018
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NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS

AMOUNT AND PERCENTAGE OF THE FINANCIAL 
SECTOR LOAN PORTFOLIO

AMOUNT AND PERCENTAGE OF THE NON-FINANCIAL 
SECTOR LOAN PORTFOLIO

PERFORMING
GS.(*) % NONPERFORMING

GS.(*) % PERFORMING
GS.(*) % NONPERFORMING

GS.(*) %

As of December 31, 2019

10 largest borrowers 292.447.848.696  77% 1.866.551.425  100% 1.006.834.261.154   8% 72.536.023.173  35%

50 next largest borrowers 89.446.170.476  23% -    0% 2.880.387.020.663 22% 79.238.831.686  38%

100 next largest borrowers -    0% -    0% 2.747.911.739.465  21% 32.884.271.821  16%

Other largest borrowers -    0% -    0% 6.578.506.323.475  49% 21.657.457.735  11%

Total 381.894.019.172 100% 1.866.551.425 100% 13.213.639.344.757 100% 206.316.584.415 100%

As of December 31, 2018

10 largest borrowers 289.144.700.742  76% - 0% 991.952.246.883  8% 75.054.631.445  40%

50 next largest borrowers 90.984.382.271  24% - 0% 2.682.387.633.502 22% 82.913.141.949  45%

100 next largest borrowers -     0% - 0% 2.603.610.950.562 21% 18.892.643.186  10%

Other largest borrowers -     0% - 0% 6.040.683.760.166 49% 8.851.541.453     5%

Total 380.129.083.013 100% - 0% 12.318.634.591.113 100% 185.711.958.033 100%

c.15 Concentration of the loan and deposit portfolio 

c.15.1 Concentration of the portfolio by financial intermediation by number of clients

Below is the concentration of the portfolio held by the Bank as of December 31, 2019 and 2018 with the financial (SF) and non-financial (SNF) sectors, both in the portfolio of 

performing loans and non-performing loans, as on its liabilities from financial intermediation.

a) Loan portfolio

(*) Includes borrowers for accrued financial products, suspended valuation gains oustanding and operations to be settled/reported, before allowances.
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b. Deposits portfolio

NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS

AMOUNT AND PERCENTAGE OF DEPOSIT PORTFOLIO

FINANCIAL SECTOR
%

NON-FINANCIAL SECTOR

PRIVATE SECTOR
%

PUBLIC SECTOR 
%

GS (*) GS (*) GS (*)
As of December 31, 2019

10 largest depositors 422.284.781.173 60% 905.549.088.835 10% 1.043.621.767.408 98%

50 next largest depositors 241.736.387.450 35% 1.396.837.889.366 15% 26.029.114.987   2%

100 next largest depositors 35.943.670.525    5% 1.228.339.511.835 13% -    0%

Other depositors -    0% 5.771.893.935.364 62% -    0%

Total 699.964.839.148 100% 9.302.620.425.400 100% 1.069.650.882.395 100%

As of December 31, 2018

10 largest depositors 436.675.342.636  61% 773.546.160.623 9% 1.336.594.002.077  98%

50 next largest depositors 255.079.606.601  35% 1.300.580.777.002 15% 23.200.823.705    2%

100 next largest depositors 28.709.165.725    4% 1.151.400.712.809 13% -    0%

Other depositors -    0% 5.457.104.207.446 63% -    0%

Total 720.464.114.962 100% 8.682.631.857.880 100% 1.359.794.825.782 100%

(*) Includes amounts for demand and term deposits, excluding accrued financial charges payable at the end of the financial year.
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c.15.2  Concentration by geographical area and currency

a) Loans portfolio

ITEM LOANS TO FINANCIAL SECTOR 
 GS. (*) % LOANS TO NON-FINANCIAL 

SECTOR  GS. (*) %

December 31, 2019

Residents 378.142.182.291   99% 13.213.639.344.757  100%

Nonresidents 3.751.836.881     1%                                     -        0%

Sub-Total 381.894.019.172 100% 13.213.639.344.757 100%

Allowances - (620.690.700.368)

TOTAL 381.894.019.172 12.592.948.644.389

In Local Currency 214.055.859.992   56% 4.891.881.689.812    37%

In Foreing Currency   167.838.159.180   44% 8.321.757.654.945    63%

Sub-Total 381.894.019.172 100% 13.213.639.344.757 100%

Allowances - (620.690.700.368)

TOTAL 381.894.019.172 12.592.948.644.389

ITEM LOANS TO FINANCIAL SECTOR 
 GS. (*) % LOANS TO NON-FINANCIAL 

SECTOR  GS. (*) %

December 31, 2018

Residents        320.506.298.204   84%         12.318.634.591.113  100%

Nonresidents          59.622.784.809   16%                                     -        0%

Sub-Total 380.129.083.013 100% 12.318.634.591.113 100%

Allowances -            (194.911.077.192)

TOTAL 380.129.083.013 12.123.723.513.921

In Local Currency        149.133.176.377    39%           4.359.934.451.243    35%

In Foreing Currency        230.995.906.636    61%           7.958.700.139.870    65%

Sub-Total 380.129.083.013 100% 12.318.634.591.113 100%

Allowances -            (194.911.077.192)

TOTAL 380.129.083.013 12.123.723.513.921

(*) Includes loan amounts, debtors for accrued financial products, suspended valuation gains and transactions to be settled (forward contracts).
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b) Liabilities

As of December 31, 2019

As of December 31, 2018

ITEM FINANCIAL SECTOR 
GS. % NON FINANCIAL SECTOR

 GS. %

Residents  1.668.301.622.558    37%   10.758.669.048.673 99,68%

Non-residents  2.869.718.937.106    63% 34.428.824.068   0,32%

Sub-Total (*) 4.538.020.559.664 100% 10.793.097.872.741    100%

Other Liabilities (**) 84.628.847.733 84.908.635.988

TOTAL 4.622.649.407.397 10.878.006.508.729

In Local Currency 904.807.304.633   20% 4.238.754.335.721   39%

In Foreing Currency 3.633.213.255.031   80% 6.554.343.537.020    61%

Sub-Total (*) 4.538.020.559.664 100% 10.793.097.872.741 100%

Other Liabilities (**) 84.628.847.733 84.908.635.988

TOTAL 4.622.649.407.397 10.878.006.508.729

ITEM FINANCIAL SECTOR 
GS. % NON FINANCIAL SECTOR

 GS. %

Residents           1.630.838.645.304   31%           10.177.820.580.264 100%

Non-residents           3.684.570.993.947   69%                  14.320.835.789     0%

Sub-Total (*) 5.315.409.639.251 100% 10.192.141.416.053 100%

Other Liabilities (**)              107.524.959.809                  74.428.340.694 

TOTAL 5.422.934.599.060 10.266.569.756.747

In Local Currency              773.127.926.462   15%             4.274.399.476.721   42%

In Foreing Currency           4.542.281.712.789   85%             5.917.741.939.332   58%

Sub-Total (*) 5.315.409.639.251 100% 10.192.141.416.053 100%

Other Liabilities (**)              107.524.959.809                  74.428.340.694 

TOTAL 5.422.934.599.060 10.266.569.756.747

(*) Includes amounts of demand and term deposits, direct loans from financial institutions, bonds issued in circulation and deferred documentary credits without considering accrued interest at the 
closing date. 
(**) Other liabilities include accrued interest not considered as deposits, pending ATM transactions and unsettled operations.
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c.15.3 Loan portfolio to the non-financial sector distributed by economic sector 
As of December 31, 2019 and 2018

ECONOMIC SECTOR
LOANS TO NON-FINANCIAL SECTOR AS OF

DECEMBER 31, 2019 (*)
LOANS TO NON-FINANCIAL SECTOR AS 

OF DECEMBER 31, 2018 (*)

GS % GS %
Agriculture 2.339.573.479.410 18% 2.464.683.605.809 20%

Livestock activities 1.681.402.412.192 13% 1.425.159.005.960 12%

Industry 1.075.094.025.350 8% 1.195.904.162.839 10%

Wholesale business 2.264.294.940.023 17% 2.069.426.073.975 17%

Retail trade 850.349.680.917 6% 783.890.865.124 6%

Services 257.731.446.835 2% 251.915.512.294 2%

Consumer 507.950.201.019 4% 429.908.027.548 3%

Construction 253.387.362.599 2% 270.857.950.944 2%

Consumption – housing 184.120.514.091 1% 171.381.387.752 1%

Financial Intermediation 88.529.855.439 1% 84.603.413.194 1%

Agribusiness 2.548.608.258.446 19% 2.067.671.344.876 17%

Sale, Maintenance and Repair of Vehicles 398.165.739.988 3% 376.908.646.641 3%

Personal services 371.696.661.828 3% 404.267.841.256 3%

Others non specified 392.734.766.620 3% 322.056.752.901 3%

Total 13.213.639.344.757 100% 12.318.634.591.113 100%

(*) Includes accrued interest, gains to be realized and transactions to be settled/reported, before allowances.
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c.16 Credits and contingencies with related parties
The balances with related parties at December 31, 2019 and 2018 are as follows:

As of December 31, 2019

ITEM BOOK BALANCE BEFORE ALLOWANCES  (**)
GS.

ALLOWANCES
GS.

BOOK BALANCE NET OF ALLOWANCES 
GS.

Assets

Performing loans (*) 234.097.638.250 - 234.097.638.250

Credit-related contingencies 18.397.607.621                        - 18.397.607.621

Total 252.495.245.871 - 252.495.245.871

Liabilities

Deposits 106.727.250.618 - 106.727.250.618

Total 106.727.250.618 - 106.727.250.618

As of December 31, 2018

ITEM BOOK BALANCE BEFORE ALLOWANCES  (**)
GS.

ALLOWANCES
GS.

BOOK BALANCE NET OF ALLOWANCES 
GS.

Assets

Performing loans (*) 238.206.340.132 (3.034.521) 238.203.305.611

Credit-related contingencies 7.230.175.418                        - 7.230.175.418

Total 245.436.515.550 (3.034.521) 245.433.481.029

Liabilities

Deposits 89.945.660.592                        -         89.945.660.592

Total                 89.945.660.592  -         89.945.660.592
 (*) Performing loans do not include accrued interest.

(**) Law 861/96 establishes limits for the granting of loans to related parties, which cannot exceed an amount equivalent to 20% of the Bank’s effective equity.
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c.17 Other liabilities
Its composition as of December 31, 2019 and 2018 is as follows:

ITEM DECEMBER 31, 2019
GS.

DECEMBER 31, 2018
GS.

Taxes payables 14.964.341.963 12.499.635.827

Social security payables 241.557.781 39.807.010

Dividends payable 1.447.629.936 900.014.545

Accounts payable 598.711.423 2.025.712.427

Cashier's check issued 33.351.429.610 65.082.486.531

Other liabilities 10.625.545.758 6.580.980.793

Uncollected Perceived Income - 6.017.667.795

Total 61.229.216.471 93.146.304.928

c.18 Operations to be settled
This section records the balances of the following transactions:

a) Forward Operations

These are contracts for the obligatory exchange of currencies at a rate previously agreed between the parties (Currency “Forward”) which are initially recorded at their agreed 

value. Subsequently, any change in such amount is charged to income, valued at its nominal value translated at initial spot prices; and all contracts expressed in foreign 

currencies are restated at the spot exchange rate of each financial statement date.
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FORWARD PURCHASES OF FOREING CURRENCY - FINANCIAL SECTOR DECEMBER 31, 2019 - GS. DECEMBER 31, 2018 - GS.
Debtors from purchases transactions forward foreign currency - -

Creditors from purchases transactions forward foreign currency - (2.452.820)

FORWARD SALES OF FOREING CURRENCY - FINANCIAL SECTOR DECEMBER 31, 2019 - GS. DECEMBER 31, 2018 - GS.
Debtors from sales transactions forward foreign currency - 1.736.250.000 

Creditors from sales transactions forward foreign currency - (1.788.162.000)

FINANCIAL SECTOR
a) Forward Operations

NON-FINANCIAL SECTOR
a) Forward operations

FORWARD PURCHASES OF FOREING CURRENCY – NON - FINANCIAL SECTOR DECEMBER 31, 2019 - GS. DECEMBER 31, 2018 - GS.
Debtors from purchases transactions forward foreign currency 18.637.267 2.763.669.744 

Creditors from purchases transactions forward foreign currency - (2.622.000.000)

FORWARD SALES OF FOREING CURRENCY – NON - FINANCIAL SECTOR DECEMBER 31, 2019 - GS. DECEMBER 31, 2018 - GS.
Debtors from sales transactions forward foreign currency 1.854.798 5.395.200.000 

Creditors from sales transactions forward foreign currency                   (13.402.619) (5.535.455.229)

Total Forward Operations (Debtors) – Assets 20.492.065         8.158.869.744

Total Forward Operations (Creditors) - Liabilities                   (13.402.619) (8.157.455.229)
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c.19 Relevant information regarding the financial year

a) Issuance of Financial Bonds:

On March 16, 2018 the Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders approved the issuance financials bonds up to an amount of US$ 75.000.000 (seventy five million dollars).

In exercising this authority, the Board of Directors approved in Minutes No. 002/2019 dated February 20, 2019, No. 004/2019 dated April 26, 2019, No. 005/2019 dated May 21, 2019 

and No. 006/2019 dated June 21, 2019, the issuance of financial bonds within the Global Issuance Program entitled USD3, for the amounts of US$ 11.000.000; US$ 15.000.000; 

US$ 7.000.000; US$ 12.000.000 respectively.

By means of Resolution SB. SG. No. 00176/2018 dated December 6, 2018, the Superintendence of Banks has authorized the issuance of Financial Bonds in foreign currency to a 

maximum amount of US$ 75.000.000.

Below are the details of the issuances made:

SERIE ISSUE CURRENCY ISSUE AMOUNT DATE OF ISSUE DUE DATE EXPIRY DATE
1 US$ 11.000.000 2019/04/04 2024/04/04 1827 days

2 US$ 15.000.000 2019/05/10 2024/05/10 1827 days

3 US$   7.000.000 2019/05/30 2024/05/30 1827 days

4 US$ 12.000.000 2019/06/27 2024/06/27 1827 days

Total 45.000.000

b) Changes in tax legislation:

On September 25, 2019, Law No. 6380/19 “On the Modernization and Simplification of the National Tax System” was enacted, effective as of January 1, 2020, which basically sets 

forth the following taxation scheme:

Corporate Income Tax (IRE),  successor to the Income Tax on Commercial, Industrial and Service Activities (IRACIS), Income Tax on Agricultural Activities (IRAGRO), and Tax on 

Small Income Taxpayers (IRPC), with the same rates of taxation of 10%.
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Tax on Dividends and Earnings (IDU), which taxes the profits, dividends or income received as a shareholder of a company incorporated in the country. The profits destined to 

the legal reserve account, to optional reserves or to capitalization will not be covered by the IDU, except in the case of a capital redemption, in which case, the profits destined 

to some of the mentioned destinations will be taxed by the IDU. This tax is applied by way of withholding, the designated agent being the entities paying the profits 

and dividends.

The rates to be applied will be the following: 8% if the recipient of the dividends, profits or returns is an individual, legal entity or other type of entity residing in the country; and 

15% if the recipient is an entity, individual or legal entity not residing in the country, including those obtained by the parent company abroad, that is, the parent company of the 

branches established in the country. Law No. 6380/19 establishes special provisions regarding profits accumulated before the law came into effect that have not 

been capitalized.

Tax on Non-Residents (INR), Law No. 6380/19 puts into effect a tax to be applied to Non-Residents in the country, and which will tax all income, profits or benefits obtained by 

individuals, legal entities and other types of entities. The condition is that they do not have residence in Paraguay. An important point is that the case of determining whether the 

income is of Paraguayan origin is established for each type of service. In general, the INR rate is set at 15%, which will be applied to the value of the net income established.

Value Added Tax (IVA), as regards IVA, no significant changes are expected in the operations carried out by the Bank. There are no changes in the rates for operations. Financial 

interest and the provision of services will be taxed at the rate of 10%. The tax settlement system will remain unchanged; the rule of offsetting IVA Debit with IVA Tax Credit 

is maintained.

On the other hand, the possibility of recovering the IVA tax credit linked to export operations of agricultural producers and their derivatives from the first processing or 

industrialization processes is eliminated, a situation that directly affects the costs of the agricultural sector.

Additionally, new transfer-pricing regulations are established, which will be in effect as of 2021.
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D. EQUITY

d.1. Effective equity
The effective equity constitutes the basis for the determination of certain operational limits and restrictions established by the Superintendence of Banks of the Central Bank of Paraguay, for financial 

entities operating in Paraguay.

The Bank effective equity at 31 December 2019 and 2018, amounts to Gs. 1.423.050.000.000  and Gs. 1.707.817.000.000 respectively.

Law 5787 dated December 19, 2016 establishes the composition of the principal level capital (Tier 1) and supplementary capital (Tier 2) of financial entities, for the purpose of calculating their equity 

solvency. This Law also establishes the minimum ratio that must exist at all times between the principal capital and the amount of risk-weighted assets and contingencies, in national or foreign currency, 

including their branches, in the country and abroad, which may not be less than 8%. In the case of the minimum ratio between the principal (Tier 1) and supplementary (Tier 2), capital combined  and the 

total amount of risk-weighted assets and contingencies of a financial institution weighted by their risk, in domestic or foreign currency, including its branches in the country and abroad, shall not  be less 

than 12% or exceed 14%.

As of December 31, 2019 and December 31, 2018, the Bank maintains the following ratio: 

DECEMBER 31, 2019 (*) DECEMBER 31, 2018
Level 1- Principal capital 12,70% 13,64%

Level 2 – Principal capital plus complementary capital 12,11% 15,99%

(*) Corresponds to the determination of the effective equity by computing the figures of the rectified information (See note G).
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d.2. Minimum Capital
The minimum inflation indexed capital for 2018 which, by virtue of the provisions of the Central Bank of Paraguay, banks operating in the national financial system must have as 

integrated capital by December 31, 2019 is Gs. 53.930 million (Gs. 52.257 million for December 31, 2018). Any shortfall in an Bank´s capital in relation to the minimum capital required 

annually from financial institutions must be covered before the end of the first half of each year.

At December 31, 2019, and 2018, the Bank had an integrated capital of Gs. 1.151.242.800.000 and Gs. 1.087.787.800.000 respectively, which was higher than the minimum required by 

the regulations of the Central Bank of Paraguay on those dates.

d.3.  Adjustments of accumulated results
The Chart of Accounts and Guidelines of the Central Bank of Paraguay sets that the adjustments to prior year’s earnings must be record in the income statement, without 

affecting the Bank’s equity balances. At December 31, 2019 the net adjustment results are a loss of Gs. 7.329.251.206 included under the heading “Adjustment of previous financial 

years’ results” (profit of Gs. 6.303.958.828 as of  December 31, 2018).

E. INFORMATION REGARDING CONTINGENCY AND MEMORANDUM ACCOUNTS

a) Contingency accounts 

The balance of the contingency accounts at 31 December 2019 and 2018 relates mainly to credit lines granted to debtors for credit card operations, loans agreed on current 

accounts, and other agreed lines pending use. Together, these lines of credit do not exceed 10% of total assets. 

The Bank has recorded the following balances in contingency accounts, related to commitments or responsibilities in the line of business:

ITEMS DECEMBER 31, 2019 - GS. DECEMBER 31, 2018 - GS.
Guarantees issued 572.217.928.035 356.355.327.373

Documentary letters of credit to be negotiated 173.226.944.376 112.521.840.133

Lines of credits to be used in current accounts 326.663.702.560 302.657.349.043

Lines of credits to be used through credit cards 341.446.724.748 320.042.011.008

TOTAL 1.413.555.299.719 1.091.576.527.557
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ITEMS 31/12/2019 - GS. 31/12/2018 - GS.
Guarantees received 14.870.716.867.056 13.637.830.795.274

Securities and Deposit Management 1.413.888.661.900 1.449.872.028.782

Foreign business and collections 25.676.849.874 83.214.157.383

Sale and transfer of portfolio 1.043.371.933.930 790.855.157.732

Forward Operation – Buyer 967.971.000 -

Forward Operation - Seller 1.935.942.000 -

Other memorandum accounts 1.159.355.811.679 1.136.633.421.355

Total 18.515.914.037.439 17.098.405.560.526

b) Memorandum accounts

The memorandum accounts are composed as follows:

F. INFORMATION CONCERNING RESULTS

f.1 Recognition of income and loss
The Entity applied the accrual principle for the purposes of recognizing income and allocating expenses or costs incurred, with the following exceptions, in which income 

is recognized as profit upon receipt or collection, as established by Resolution No. 1, Minute No. 60 of the Central Bank of Paraguay, dated September 28, 2007, and its 

subsequent amendments:

a) Financial products accrued and uncollected from debtors with non-performing loans, and their valuation earnings;

b) Financial products accrued and uncollected related from debtors and credits classified in categories 2 (other than by subjective criteria), 3, 4, 5 and 6, which are recognized 

as profit upon collection.

c) Valuation earnings of debtors with non-performing and performing loans classified in categories 2 (other than by subjective criteria), 3, 4, 5 and 6, which are recognized as 

profit upon collection.

d) Deferred income from credit sale of assets, which are recognized as revenue as credits are collected;

e) Valuation earnings from credit sale of assets; and

 f) Certain fees for banking services.
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ITEM DECEMBER 31, 2019 - GS. DECEMBER 31, 2018 - GS.
Income from valuation of financial assets and liabilities in foreing currency 5.936.957.919.428 3.716.506.996.435  

Loss from valuation of financial assets and liabilities in foreing currency (5.942.285.727.742) (3.721.196.458.899)  

Net foreing exchange differences on financial assets and liabilities in foreing currency (5.327.808.314) (4.689.462.464)  

Income from valuation of other assets and liabilities in foreing currency 23.611.261.943 20.091.907.611  

loss from valuation of other assets and liabilities in foreing currency (29.585.249.398) (26.534.319.646)  

Net foreing exchange differences on other assets and liabilities in foreing currency - profit (5.973.987.455) (6.442.412.035)  

Net foreing exchange differences on total assets and liabilities in foreing currency - profit (loss) (11.301.795.769) (11.131.874.499)  

f.2 Exchange rate differences in foreign currency
The net exchange differences related to assets and liabilities held in foreign currency are shown in net values under “Valuation of assets and liabilities in foreign currency” of the 

statement of income, and their breakdown is as follows:

As described in item (c) of note f.1, the foreign exchange differences related to loans in foreign currency that are nonperforming and/or performing classified in categories “3”, 

“4”, “5” and “6”, are recognized as income as they are collected, since entering category 3 is suspended.

Net foreign exchange differences from foreign exchange and arbitrage operations are disclosed in the lines of the statement of income entitled “Other operating income – 

Net gains for exchange and arbitrage operations”. 

f.3 Contributions to the Deposit Guarantee Fund (FGD)
Under the provisions of Law No. 2334 dated December 12, 2003, financial institutions are required to contribute 0.12% of the average quarterly balances of their deposits 

portfolio in local and foreign currency to the FGD administrated by BCP. The amount contributed by the Bank to the FGD for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2018 

amounts to Gs. 52.906.225.818 and Gs. 49.496.101.269 respectively. The amounts contributed by the Bank to the FGD, constitute not-recoverable expenses and are included in 

the “General Expenses” item of the “Other operating expenses” item of the statement of income.
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f.4 Income tax
The income tax charged to the results of the year at the rate of 10% is based on the accounting profit before this concept, adjusted by the items that the law (Law No 125/91 as 

amended by Law No 2421/04) and its regulations include or exclude for the determination of the net taxable income.

The income tax charge for the years ended on December 31, 2019 and 2018, amounts to Gs. 16.635.357.357 y Gs. 16.584.098.397 respectively. 

F.5 Inflationary effects
No inflationary adjustment procedures have been applied, except as mentioned in note c.9.

G. SUBSEQUENT EVENTS AFTER THE END OF THE FINANCIAL YEAR

After the end of the year, the Entity proceeded to adjust the value of the portfolio provisions as of December 31, 2019, considering the guidelines of BCP Board Resolution No. 21, Minute 65, dated 09/18/2019, 

which establishes transitional measures to support the productive sector and allows deferring for up to 36 months, the charges for provisions constituted on those credit operations included under the 

aforementioned transitional measures scheme. In this regard, the Entity proceeded to rectify the financial information presented to the regulatory bodies as of said date and is in the process of updating the 

information presented for the months of January and February 2020. 

In addition, on February 27, 2020 the Entity proceeded to issue and place subordinated bonds for an amount equivalent to USD 10 million, according to the global issuance program of USD 4 subordinated 

bonds through the Asuncion Stock Exchange (BVPASA).

After December 31, 2019, there have been no other events or transactions that, due to their nature, would warrant disclosure or have an impact on the financial statements for 2019.

ESTEBAN A. ROTELA MACIEL
Contador General

ROLAND WOLFF
Síndico Titular

EUGENIO OZE DE MORVIL 
Gerente General

RAÚL VERA BOGADO
Presidente Ejecutivo
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TRUSTEE’S OPINION

Encarnación, May 26, 2020

Messrs. 

SHAREHOLDERS of BANCO REGIONAL S.A.E.C.A. 

In compliance with provisions in Article No. 1124, paragraph e) of the Paraguayan Civil 

Code, I hereby present to the Regular General Meeting of Shareholders of Banco 

Regional S.A.E.C.A., called for June 30 of this year, my written report and opinion on the 

report, inventory, balance sheet and income statement for the year 2019. 

I have learnt of the opinion of independent auditors Deloitte & Touche – Paraguay 

on the financial statements of Banco Regional S.A.E.C.A. corresponding to the year 

ended December 31, 2019, that was issued without objections on March 12, 2020; 

likewise, I have received the information needed on the operations of the Company 

and I have complied with all applicable aspects according to the Article No. 1124 of the 

Paraguayan Civil Code. 

In my opinion, based on the analysis of these documents, I consider that the 

economic and financial situation exposed in them reasonably reflect the legal and 

financial standing of Banco Regional S.A.E.C.A. in all important regards. 

Therefore, I advise the Regular General Meeting of Shareholders to approve the 

report of the Board, the inventory, the balance sheet and the corresponding income 

statement of Banco Regional S.A.E.C.A., presented as of December 31, 2019. 

It is my opinion. 

Roland Wolff

Regular Trustee
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RISK RATING

International ratings
Banco Regional is a financial institution that proves its solvency through evaluations granted by internationally renowned risk rating agencies such as Standard & Poor’s 

(S&P) and Moody’s. These evaluations are the result of an efficient and trustworthy management that ensure the capacity of the Bank to comply with the obligations and 

commitments despite the volatility and complexity of markets. 

Moody’s: (April 2019)

Deposits in Foreign Currency: Ba2/Stable

Deposits in Local Currency: Ba1/Stable

S&P: (January 2019)

BB/Stable

National ratings  (1)
The Board of Banco Regional has appointed the company Feller Rate to rate the solvency of the company locally, i.e., the capacity and intention to comply with its 

obligations. 

Feller Rate (Oct 2019) 

AA+py/Stable
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GENERAL COORDINATION:
Cynthia Sotelo, Gerente de Sucursales y 

Desarrollo de Negocios.

Maria Luisa Rossi, Sub Gerente de 

Marketing y Canales Alternativos.

Sabrina Sinay, Analista de Marketing.

EDITORIAL COORDINATION:
News Comunicación Corporativa .

EDITORIAL COORDINATION:
Estudio Madre.

CONTACT:
info@regional.com.py

ENCARNACIÓN, PARAGUAY.

Julio de 2020.

2019® Todos los derechos reservados.

This document is the property of BANCO REGIONAL 

S.A.E.C.A. It is nonprofit; therefore, it cannot be sold 

in Paraguay nor abroad. The reproduction and 

dissemination of the content of this material are 

authorized through all means, provided that the 

source is cited.

Translator’s Note: I, the undersigned, JUAN CARLOS 

DÍAZ, an Official Sworn Translator, registered with 

the Supreme Court of Justice under No 874, DO 

HEREBY CERTIFY, that the above is a true and 

accurate English translation of a document in 

Spanish, which I had before me.- IN WITNESS 

WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed 

my seal in the city of Asunción, Paraguay, this 3rd 

day of August A.D. 2020.- 
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